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ABSTRACT 

Enhancement of Ride and Directional Performances of Articulated Vehicles via Optimal 

Frame Steering and Hydro-Pneumatic Suspension 

Yuming Yin, Ph.D. 

Concordia University, 2017 

Off-road vehicles employed in agriculture, construction, forestry and mining sectors are known to 

exhibit comprehensive levels of terrain-induced ride vibration and relatively lower directional 

stability limits, especially for the articulated frame-steered vehicles (AFSV). The transmitted 

whole-body vibration (WBV) exposure levels to the human operators generally exceed the safety 

limits defined in ISO-2631-1 and the European Community guidelines. Moreover, the directional 

stability limits are generally assessed neglecting the contributions due to terrain roughness and 

kineto-dynamics of the articulated frame steering (AFS) system. Increasing demand for high load 

capacity and high-speed off-road vehicles raises greater concerns for both the directional stability 

limits and WBV exposure. The criterion for acceptable handling and stability limits of such 

vehicles do not yet exist and need to be established. Furthermore, both directional stability 

performance and ride vibration characteristics are coupled and pose conflicting vehicle suspension 

design requirements. This dissertation research focuses on enhancement of ride, and roll- and yaw-

plane stability performance measures of frame-steered vehicle via analysis of kineto-dynamics of 

the AFS system and hydro-pneumatic suspensions. 

A roll stability performance measure is initially proposed for off-road vehicles considering 

magnitude and spectral contents of the terrain elevations. The roll dynamics of an off-road vehicle 

operating on random rough terrains were investigated, where the two terrain-track profiles were 

synthesized considering coherency between them. It is shown that a measure based on steady-

turning root-mean-square lateral acceleration corresponding to the sustained period of unity 

lateral-load-transfer-ratio prior to the absolute-rollover, could serve as a reliable measure of roll 

stability of vehicles operating on random rough terrains. The simulation results revealed adverse 

effects of terrain elevation magnitude on the roll stability, while a relatively higher coherency 

resulted in lower terrain roll-excitation and thereby higher roll stability. The yaw-plane stability 

limits of an AFSV are investigated in terms of free yaw-oscillations as well as transient steering 

characteristics through field measurements and simulations of kineto-dynamics of the AFS system. 
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It was shown that employing hydraulic fluid with higher bulk modulus and increasing the steering 

arm lengths would yield higher yaw stiffness of the AFS system and thereby higher frequency of 

yaw-oscillations. Greater leakage flows and viscous seal friction within the AFS system struts 

caused higher yaw damping coefficient but worsened the steering gain and articulation rate. A 

design guidance of the AFS system is subsequently proposed. The essential objective measures 

are further identified considering the AFSV’s yaw oscillation/stability and steering performances, 

so as to seek an optimal design of the AFS system.  

For enhancing the ride performance of AFSV, a simple and low cost design of a hydro-

pneumatic suspension (HPS) is proposed. The nonlinear stiffness and damping properties of the 

HPS strut that permits entrapment of gas into the hydraulic oil were characterized experimentally 

and analytically. The formation of the gas-oil emulsion was studied in the laboratory, and 

variations in the bulk modulus and mass density of the emulsion were formulated as a function of 

the gas volume fraction. The model results obtained under different excitations in the 0.1 to 8 Hz 

frequency range showed reasonably good agreements with the measured stiffness and damping 

properties of the HPS strut. The results showed that increasing the fluid compressibility causes 

increase in effective stiffness but considerable reduction in the damping in a highly nonlinear 

manner. Increasing the gas volume fraction resulted in substantial hysteresis in the force-deflection 

and force-velocity characteristics of the strut. 

A three-dimensional AFSV model is subsequently formulated integrating the hydro-

mechanical AFS system and a hydro-pneumatic suspension. The HPS is implemented only at the 

front axle, which supports the driver cabin in order to preserve the roll stability of the vehicle. The 

validity of the model is illustrated through field measurements on a prototype vehicle. The 

suspension parameters are selected through design sensitivity analyses and optimization, 

considering integrated ride vibration, and roll- and yaw-plane stability performance measures. The 

results suggested that implementation of HPS to the front unit alone could help preserve the 

directional stability limits compared to the unsuspended prototype vehicle and reduce the ride 

vibration exposure by nearly 30%. The results of sensitivity analyses revealed that the directional 

stability performance limits are only slightly affected by the HPS parameters. Further reduction in 

the ride vibration exposure was attained with the optimal design, irrespective of the payload 

variations. 
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CHAPTER 1 

LITERATURE REVIEW AND SCOPE OF THE DISSERTATION 

1.1 Introduction 

Vehicles employed in off-road sectors such as agricultural, construction, forestry and mining 

regions are known to exhibit relatively lower directional stability limits and high levels of whole-

body vibration (WBV). The WBV exposure levels generally exceed the safety limits for the human 

operators defined in ISO-2631-1 [1] and the European Community (EC) guidelines [2]. 

Epidemiological studies have shown direct associations between prolonged WBV exposure and 

operator health risks and reduced work rate [3-5]. Surveys of overturning accident conducted by 

Health and Safety Executive in United Kingdom [6] and Scottish Institute of Agricultural 

Engineering [7] have reported high tractor accident rates on rough terrains, which have been 

attributed to lower overturning limits of such vehicles. National Institute for Occupational Safety 

and Health in United States has also reported higher frequency of fatal rollover accidents of mining 

trucks, especially in the loaded case [8, 9]. 

The articulation degree-of-freedom of the widely-used articulated frame-steered vehicles 

(AFSV) further contributes to yaw divergence or snaking behavior of the vehicle when operating 

above a critical speed [10-12]. Increasing demand for high load capacity and high-speed vehicles 

raises greater concerns for both the directional stability limits and WBV exposure. The 

enhancement of operational safety of off-road vehicles, especially the AFSVs, thus necessitates 

designs for improved roll- and yaw-plane stability limits together with the attenuation of terrain-

induced ride vibration. 

Current designs of low to medium size off-road vehicle generally rely on ride vibration 

attenuation through soft and large size tires and a seat suspension. The tires are designed/selected 

to support the vehicle weight and fulfill required traction performance on different terrains, while 

offering very light damping and thereby limited control of terrain-induced vibration. Moreover, 

the soft and large size tires may cause greater roll and pitch motions of the vehicle, as well as 

greater fore-aft and lateral WBVs attributed to high driver location. Further, a seat suspension 

generally limits the transmission of vertical vibration only, when adequately tuned for the target 

vehicle [13, 14], while the ride vibration environment of off-road work vehicles comprises equally 

large magnitudes of horizontal and rotational vibrations [15, 16]. Based on the field-measured data, 

it has been shown that a seat suspension may offer little attenuation of vertical vibration and it may 
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even amplify the cabin vibrations under some operating situations [17]. Many designs of axle 

suspensions have also been proposed to enhance the vehicle ride performance, while their 

implementations in off-road vehicles have been limited due to the reduced roll- and tip-over 

stability, and increased jackknife and snaking potential of the suspended vehicles particularly for 

the AFSVs [18]. The roll- and yaw-plane stability limits of off-road vehicles can be improved to 

some extent via the anti-roll bars, friction damping and leakage flows within the articulated 

steering struts [10, 18, 19]. Their robustness to variations in load, speed and off-road terrain 

conditions, however, are not yet known. Further, the effects of kinematic layout, hydraulic fluid 

properties and steering valve flow characteristics of the articulated frame steering (AFS) system 

on the yaw oscillation/stability of the vehicle are usually overlooked. Although off-road vehicles 

operate under substantially different terrain conditions compared to the road vehicles, their 

stability performance is invariably assessed on the basis of measures defined for road vehicles [18, 

20, 21]. A knowledge gap exists on directional stability measures for off-road vehicles 

incorporating the tire interactions with off-road rough terrains.  

The developments in innovative linkage [22] and cross-coupled hydro-pneumatic 

suspensions [23] offer good potential to achieve enhanced vibration safety of the operators, while 

preserving the operational safety of the vehicle. Such developments, however, involve numerous 

complex challenges in view of conflicting ride and stability performance measures, lack of well-

defined stability measures and various design constraints. Thus far, only limited efforts have been 

made with regards to coupled ride and handling performance of the suspended off-road vehicles, 

especially the AFSVs. The limited reported studies on AFSVs focus either on vehicle ride 

performance, mostly through the field measurements [3, 24], or on the snaking stability limits [19, 

25]. The designs of advanced suspensions together with appropriate articulated frame steering 

system may help tackle the conflicting design requirements, and improve ride and directional 

stability performance of the frame-steered off-road work vehicles. 

This dissertation research focuses on enhancement of ride, and roll- and yaw-plane stability 

performance measures of frame-steered vehicle via analysis of kineto-dynamics of the frame 

steering system and hydro-pneumatic axle suspension. A roll stability performance measure is 

proposed for off-road vehicles considering magnitude and spectral contents of the terrain. The free 

yaw-oscillations as well as transient steering characteristics of an articulated frame-steered vehicle 

are investigated through field measurements and simulations of the yaw-plane dynamic model. 
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The essential objective measures are subsequently identified considering the AFSV’s yaw 

oscillation/stability and steering performances, so as to seek an optimal design of the articulated 

frame steering system. The stiffness and damping characteristics of a hydro-pneumatic suspension 

strut design are also investigated experimentally and analytically. The validated suspension model 

and optimal AFS system are integrated to the three-dimensional model of the AFSV in the 

ADAMS platform to analyze the ride and roll/yaw stability performance of the vehicle. An optimal 

design of the hydro-pneumatic axle suspension system is subsequently proposed for realizing a 

better compromise between ride and directional performances of the AFSV. 

1.2 Review of relevant literature 

The state-of-the-art developments in off-road vehicles’ ride, directional dynamics analyses and 

suspension designs are reviewed in order to build essential knowledge on integrated analysis and 

design methods, and to formulate the scope of the dissertation research. The reported studies 

focusing on: ride and handling dynamics of off-road work vehicles, including the performance 

measures; modelling of vehicle system and subsystems, and the tire-terrain interactions; kineto-

dynamics of articulated steering system; and design and analyses of axle suspension systems are 

reviewed and discussed in the following subsections. 

1.2.1 Ride and handling dynamics of off-road work vehicles 

Analysis of ride vibration and handling performance of an off-road work vehicle involves 

integration of rigid body dynamic model of the vehicle with various subsystem models such as the 

tires, suspension systems and the articulated frame steering mechanism in addition to the terrain 

profiles. Furthermore, the assessments of ride and handling dynamics of vehicles involves the 

formulations of relevant performance measures. 

 Various studies on human responses to whole-body vibration have evolved into generally 

acceptable and standardized measures of ride performance considering the human drivers’ health, 

safety and performance rate. Considerable gap in knowledge, however, exists for measures related 

to handling and directional stability performance of off-road vehicles. The significance of the 

WBV environment of off-road vehicles, primarily arising from tires’ interactions with rough 

terrains, can be evidenced from the various epidemiology studies on health effects of WBV among 

the exposed operators. An EC study estimated that 4 to 7% of all employees in some European 

countries and North America are exposed to potentially harmful WBV [26]. Exposure to high 
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magnitudes of WBV on a daily basis has been associated with discomfort, interference with 

activities and various health risks such as nervous, circulatory and digestive system disorders, 

noise-induced hearing loss and degenerative changes to the spine, particularly the low back pain 

(LBP) [27]. The focus groups in these epidemiological studies have been the vehicle drivers, which 

constitute the largest population of workers exposed to WBV [28]. Occupationally induced LBP 

has been further associated with excessive financial costs, and loss of workdays and quality of life. 

The total cost of LBP in Sweden was estimated in the order of 1860 million Euros in 2001, where 

the lost productivity accounted for 84% of the total cost [29]. Another study attributed 101.8 

million lost workdays to LBP in 1988 in the USA [30]. Some European countries like Belgium, 

Germany, Netherland and France recognize the low back pain and/or back disorders due to 

exposure to WBV as an occupational disease. Considering the increasing drive for productivity 

growth, particularly in the developing economies, it would be reasonable is speculate that the 

occupationally WBV-exposed population will continue to grow. 

The WBV levels of a large number of off-road work vehicles either approach or exceed the 

8-hour health guidance caution zone (HGCZ), defined in ISO 2631-1 [1]. The WBV levels of such 

vehicles are either close to or exceed the action limiting values defined in the EC guideline [2]. 

The ride vibration environment of a vehicle is generally assessed in terms of frequency-weighted 

root mean square (RMS) acceleration at the driver seat. The standardized measurement methods 

have been described in ISO 2631-1 [1] and BS 6841 [31]. The ISO 2631-1 defines the frequency 

weightings to derive the weighted RMS accelerations along the horizontal (𝑎𝑤𝑥, 𝑎𝑤𝑦), vertical 

(𝑎𝑤𝑧) and rotational axes. The total WBV exposure 𝑎𝑣 is subsequently obtained from the weighted 

sum of frequency-weighted RMS accelerations along the translational axes alone: 

where kx, ky and kz are the weighting constants. The standard further provides the HGCZ to assess 

the potential health effects of WBV. The 2002/44/EC [2] recommends the use of daily exposure 

A(8) in terms of 8-hour equivalent energy representing the equivalent continuous exposure. The 

directive recommends the exposure limit value of 1.15 m/s2 and an action value of 0.5 m/s2. 

The reported exposure levels of some of the off-road vehicles are summarized Table 1.1. 

Despite their operations at relatively low speeds, the WBV levels of vast majority of the off-road 

work vehicles exceed the HGCZ, which is mostly due to vehicle interactions with rough terrains. 

 𝑎𝑣 = √𝑘𝑥2𝑎𝑤𝑥2 + 𝑘𝑦2𝑎𝑤𝑦2 + 𝑘𝑧2𝑎𝑤𝑧2  (1.1) 
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Furthermore, many of these vehicles transmit equally high magnitudes of horizontal and vertical 

vibration, as seen in Table 1.1. A number of studies have shown that the WBV levels of a vehicle 

are related to various driver-, operation-, design- and environmental-related factors such as speed 

[5] , terrain roughness [32], cab and cab mounts, axle locations [33], vehicle load and dimensions 

[3], and driving style and experience [34]. 

When the WBV exposure is deemed as a health risk for the workers, the primary actions 

to take into consideration aim at elimination or reduction of vibration at source such as proper 

maintenance (or replacement) of older vehicles, routine upkeep of tracks and trails, and reductions 

in vehicle speed and load. The secondary actions involve the engineering solutions aimed at 

reducing the vibration along the transmission path through suspensions or vibration isolators 

inserted between the source of vibration and the operator, namely tires, body suspension, and cab 

and seat suspension [17, 35]. A third group of actions for WBV-related health risk reductions 

include optimizing the driver posture considering cab ergonomics, seat profile and visibility, and 

work organization so as to reduce the exposure duration. Reported studies have shown that the 

vibration levels on the seat pan exceed those at the base of the seat, suggesting that current seat 

suspension mechanisms may not be effective for a class of vehicles [4, 17]. 

Table 1.1: Summary of WBV levels of off-road work vehicles 

Vehicle (Model) Terrain  Task  
Speed 
(𝑘𝑚/ℎ) 

Average 
𝑎𝑤𝑥(𝑚/𝑠

2) 

Average 
𝑎𝑤𝑦(𝑚/𝑠

2) 
Average 
𝑎𝑤𝑧(𝑚/𝑠

2) 
Average 
𝑎𝑣(𝑚/𝑠

2) 
Exceed 

HGCZ 
Source 

Articulated dumper Quarry  - - 0.14 0.18 0.38 0.50 No  [24] 

Agricultural tractor 
Workplace - 5 - - - 0.89 Yes 

[36] 
Road  - 20 - - - 0.55 No 

Backhoe  - - - - - 1.0-1.1 1.05 Yes [5] 

Bulldozer  - Pushing  - 1.96 1.4 1.64 3.75 Yes [16] 

Crawler loader - - - 0.8-1.1 - - 1.33 Yes [5] 

Drill-jumbo - Drilling  - 0.03 0.02 0.08 0.09 No 
[16] 

Dump truck - Various  - 0.67 0.71 1.2 1.82 Yes  

Excavator  

(CAT 330C) 
Unpaved 

Haulage 

10-15 

0.21-0.34 0.17-0.30 0.53-1.05 0.94 Yes 

[4] Material 

shifting 
0.12-0.13 0.08 0.15-0.21 0.27 No 

Forklift  

Quarry 

- 

- 0.3 0.28 0.95 1.11 Yes 

[24] Mill  - 0.11 0.11 0.3 0.37 No 

Dockyard - 0.2 0.15 0.4 0.53 No 

Forwarder  - - - 0.29-1.36 0.43-1.79 0.21-1.00 2.03 Yes [37] 

Grader  - 
Pushing 

leveling  
- 0.38 0.45 0.79 1.14 Yes [16] 

Harvester  - - - 0.216 0.22 0.386 0.58 No [38] 

Loader-wheeled 

(Volvo L110F) 
Unpaved 

Haulage 

10-15 

0.32-0.44 0.43-0.5 0.43-0.61 0.99 Yes 

[4] Material 

shifting 
0.35-0.62 0.22-0.53 0.37-1.02 1.10 Yes 

LHD truck - Various  - 0.87-0.97 0.49-0.63 1.4-1.7 2.17 Yes [3] 

Mower  

(Toro 40000D) 
- - - 0.83 0.87 0.56 1.77 Yes [39] 

Skidder  - Various  - 0.28-1.02 0.22-1.18 0.25-0.87 1.51 Yes [15] 
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Unlike the ride vibration, the dynamic safety or directional performance measures have not 

been well defined for off-road vehicles. Off-road vehicle dynamic safety limits generally include 

the roll stability, slope stability and yaw stability limits, also referred to as the snaking and 

jackknife stability limits for articulated vehicles [12, 18, 40]. Some of the measures defined for 

road vehicles have been used to assess dynamic safety limits of off-road vehicles, although their 

validity is questionable due to large variations in the tire forces on rough terrains. The specific 

measures reported in the literature are summarized below. 

The roll stability limits can be evaluated in terms of static and dynamic measures 

commonly used to describe relative roll stability of heavy commercial road vehicles [40, 41]. The 

static roll stability has been described in terms of different measures such as static safety factor 

(SSF) and tilt-table ratio (TTR), while the dynamic roll stability is assessed in terms of the Lateral 

Load Transfer Ratio (LTR), Roll Safety Factor (RSF), Rearward Amplification Ratio (RAR) and 

Rollover Prevention Energy Reserve (RPER). Li et al. [21] investigated rollover risk of vehicle 

negotiating a fishhook maneuver on a random terrain profile. The study assessed the roll stability 

in terms of peak normalized rollover critical factor (RCF) as a function of the vehicle roll angle 

and instantaneous position of the mass center (cg). Pazooki et al. [10] assessed the dynamic roll 

stability of an AFSV in terms of the RSF (LTR of the rear unit), during constant-speed turning and 

path-change maneuvers. The vehicle is considered to approach its relative roll instability limit 

when RSF value approaches unity, which corresponds to loss of contact of tires on inside track of 

the vehicle. The study also expressed the dynamic rollover threshold of the vehicle in terms of 

effective lateral acceleration (ELA) based on the lateral accelerations of the sprung and unsprung 

masses. In addition, the absolute rollover criterion has been described as the lateral distance 

between vehicle mass center and the line joining the contact centers of outside tires of the front 

and rear axles [41]. There studies have invariably shown that terrain roughness adversely affects 

the roll stability limit of the vehicle. The validity of the measures defined for road vehicles is thus 

questioned, since these are defined for perfectly smooth roads. 

Hunter [42] and Yisa et al. [43] have presented the static and dynamic slope stability 

measurements of agriculture and forestry vehicles. The static slope stability refers to the maximum 

slope of the terrain prior to overturning of the vehicle, which directly relates to instantaneous 

normal loads on different wheels. European and Japanese regulations recommend the minimum 

wheel load requirements as 20%, 19% and 18% for small, medium and large-size tractors [44]. 
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The dynamic slope stability, on the other hand, is related to loss of control, and is described by the 

limiting speed corresponding to vehicle sliding or overturning. 

The articulation joint in an AFSV introduces an additional yaw degree-of-freedom (DOF) 

apart from compliance in the roll and pitch axis, which results in snaking behavior of the rear unit 

and jackknife under extreme maneuvers. Crolla and Horton [12], He et al. [19] and Azad et al. [25, 

45] investigated the snaking mode stability limits in terms of critical speed through eigenvalue 

analysis. Alternatively, Pazooki et al. [10], Rehnberg et al. [46] and Dudziński et al. [11] assessed 

the snaking mode stability in terms of articulation angle together with its oscillation frequency and 

the rate of decay under a pulse steering input. These studies have shown lower snaking stability 

with reduced articulation stiffness and damping, tire cornering stiffness, yaw inertia of the rear 

unit and higher yaw inertia of the front unit. Pazooki et al. [10] also showed that the yaw stability 

limits of the vehicle strongly depend upon steering struts kinematics. He et al. [19] concluded that 

lowering the articulation stiffness causes over-steering of the vehicle, which may evolve into 

jackknife instability, and the leakage flows within the steering struts enhance the snaking mode 

limit but deteriorate the jackknife limit. 

1.2.2 Vehicle modeling 

The ride vibration responses of a vehicle, in-general, strongly depends upon various design and 

operating factors such as inertial properties, vehicle dimensions, terrain roughness, speed, and 

suspension and tire properties. Although the ride dynamic models of different road vehicles have 

been extensively investigated, such efforts in off-road work vehicles have been mostly limited to 

agricultural vehicles and tracked military vehicles. Such efforts are even minimal for AFSVs 

despite their high levels of ride vibrations, which may in-part be due to complex dynamics of 

AFSVs, particularly with regards to kinematics and dynamics of the steering system. Moreover, 

the reported models generally focus either on ride analysis or handling analysis. Only a few have 

attempted the coupled ride and handling analyses. The reported studies on off-road work vehicles 

models may be grouped into two categories: lumped-parameter and multi-body dynamic models. 

The lumped-parameter models provide the ride and directional responses in a highly efficient 

manner but may involve several simplifying assumptions. The multi-body dynamic models, on the 

other hand, are computationally demanding but consider detailed vehicle components kinematics 

and dynamics, and could provide more accurate predictions of the responses. 
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The reported ride dynamic models of different off-road work vehicles have provided 

considerable insight into the significance of axle suspensions, and the roles of various design and 

operating factors on the ride performance. The majority of these consider only planar dynamics 

assuming constant forward speed, while neglecting the fore-aft and lateral tire-terrain interactions 

and the contributions of the articulated steering mechanism [47]. Only a few studies have 

implemented three-dimensional tire-terrain models to study the fore-aft and lateral ride dynamics 

of off-road tractors. Pazooki et al. [48] proposed a three-dimensional lumped-parameter model of 

an AFSV (Fig. 1.1(a)) with a rear-axle torsio-elastic suspension together with a three-dimensional 

tire model to evaluate the ride responses along the lateral, fore-aft, vertical, roll and pitch axes. 

Rehnberg and Drugge [49] developed 19- and 22-DOF multi-body models of a wheel loader (Fig. 

1.1(b)) with and without axle suspensions, respectively, in the ADAMS platform and presented 

the effects of suspension on ride dynamics of the vehicle. 

 
Figure 1.1: (a) Lumped-parameter vehicle model [48] and (b) multi-body vehicle model [49] 

The directional stability analyses of off-road work vehicles have also been addressed in 

only a few studies, although the directional responses of commercial road vehicles have been 

extensively investigated. This is likely due to low speed operations of most of the off-road work 

vehicles. A class of off-road work vehicles, including some of the AFSVs, however, are designed 

to operate at relatively higher speeds, where the roll and yaw stability limits would be of greater 

concern [19]. Furthermore, such vehicles also operate on highly rough off-road terrains with 

substantial slopes and cross-slopes, and thereby may experience tip-over or rollover. Tire 

interactions with terrains with cross-slope, and uneven penetrations of the left- and right-wheels 

into deformable terrains, could also lead to substantial lateral load transfers and thus lower roll 

stability even at low speeds. 
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A simple 3-DOF yaw-plane linear vehicle model has been commonly used to investigate 

the yaw and snaking stability limits of AFSVs, while neglecting kinematics and dynamics of the 

frame steering, the effect of lateral load transfer, roll motions of the articulated units and vertical 

tire-terrain interactions [12, 19, 50]. The steering system has been mostly characterized by 

equivalent linear torsional stiffness and damping constants neglecting kinematic motions of the 

steering struts. These studies have employed different tire cornering models ranging from a linear 

model to a mobility index-based tire model with tire lag [51]. 

Azad [50] developed a linear single-DOF model of an AFSV by constraining the front unit 

along the lateral and yaw directions to analyze the vehicle snaking mode. He et al. [19] developed 

a linear 2-DOF (lateral and yaw) bicycle model of an AFSV assuming constant forward speed, 

small articulation angles and rigidly coupled front and rear sections, to evaluate understeer gradient 

of the vehicle. Azad [50] also analyzed a nonlinear 12-DOF multi-body dynamic model developed 

in the ADAMS platform. The steering struts in the multi-body model were also represented by a 

torsional spring and a damper with allowable steering angle of ±45°. The Fiala tire model [52] 

was used to derive rolling resistance, longitudinal force, lateral force and aligning moment due to 

the tires, while the vertical forces were obtained from a linear point-contact tire model. Li et al. 

[53, 54] derived a nonlinear 7-DOF three-dimensional model of an AFSV considering prescribed 

articulation angle in an open-loop manner, while neglecting kinematics and dynamics of the 

steering struts. The model was used to evaluate roll and slope stability limits of the vehicle, which 

was validated through measurements performed on a scaled wheel loader subject to turning 

maneuvers on slopes and on a terrain surface with obstacles. 

The above-stated studies have represented the steering mechanism by an equivalent 

torsional spring and damping element, which may not accurately describe the kinematics and 

dynamics of the struts. In a recent study, Pazooki et al. [10] investigated the effects of steering 

kinematics on the yaw dynamic responses, and it was shown that the yaw stability limit of an 

AFSV is strongly related to effective damping of the steering mechanism, which is further related 

to the steering valve characteristics and the leakage flows apart from the struts kinematics. It was 

further shown that effective torsional stiffness and damping due to AFS struts is highly nonlinear 

and cannot be adequately described by equivalent constants used in [19, 50]. Dudziński [11] 

developed a multi-body model of an AFSV considering the hydraulic fluid compressibility, pipes 

flexibility and steering struts geometry to study the snaking behavior of the vehicle. The study also 
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measured the torsional stiffness of the steering mechanism, and tire flexibility of a wheeled loader, 

and demonstrated model validity using the data obtained for the vehicle negotiating an obstacle at 

its right front wheel. 

Pazooki et al. [48] also derived a nonlinear 13-DOF three-dimensional model of an AFSV 

to study its ride as well as handling properties. The model incorporated the nonlinear kinematics 

and dynamics of the steering struts together with fluid compressibility, leakage flows and idealized 

steering valve characteristics. The vertical tire-terrain interaction was modeled using a nonlinear 

point-contact model, while the lateral tire force was obtained as a nonlinear function of the side-

slip angle considering first order lag. The correlations between the right- and left-track elevations 

were modeled, assuming a cut-off frequency of 1 Hz, so as to generate roll mode excitation of the 

vehicle. The study showed that the yaw stability limits of the vehicle strongly depend upon steering 

struts kinematics and damping, which depend on leakage flows and steering valve characteristics. 

Among the various subsystems, the modeling of tires and tire-terrain interactions is known 

to be most challenging. The reported studies have employed widely different tire models. Off-road 

vehicle tires are mostly selected to support the vehicle load and provide the tractive and cornering 

forces to achieve desired mobility performance [55]. The tire properties, however, strongly affect 

the ride and handling performance of the vehicle [56]. A tire model, in general, implies various 

structure-related simplifying assumptions, namely, the belts, rim, carcass, sidewalls and tread, 

apart from the tire-terrain contact. A number of proven regression-based models of road vehicle 

tires have evolved over past many decades, which have been derived on the basis of the laboratory-

measured data such as magic-formula tire model [57] and Unitire [58]. The measurements with 

off-road tires, however, are most challenging due to their excessive load rating and sizes. The lack 

of reliable data for off-road work vehicle tires is the primary source of uncertainties in the reported 

ride and directional dynamic responses. 

Many reported off-road work vehicle ride dynamics models have employed the simple 

linear point-contact tire model, represented by the equivalent linear stiffness and damping elements 

either in parallel (Kelvin unit) or in series. Crolla et al. [59] demonstrated that the series 

arrangement yields more accurate results for an agricultural tractor. It has been shown that this 

simple model overestimates the contact pressure, while loss of tire-terrain contact is entirely 

ignored. The single contact point has been extended to a roller contact, a fixed footprint and an 

adaptive footprint in different studies to achieve more accurate representation of the tire-terrain 
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contact, as seen in Fig. 1.2 [60]. The linear point-contact, roller contact and fixed footprint models 

perform well only at low frequencies, while the adaptive footprint model yields better predictions 

in the entire frequency range with varying footprint size relative to the wheel center as a function 

of the tire deflection and the terrain profile. A three-dimensional point-contact tire model (Fig. 

1.2(e)) has also been proposed to predict the vertical, lateral and longitudinal tire forces at the tire-

terrain interface [59, 61]. 

 
Figure 1.2: Off-road ride tire models: (a) point-contact; (b) roller contact; (c) fixed footprint; (d) adaptive 

footprint; (e) 3-dimentional point-contact [59, 60] 

The vast majority of the off-road tire models focus only on the vertical dynamics. Only a 

few studies have attempted to formulate tire models for characterizing the longitudinal and 

cornering properties, such as the 3-dimentional point-contact model [59, 61]. Horton and Crolla 

[62] proposed a mobility index on the basis of limited measured data on lateral forces developed 

by the off-road tires, and the mobility number (MO), given by [63]:  

 𝑀𝑂 =
𝐶𝑏𝑑

𝐹𝑧
√
𝛿

ℎ
(

1

1 + 𝑏/2𝑑
) (1.2) 

where 𝐶 is soil cone index, b is tire width, d is tire diameter, 𝛿 is tire deflection and h is the tire 

section height.  

A number of empirical or semi-empirical off-road tire models have also been proposed in 

the reported studies, which may be considered valid for specific tires and test conditions. 

McAllister et al. [64] proposed a cornering force (𝐹𝑦) model of the form: 

where 𝐹𝑧 is the normal load, 𝛼 is the tire side-slip angle, and 𝐴 and 𝐵 are constants that depend 

upon the terrain profile and could be related to the tire mobility number. Using the measured lateral 

forces of various driven off-road tires, Krick [65] proposed the following relationship between the 

lateral and the tractive force: 

 𝐹𝑦 = (1 ± 𝑎𝐹𝑥)𝐶𝛼𝛼 (1.4) 

 𝐹𝑦 = 𝐴 × 𝐹𝑧(1 − 𝑒
−𝐵𝛼) (1.3) 
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where 𝐹𝑥  is the tractive force, 𝐶𝛼  is the cornering stiffness and 𝑎  is a factor describing the 

variations in lateral force in the presence of a tractive or braking force. Janosi [66] also measured 

the off-road tire lateral and longitudinal forces, which were shown to follow friction ellipse relation 

that has been defined for road vehicle tires. Due to the large inertia of the tire segment within the 

contact patch, a rolling tire would exhibit certain delay in realizing the steady-state force. Ellis [67] 

assumed a first-order approximation to describe the off-road tire lag, where the cornering force 

developed by the tires is given by: 

where 𝐹𝑦0 is the initial lateral force, 𝐹𝑦1 is the steady-state force, 𝑥 is the forward distance rolled 

and 𝜎𝑦 is the lateral relaxation length, which is considered to be approximately equal to the rolling 

radius of the off-road tire. 

The vast majority of the empirical or semi-empirical off-road tire models are applicable 

under a pure slip condition, while only a few could describe the tire forces under combined slip 

conditions. Comprehensive models, however, have evolved for road vehicle tire models that 

incorporate more complex effects of camber, combined slip, inflation pressure, tire temperature, 

tread wear and more. Explorations of commercial vehicle tire models such as Ftire [52], RMOD-

K [68], MF-SWIFT [51] and UATire [69], capable of ride and handling analyses on uneven 

terrains, would be desirable for applications in off-road vehicle tires, although challenging due to 

lack of reliable measured data. The Ftire model represents the tire belt flexibility with friction 

elements considering a large number of point masses (50-100) coupled to the rim through 

nonlinear spring-dampers elements to describe both in-plane and out-of-plane degrees of freedom, 

as illustrated by the model used in the ADAMS platform (Fig. 1.3) [70]. The RMOD-K model 

constitutes one or more flexible belt layers coupling the rim by the sidewall model. The RMOD-

K thus requires relatively high computing time comparing to the Ftire model [52]. Both the models, 

however, require extensive inputs related tire modal properties to build the model, which would 

be most challenging for the off-road tires. MF-SWIFT model is an improvement over the widely 

used magic formula tire model, and it assumes a rigid belt coupled to the rim through the flexible 

and damped sidewall elements. The UATire model, on the other hand, represents the tire by radial, 

longitudinal and lateral spring elements. Apart from the pure slip and combined slip conditions, 

the RMOD-K and MF-SWIFT tire models consider effect of inflation pressure, while the RMOD-

K and Ftire also incorporate the effects of temperature change. The Ftire further provides estimates 

 𝐹𝑦 = 𝐹𝑦0 + (𝐹𝑦1 − 𝐹𝑦0)(1 − 𝑒
−𝑥/𝜎𝑦) (1.5) 
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of wear, which is an important issue for off-road tires. The developments in advanced 

computational methods have also resulted in a number of comprehensive finite element tire 

structure models, although the majority of these are not suited for vehicle dynamics analyses due 

to their high computing demands [71, 72]. 

 
Figure 1.3: Representation of FTire belt stiffness assumption in ADAMS platform: (a) in plane; (b) out of 

plane; (c) torsional and twisting; and (d) lateral stiffness 

In vehicle simulation models, terrain elevations constitute the primary excitation to land 

vehicles. Early studies in terrain-vehicle interactions date back to the military programs in 1940s, 

focusing on off-road deformable soil models, and interactions with rigid and deformable tires. 

These studies involved extensive field and laboratory measurements, which resulted in some 

empirical or semi-empirical relationships for tire sinkage and stresses development [73]. 

Furthermore, theories of elasticity, plastic equilibrium and critical soil state were introduced to 

analyze soil-tire or soil-wheel interactions, which involved numerical methods like Finite Element 

and Discrete Element methods [74]. Owing to the highly complex mechanics of deformable soils, 

the reported studies on ride analyses invariably describe the soft terrain elevations by an equivalent 

undeformable terrain profile [22], even though the terrain deformation during vehicle operation is 

high. The roughness indices of widely used terrain profiles, and the measurement and modeling 

methods have been reviewed in a recent study [75]. The study summarized various stochastic 

modelling methods such as power spectral density (PSD), Markov chains, autoregressive 

integrated moving average (ARIMA), wavelet transform, Hilbert-Huang transformation (HHT) 

and offset Rayleigh distribution models. In addition, stochastic partial differential equations have 

been formulated to describe the undeformable terrain profiles [76], as well as the vector space [77]. 

The ISO 8608 [78] recommend methods of reporting the terrain profile measurements in 

terms of displacement or acceleration PSD. The smoothed displacement spectra of various terrains 

have been described in the form of a power relation: 

 𝐺𝑑(𝑛) = 𝐺𝑑(𝑛0)(𝑛/𝑛0)
−𝑤 𝑜𝑟 𝐺𝑑(𝛺) = 𝐺𝑑(𝛺0)(𝛺/𝛺0)

−𝑤 (1.6) 
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where 𝐺𝑑 is PSD of the terrain roughness, 𝑛 and 𝛺 define the spatial frequency and angular spatial 

frequency, respectively, 𝑛0(=0.1 cycles/m) and 𝛺0(=1 rad/m) are the reference values, and w is the 

exponent. The roughness characteristics of many terrains have been reported on the basis of 

measurements namely the forestry terrains, plowed field, pasture, gravel roads, rough runways and 

the MVEE (Military Vehicle Engineering & Establishment) test track [79, 80]. Generalized 

regression functions relating power spectral density of the terrain elevation 𝐺𝑑  to the spatial 

frequency 𝑛 have also been reported [81], as: 

 𝐺𝑍(𝑛) = 𝛼𝑟𝑛
−𝛽;  𝛼𝑟 > 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 𝛽 > 0 (1.7) 

where 𝛼𝑟 is the roughness coefficient and β is the waviness of the terrain, which are identified 

from the field-measured data. Table 1.2 summarizes these constants for some of the terrains. The 

PSD of the terrain profile can also be expressed as a function of the temporal frequency 𝑓 and 

vehicle speed 𝑢, using the relation 𝑓 = 𝑛 ∙ 𝑢. 

Table 1.2: Roughness model coefficients for different off-road terrain profiles 

Terrain  𝛼𝑟 β 

Forestry 1.00 × 10-4 1.76 

Plowed  6.50 × 10-4 1.60 

Pasture  3.00 × 10-4 1.60 

MVEE 3.16 × 10-4 2.27 

Equations (1.6) to (1.7) describe the average terrain elevation, while the cross-slope of the 

terrain that contributes to roll excitations of the vehicle is ignored. The ISO 8608 [78] suggests the 

coherence function to express the relationship between the two terrain tracks. A coherence function 

can be obtained on the basis of the isotropy assumption, i.e., all the profiles for a given road have 

the same properties, irrespective of the orientation and location. Figure 1.4 illustrates the spatial 

PSD properties of different terrains [20] and the isotropy coherency chart for a terrain profile with 

different track widths [82, 83]. Apart from the isotropic coherence model, Heath [84], and Sun and 

Su [85] proposed modified isotropic and non-parametric models, respectively, to describe the 

coherency. Zhang [86] proposed a simplified piecewise linear coherence frequency, assuming a 

cut-off frequency of 2 Hz, as: 

 𝛾2(𝑓) = {
1 − 0.45𝑓,   𝑓 ≤ 2𝐻𝑧

0.1,   𝑓 > 2𝐻𝑧
 (1.8) 

Alternatively, Bogsjo [87] proposed an exponential coherence function based upon 20 

measured terrain profiles with varying roughness of the form: 

 𝛾(𝑛) = 𝑒−2𝜌𝑇𝑛 (1.9) 
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where 𝜌 is a constant and 𝑇 is half-track width. The proposed parametric model revealed better 

accuracy than the isotropic model reported in [20, 85]. The above coherency functions have been 

applied to generate roughness profiles of two parallel tracks of off-road terrains [20, 88]. 

 
Figure 1.4: (a) Roughness characteristics of different terrains [20]; and (b) coherency based on isotropy [83] 

1.2.3 Off-road vehicle suspension designs 

Off-road vehicles generally employ secondary suspensions such as those at the seat and the cab. 

A number of primary axle suspensions have also been reported in some studies, although their 

implementations have been quite limited due to their adverse effects on the vehicle yaw and roll 

stability limits [18]. The performance analyses of axle suspensions have been mostly limited to 

the ride vibration control, while their effects on handling and stability performance have not been 

adequately addressed. 

The terrain-induced vehicle vibrations generally dominate in the low frequency range up 

to 10 Hz. The lateral and vertical mode vibrations predominate near 1 Hz and in the 2-3 Hz 

frequency range, respectively, which are attributed the lateral and vertical mode resonances of the 

vehicle supported on large and soft tires [22, 89]. The attenuation of such low frequency vibration 

necessitates the designs of extremely low frequency cab and seat suspension (0.5-1Hz), which 

yield excessive static and dynamic deflections [13, 90]. Suspension seats with linkages, 

mechanical or air springs, dampers and elastic limit stops, used in off-road work vehicles, could 

attenuate approximately 50% of the bounce vibration, when adequately tuned for the target vehicle 

[14]. Optimal lateral seat suspensions with a vibration absorber has also been proposed to attenuate 

low frequency lateral vibration [91]. Hostens et al. [92] suggested that suspension seats require 

only minimal additional damping due to damping inherent to the air springs. Through a 

comprehensive nonlinear model of a suspension seat, it has been shown that design of a suspension 
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seat involves difficult compromise between attenuation of continuous vibration and shock motions 

that may arise from vehicle interactions with tough terrains and end-stop impacts [93, 94]. A few 

studies have also suggested that a suspension seat needs to be tuned for specific vehicle vibration 

spectra. The component design in the absence of the total vehicle dynamics could yield relatively 

poor performance [17, 95]. Through field measurements on a forestry machine, it has been shown 

that a suspension seat offers very limited attenuation of vertical vibration and it may even amplify 

cab vibration under some operating situations [17]. 

Alternatively, a number of cab suspension designs have evolved to limit the transmission 

of multi-axis vibration to the driver [96]. Hilton and Moran [97] experimentally investigated a 

suspension cab with a torsional stiff frame, rubber torsion springs, Belleville springs and hydraulic 

dampers, and showed attenuation of vertical, pitch and roll vibration up to 70%. The suspension, 

however, was less effective on a relatively rough track and at low speeds. Similarly, Rakheja and 

Sankar [90] proposed an optimal cab suspension, which provided excellent ride in the longitudinal 

and pitch modes, while the isolation performance was quite poor in the bounce, roll and lateral 

modes. The structures of cab suspension proposed in these studies, however, were relatively 

complex for implementations in off-road vehicles. The cabs in most off-road work vehicles are 

either rubber mounted or rigidly connected to the frame and thus provide only negligible isolation 

of low frequency ride vibration. 

Owing to high magnitudes of WBV and limitations of the secondary suspensions, a number 

of primary suspension designs have been proposed for off-road vehicles [98]. Considering the 

increasing demands for high-speed and high load capacity vehicles, the need for adequate axle 

suspensions has been widely recognized. Rehnberg and Drugge [99] investigated the ride 

performance potential of an axle suspension through analysis of multi-body models of a wheel 

loader with and without the axle suspensions. The study showed substantial reductions in the fore-

aft and vertical accelerations of the suspended vehicle, while the high suspension roll stiffness 

resulted in only minimal improvement in the lateral acceleration. Pazooki et al. [80] proposed a 

passive rear-axle torsio-elastic suspension for a forestry skidder comprising a linkage and elastic 

torsion shafts, as seen in Fig. 1.5(a). The ride performance potential of the proposed suspension 

were investigated analytically and experimentally. The study showed nearly 35%, 43% and 57% 

reductions in the frequency weighted root mean square (RMS) accelerations along the x-, y- and 

z-axis, while a 20% reduction in the pitch acceleration was attained through design optimization. 
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Furthermore, the suspension revealed very low sensitivity to variations in the vehicle load. The 

suspension, however, was quite heavy and retrofitting the suspension involved complex alterations 

to the vehicle. It has been suggested that a soft rear axle suspension with light damping could 

provide good vibration reduction along the translational axes. Such a suspension, however, would 

require large suspension travel and thus affect the roll stability in an adverse manner [100]. A 

number of semi-active and active suspension concepts have also been proposed for heavy road and 

off-road vehicles to achieve improved compromise between the vehicle ride, handling and roll 

stability performance [101, 102]. The high cost and weight of an active suspension, however, 

prohibits its application in heavy vehicles. 

 
Figure 1.5: Innovative off-road vehicle suspensions: (a) torsio-elastic [80]; (b) hydro-mechanical [103] 

and (c) hydro-pneumatic [23] 

Concepts in interconnected hydro-pneumatic axle suspensions with enhanced roll and pitch 

stiffness have been explored for applications in off-road vehicles. Horton and Crolla [103] 

proposed a semi-active hydraulically coupled axle suspension to achieve improved vehicle attitude 

control and ride comfort (Fig. 1.5(b)). Rehnberg [99] analyzed the ride vibration performance of a 

wheel loader equipped with a hydro-pneumatic front and rear axle suspensions. The vast majority 

of the hydro-pneumatic suspensions require high operating pressures due to lower effective 

working area, which may pose additional challenges on design of seals. Cao et al. [23, 104] 

proposed an alternate strut design with greater working area and different configurations of 

interconnected hydro-pneumatic suspensions (Fig. 1.5(c)). The studies demonstrated superior 

potentials of the cross-coupled suspensions in improving both the ride and handling performance, 

and introduced a simplified measure of desired suspension stiffness. 

1.3 Scope and objectives of the dissertation 

The primary objective of the dissertation research is to develop methods and subsystems for 

enhancement and assessment of ride and directional performances of the off-road vehicles, 

especially the articulated frame-steered vehicles, through design optimizations of articulated frame 
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steering systems as well as the axle suspension systems. The specific goals of the dissertation 

research are summarized below: 

(i) Propose analysis methods and performance measures for assessing the roll- and yaw-plane 

dynamic safety for off-road vehicles. 

(ii) Develop a comprehensive model of the articulated frame steering (AFS) system 

considering its kinematic and dynamic properties, and optimize the AFS system design in 

order to enhance the vehicle’s yaw-plane performances. 

(iii) Characterize the nonlinear stiffness and damping properties of a low-cost and high load-

capacity design of a hydro-pneumatic suspension (HPS) strut experimentally and 

analytically. 

(iv) Develop and validate an integrated three-dimensional ride and yaw/roll plane directional 

dynamic model of an articulated frame-steered vehicle (AFSV) incorporating the AFS 

system’s kineto-dynamic properties, tire interactions with the off-road rough terrain and 

the hydro-pneumatic suspension. 

1.4 Organization of the dissertation – manuscript based format 

This dissertation is prepared according to the manuscript-based format described in “Thesis 

Preparation, Examination Procedures and Regulations” guidelines of the School of Graduate 

Studies, Concordia University. This dissertation research is organized into 7 chapters, which 

address the research goals mentioned above, including the introduction and literature review 

chapter (Chapter 1). The first chapter mainly summarizes a comprehensive literature review of 

studies reporting the ride and directional dynamics analyses, and suspension designs for off-road 

vehicles. In Chapters 2, a roll-plane stability performance measure is defined considering terrain 

roughness and a single-unit mining truck model (goal (i)). Chapters 3 and 4 present the analyses 

of the AFS system coupled with the yaw-plane model of an articulated mining vehicle, and optimal 

design of the AFS to achieve improved yaw-plane performance of the AFSV (goals (i) and (ii)). 

Chapter 5 presents the experimental characterization and analytical modeling of a hydro-

pneumatic suspension strut for off-road vehicles (goal (iii)). The three-dimensional model of the 

AFSV integrating the kineto-dynamic model of the AFS and hydro-pneumatic suspension is 

presented in Chapter 6 for analyses of both ride and directional stability performances (goal (iv)). 

Chapters 2 to 6 are compiled from 3 manuscripts published in international peer-reviewed journals, 

and 2 manuscripts submitted to the journals for review. These are further summarized below: 
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Chapter 2 presents the following paper published in the Journal of Terramechanics: 

Y. Yin, S. Rakheja, P. Boileau (2016), A roll stability performance measure for off-road vehicles, 

Journal of Terramechanics, 64: 58-68. 

This study proposed an alternative performance measure for assessing roll stability limits of off-

road vehicles. The roll dynamics of an off-road mining vehicle operating on random rough terrains 

were investigated, where the two terrain-track profiles were synthesized considering coherency 

between them. It is shown that a measure based on steady-turning root-mean-square lateral 

acceleration corresponding to the sustained period of unity lateral-load-transfer-ratio prior to the 

absolute-rollover, could serve as a reliable measure of roll stability of the vehicle operating on 

random rough terrains. The robustness of proposed performance measure was demonstrated 

considering sprung mass center height variations and different terrain excitations. The simulation 

results revealed adverse effects of terrain elevation magnitude on the roll stability, while a 

relatively higher coherency resulted in lower terrain roll-excitation and thereby enhanced vehicle 

roll stability. Terrains with relatively higher waviness increased the magnitude of lower spatial 

frequency components, which resulted in reduced roll stability limits. 

Chapter 3 presents the following paper published in the Proceedings of the Institution of 

Mechanical Engineers, Part D: Journal of Automobile Engineering: 

Y. Yin, S. Rakheja, J. Yang, P. Boileau (2017), Effects of articulated frame steering on transient 

yaw responses of the vehicle, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D: 

Journal of Automobile Engineering (DOI: 10.1177/0954407017702987). 

This study characterized both the free yaw-oscillation and transient steering responses of an 

articulated frame steering (AFS) mining vehicle considering kinematics of the steering struts 

together with the dynamics of the flow volume-regulated steering valve and the actuating system. 

The validity of the analytical vehicle and steering system model was demonstrated using the 

measured data acquired for the vehicle. The free-oscillation behavior of the AFS was characterized 

in terms of the yaw-mode natural frequency and yaw damping ratio. The transient responses of the 

AFS were assessed in terms of the steering gain, rate of articulation and articulation overshoot. 

The effects of variations in various AFS parameters on the free and transient responses were 

subsequently investigated and discussed so as to seek guidance for the AFS system design. It was 

shown that the greater bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid and steering arm lengths would yield 

higher yaw stiffness of the AFS system and thereby higher frequency of yaw-oscillations. Greater 
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leakage flows and viscous seal friction caused higher yaw damping coefficient but worsened the 

steering gain and articulation rate of the vehicle. 

Chapter 4 presents the following paper accepted for publication in the Proceedings of the 

Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D: Journal of Automobile Engineering: 

Y. Yin, S. Rakheja, J. Yang, P. Boileau (2017), Design optimization of an articulated frame steering 

system, Proceedings of the Institution of Mechanical Engineers, Part D: Journal of Automobile 

Engineering. 

In this study, the yaw-plane model of the articulated vehicle coupled with the kinematic and 

dynamics properties of the steering struts, presented in Chapter 3, is utilized to identify objective 

measures of the articulated frame-steered vehicle (AFSV) under steering inputs. The results 

suggested that the vehicle yaw oscillation/stability, steering power efficiency and maneuverability 

could be objectively measured in terms of the strut length, yaw oscillation frequency, damping 

ratio, steering gain, and steering response rate and overshoot. The layout of the steering struts, and 

properties of the steering valve and hydraulic fluid are optimized using the weighted-sum method 

and a combination of pattern search and sequential quadratic programming algorithms. The 

relative weights of individual performance measures were obtained using the Analytic Hierarchy 

Process (AHP) model. The solutions of the optimization problem revealed more compact 

articulated frame steering (AFS) system design with over 20% reduction in strut length and 24% 

gain in the yaw oscillation frequency. Increasing the fluid bulk modulus resulted in more compact 

AFS layout and further increase in the yaw oscillation frequency with lower response overshoot. 

The optimal design based on weighted sum of various performance measures, however, revealed 

negligible changes in terms of the steering power efficiency. 

Chapter 5 presents the following paper that has been submitted to Mechanical System and 

Signal Processing journal: 

Y. Yin, S. Rakheja, J. Yang, P. Boileau (2017), Characterization of a hydro-pneumatic suspension 

strut with gas-oil emulsion, Mechanical System and Signal Processing. 

In this paper, the nonlinear stiffness and damping properties of a simple and low-cost design of a 

hydro-pneumatic suspension (HPS) strut that permits entrapment of gas into the hydraulic oil were 

characterized experimentally and analytically. The formulation of gas-oil emulsion was studied in 

the laboratory, and the variations in the bulk modulus and mass density of the emulsion were 

formulated as a function of the gas volume fraction. An analytical model of the HPS was 
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formulated considering polytropic change in the gas state, seal friction, and the gas-oil emulsion 

flows through orifices and valves. The model was formulated considering one and two bleed 

orifices configurations of the strut. The measured data acquired under a nearly constant 

temperature were used to identify gas volume fraction of the emulsion, and friction and flow 

discharge coefficients as functions of the strut velocity and fluid pressure. The results suggested 

that single orifice configuration, owing to high fluid pressure, caused greater gas entrapment within 

the oil and thus significantly higher compressibility of the gas-oil emulsion. The model results 

obtained under different excitations in the 0.1 to 8 Hz frequency range showed reasonably good 

agreements with the measured stiffness and damping properties of the HPS strut. The results 

showed that the variations in fluid compressibility and free gas volume cause increase in effective 

stiffness but considerable reduction in the damping in a highly nonlinear manner. Increasing the 

gas volume fraction resulted in substantial hysteresis in the force-deflection and force-velocity 

characteristics of the strut. 

Chapter 6 presents the following paper that has been submitted to the Vehicle System 

Dynamics journal: 

Y. Yin, S. Rakheja, P. Boileau (2017), Multi-performance optimization of a hydro-pneumatic 

suspension system for an off-road work vehicle, Vehicle System Dynamics. 

This paper presented the three-dimensional multi-body model of an AFSV integrating the hydro-

pneumatic suspension (HPS) strut, presented in Chapter 5, and the kineto-dynamics of the steering 

system. The model was developed in the ADAMS platform considering nonlinear tire interactions 

with the uneven terrain profiles. The field test data in terms of the ride vibrations and directional 

responses were used to demonstrate the model validity. An optimization problem was formulated 

to seek optimal suspension parameters considering the roll stability performance measure, 

proposed in Chapter 2, yaw-plane oscillation stability in Chapter 3 and 4, and the ride vibration 

attenuation performance. The structural parameters of the HPS struts were optimized using the 

integrated model in order to minimize the multi-axes vibrations while preserving the roll- and yaw-

plane dynamic stabilities of the vehicle. 

The contents of above-stated manuscripts are interrelated to ensure the flow of the 

dissertation according to the thesis regulations. A few repetitions in the analytical formulations 

and results, however, are evident. These manuscripts presented in the dissertation have been 
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reformatted, while the references have been grouped together and renumbered according to the 

thesis regulations. 
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CHAPTER 2 

A ROLL STABILITY PERFORMANCE MEASURE FOR OFF-ROAD VEHICLES 

2.1 Introduction 

The roll stability is among the most significant factors for commercial road as well as off-road 

vehicles, while the vast majority of reported studies focus on only road vehicles assuming 

negligible contributions of road roughness [105-107]. The maneuver-induced dynamic roll 

stability of commercial road vehicles has been widely investigated during cornering maneuver 

considering smooth road surface in addition to various design factors affecting the roll stability 

limits [105]. These have evolved in various performance measures to assess relative roll stability 

limits of vehicles such as static and dynamic rollover threshold, lateral load transfer ratio (LTR), 

roll safety factor (RSF), rearward amplification (RA) and rollover prevention energy reserve 

(RPER) [40, 108, 109]. Compared to road vehicles, only a few studies have reported roll stability 

analyses of off-road vehicles, which is partly due to relatively low speed operations of traditional 

off-road vehicles. High load-capacity and high-speed vehicles, however, are being increasingly 

employed in the resource and construction sectors to achieve enhanced productivity and 

operational efficiency [110]. The demand for high load-capacity and high-speed vehicles has been 

steadily growing, especially in the open-pit mining sector. A recent study has identified relatively 

higher frequency of fatal accidents of mining trucks, primarily attributed to vehicle rollover, apart 

from the structure failures and vehicle collisions [8]. In order to limit the frequency of mining 

vehicle accidents, especially the vehicle rollover, speed limits ranging from 30 to 60km/h have 

been widely reported in the mining sectors [111]. Both the greater load capacity and high operating 

speeds have contributed to greater concerns related to the operational safety of such vehicles.  

  Owing to tires’ interactions with relatively rough terrains, the off-road vehicles exhibit 

considerably different roll dynamics compared to the road vehicles [56]. In the presence of the 

terrain roughness, the coupled vertical and lateral tire-road interactions could adversely affect the 

vehicle roll dynamics and thereby the stability limits [21]. The changes in terrain elevations cause 

not only considerable variations in restoring roll moment attributed to tires’ normal forces, but also 

affect lateral forces developed by tires and thereby the directional performance of the vehicle. 

Moreover, tires’ interactions with rough terrains could yield greater roll and pitch motions as well 

as load transfer between tires of different axles, which may adversely affect roll stability of the 
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vehicle [20]. Considerations of tires’ interactions with rough terrains would be important for 

assessing roll dynamic performance and stability limits of off-road vehicles. 

A few studies have illustrated the adverse effects of terrain roughness on vehicle roll 

stability [20, 21, 112]. Gonzalez et al. [112] investigated roll dynamics of a vehicle where the 

random terrain excitation was represented by an equivalent force applied to the vehicle unsprung 

mass. The study concluded that in the presence of terrain roughness, the vehicle wheels may lift-

off the ground before the vehicle approaches its rollover threshold limit. Li et al. [21] and Pazooki 

et al. [20] investigated terrain-induced vertical and roll responses of off-road vehicle models 

considering time history of the random terrain elevation and high coherency of low frequency 

components of the left- and right- terrain tracks. Li et al. [21] investigated rollover risk of the 

vehicle negotiating a fishhook maneuver at a constant forward speed of 54km/h on road surfaces 

B, C and D defined in ISO-8608 [78]. The study concluded that the roll stability limit decreases 

with increasing terrain roughness, which was assessed in terms of peak normalized rollover critical 

factor (RCF) as a function of the vehicle roll angle and instantaneous position of the mass center 

(cg). Pazooki et al. [20] investigated the static and dynamic rollover thresholds of an articulated 

frame steered vehicle during constant-speed turning and path-change maneuvers, considering 

different off-road terrains, namely, pasture, MVEE (Military Vehicles and Engineering 

Establishment) course and plowed-field. The study employed a roll stability measure based on 

effective lateral acceleration (ELA) at the instant of rear axle wheel lift-off when the roll safety 

factor approaches a unity value (RSF=1).  

The roll stability limits of off-road vehicles in the aforementioned studies have been 

assessed using measures defined for heavy road vehicles. The validity of these measures, defined 

for road vehicles assuming negligible contributions due to tires’ interactions with relatively rough 

terrains, may be questioned. Moreover, in off-road operations, the stability indicators based on 

peak ELA, RSF or RCF cannot be determined reliably due to large variations in these measures 

that are caused by tires’ interactions with randomly distributed terrain roughness. Alternate 

measures thus need to be defined for assessing roll stability limits and rollover risks of off-road 

vehicles in the presence of terrain roughness. The above-stated studies have provided valuable 

insight into the effects of terrain elevation magnitude on the roll dynamics stability limits of off-

road vehicles, while the effects of spectral distribution of terrain roughness have not been 

attempted. Moreover, these studies employed point-contact tire models neglecting the tire-terrain 
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contact patch, which would likely yield errors in the roll stability measures due to more frequent 

wheel lift-off, particularly for shorter wavelength terrains [113].  

In this study, a roll stability performance measure is proposed for off-road vehicles 

considering magnitude and spectral contents of the terrain. A comprehensive mining truck model 

is constructed in the TruckSim platform coupled with the Matlab/Simulink to evaluate its roll 

dynamic responses under different terrain excitations. The vehicle model considers the variation 

of tire footprint using circle-line approach, while the tire force is evaluated considering a non-

linear point-contact tire model. The roll dynamic responses obtained during cornering maneuver 

are analyzed to derive the roll stability performance measure. The robustness of proposed 

performance measure is subsequently assessed, and the effects of magnitude and frequency 

components of the terrain on roll stability limits of the off-road vehicle are studied as well.  

2.2 Vehicle model formulation 

A multi-body dynamic model of a 50 tons mining truck is constructed in the TruckSim simulation 

platform to study its roll dynamics behavior. The TruckSim platform permits modelling and 

integration of various vehicle subsystem models, such as tire, suspension and steering, in a 

convenient manner using either lumped-parameters or mathematical models or datasets [114]. The 

vehicle model is pictorially illustrated in Fig. 2.1. The maximum load capacity of the target mining 

truck is 50 tons. The rear axle of the vehicle is supported on a set of dual tires, while the front axle 

comprises a set of single tires. The dimensional and inertial parameters of the vehicle are listed in 

Table 2.1, which were obtained from the design manual [115] and a published study [116]. The 

mass moments of inertia of subsystems are defined with respect to the mass center (cg) of each 

component.  

 
Figure 2.1: Simulation model of a 50 tons mining truck in the TruckSim platform 
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Table 2.1: Dimensional and inertial parameters of the 50 tons mining truck [115, 116] 

Parameters  Unloaded  Loaded  

Wheel base (m) 4.02 

Front track (m) 3.3 

Rear track (m) 2.8 

Rear axle dual tire space (m) 0.69 

Front axle unsprung mass (kg) 3,900 

Rear axle unsprung mass (kg) 7,800 

     - roll mass moment inertia (kgm2) 13,701 

Sprung mass (kg) 23,400 73,840 

     - cg height (m) 2.35 3.15 

     - cg to front axle (longitudinal, m) 1.31 2.57 

     - roll mass moment inertia (kgm2) 43,401 119,652 

     - pitch mass moment inertia (kgm2) 115,700 286,761 

     - yaw mass moment inertia (kgm2) 89,400 194,030 

 

The candidate vehicle is equipped with an independent front-axle suspension and a solid 

rear-axle suspension. The suspension parameters are linearized at loaded equilibrium condition 

based on the design parameters [115, 116], and listed in Table 2.2. The suspension bump stops are 

considered as high stiffness clearance springs in order to limit the suspension travel. The vehicle 

driving torque developed at the rear axle is regulated using a proportional-integral (PI) controller, 

in order to maintain a specified constant forward speed of the vehicle during simulation. 

Table 2.2: Suspension parameters of the 50 tons mining truck [115, 116] 

Parameters  Value  

Front suspension stiffness (kN/mm) 1.1 

Front suspension damping coefficient (kNs/m) 10 

Front suspension travel (cm) 30 

Rear suspension stiffness (kN/mm) 5.2 

Rear suspension damping coefficient (kNs/m) 15 

Rear suspension travel (cm) 22 

 

2.2.1 Tire model 

The off-road tire is modelled considering the effect of tire-terrain contact patch. The circle-line 

interaction representation [117] is implemented in order to obtain the effective contact patch, as 

seen in Fig. 2.2, which is indicated as the line between the intersection points 𝑃1 and 𝑃2. The tire 

vertical compliance and dissipative characteristics are simplified as a linear spring and damper, 

such that the tire normal force 𝐹𝑧𝑡 is calculated considering the possible loss of contact of tire with 

the terrain, as: 

 
𝐹𝑧𝑡 = {

𝑘𝑡𝛿 + 𝑐𝑡�̇�;  𝛿 > 0
0                ;  𝛿 ≤ 0

 (2.1) 
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where 𝑘𝑡  and 𝑐𝑡  are the tire vertical stiffness and damping coefficients, respectively; 𝛿  is tire 

deflection, which is determined considering effective tire-terrain contact [117], as: 

 𝛿 = (𝑧𝑜𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢)/ cos 𝜗 (2.2) 

where 𝑧𝑢 is the vertical motion of the wheel center, 𝑧𝑜𝑖 is the effective terrain elevation defined 

over the instantaneous contact patch and considered as average of the terrain elevation at the 

intersection points 𝑃1(𝑧𝑃1) and 𝑃2(𝑧𝑃1), as shown in Fig. 2.2, such that: 

 𝑧𝑜𝑖 = (𝑧𝑃1 + 𝑧𝑃2)/2 (2.3) 

The coordinates of the intersection points 𝑃1  and 𝑃2  on the wheel circumference are 

determined using the circle-line intersection algorithm and the terrain profile points in the 

immediate vicinity of 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 [117, 118]. In Equation (2.2), 𝜗 is slope of the linear terrain profile 

𝑃1𝑃2, such that: 

 𝜗 = tan−1((𝑧𝑃2 − 𝑧𝑃1)/∆𝑥) (2.4) 

where ∆𝑥 is length of the instantaneous contact patch length, which is obtained through projection 

of linear terrain profile 𝑃1𝑃2 along the 𝑥-axis, as shown in Fig. 2.2. 

 
Figure 2.2: Effective tire-terrain contact patch 

 The tire cornering force 𝐹𝑦𝑡 is defined as a linear function of the tire slip angle 𝛼 for the 

given normal load. Since the cornering stiffness 𝑘𝑡𝑦 is positively correlated with the tire normal 

force 𝐹𝑧𝑡 [79], 𝑘𝑡𝑦 during a steering maneuver will change due to dynamic load transfer between 

the inside and outside tires. In the TruckSim platform, the linear interpolation/extrapolation is 

utilized to calculate the cornering stiffness corresponding to instantaneous tire normal loads. The 

cornering force developed by a vehicle tire is obtained from: 

 𝐹𝑦𝑡 = 𝑘𝑡𝑦𝛼 (2.5) 
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The tire slip angle 𝛼 is defined as the angle between the lateral velocity of tire-terrain contact 

center (𝑉𝑠𝑦) and the longitudinal velocity of wheel center (𝑉𝑥): 

 𝛼 = tan−1(𝑉𝑠𝑦/|𝑉𝑥|) (2.6) 

A first order tire lag, proposed in [119], is also employed in the TruckSim platform, in order to 

represent the tire lateral transient response, such that: 

 
�̇�𝑠𝑦 =

|𝑉𝑥|

𝜎𝑦
(𝑉𝑦 − 𝑉𝑠𝑦) (2.7) 

where 𝜎𝑦  is the tire lateral relaxation length and 𝑉𝑦  is the lateral velocity of wheel center. 𝑉𝑠𝑦 

approaches 𝑉𝑦 after a certain time lapse. Table 2.3 lists the physical properties of the off-road tire 

(21-35) including the dimensions, effective vertical stiffness and damping coefficients, cornering 

stiffness and tire lateral relaxation length [115, 116]. 

Table 2.3: Simulation parameters of the off-road tire [115, 116] 

Parameters  Values  

Free radius (m) 1.06 

Effective rolling radius (m) 0.955 

Tire width (m) 0.575 

Vertical spring rate (kN/mm) 1.8 

Vertical damping coefficient (kN.s/m) 6.0 

Cornering stiffness (kN/mm, 𝐹𝑧𝑡=140kN) 4.0  

Lateral relaxation length (m) 1.0 

2.2.2 Off-road terrain model 

The off-road terrain roughness is usually described by an equivalent undeformable profile 

elevation for the purpose of vehicle dynamic analyses [20, 21]. The terrain profile can be 

effectively generated from the displacement power spectral density (PSD) function, widely defined 

as function of the terrain waviness 𝑤 and spatial frequency 𝑛, as [56, 78, 79]: 

 𝐺𝑑(𝑚) = 𝛼𝑟 ∙ 𝑚
−𝑤 (2.8) 

where 𝐺𝑑 is the one-sided spatial PSD of the terrain elevation and 𝛼𝑟 is the roughness coefficient. 

The ISO-8608 [78] describes the spatial PSD of different road profiles ranging from smooth (class 

A) to very rough (class E) considering a reference spatial frequency 𝑚0  (=0.1 cycles/m) and 

constant waviness of 2.0. The roughness coefficient 𝛼𝑟 and waviness 𝑤 of the standardized terrain 

classes A to E and several other reported off-road terrains are compared in Table 2.4 [78, 79, 81]. 

The off-road terrains generally exhibit higher roughness coefficients compared to the road profiles, 

which implies greater elevations. The limited data available for a haul road in a mining site suggest 
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that the haul road elevation is comparable to that of class E terrain (very poor) in 

ISO/TC108/SC2/WG4 N57 [120], near the reference special frequency, as seen in Fig. 2.3 [121, 

122]. While the terrain waviness of the haul road in Fig. 2.3 is higher than that of the class E 

terrain, which contributes to higher roughness magnitudes at lower spatial frequency components 

(𝑚 < 𝑚0) and lower magnitudes at higher frequency components (𝑚 > 𝑚0). The low frequency 

components generally govern the elevation of the off-road haul terrain, especially the cross-slope 

contributing to roll excitations [20, 123]. 

Table 2.4: The reported roughness coefficients and waviness of different terrains [78, 79, 81] 

Terrain  𝛼𝑟 (geometric mean) 𝑤 Off-road terrain  𝛼𝑟 𝑤 

Class A 1.6×10-7 2.0 Forestry  1.00×10-4 1.76 

Class B 6.4×10-7 2.0 Pasture  3.00×10-4 1.60 

Class C 2.56×10-6 2.0 MVEE 3.16×10-4 2.27 

Class D 1.024×10-5 2.0 Plowed  6.50×10-4 1.60 

Class E 4.096×10-5 2.0    

 

 
Figure 2.3: Displacement PSD of a haul road for heavy-duty dumpers [122] 

The elevation histories of terrain have been obtained through processing a zero-mean white 

noise random signal with a frequency response function [20, 78, 124]. In this study, two unity 

power band-limited white noise signals, 𝑤𝑛1(𝑥) and 𝑤𝑛2(𝑥), are utilized to obtain the profiles of 

two terrain tracks 𝑞(𝑥) and 𝑝(𝑥), as shown in Fig. 2.4, where 𝑥 is longitudinal coordinate of the 

terrain. Since the PSD functions of 𝑞(𝑥) and 𝑝(𝑥), 𝑄(𝑚) and 𝑃(𝑚), are governed by 𝐺𝑑(𝑚) 

described in Equation (2.8), a frequency response function √𝐺𝑑(𝑚) is employed to obtain 𝑞(𝑥) 
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and 𝑝(𝑥) [125]. The relation between the profiles of two terrain tracks is dependent upon the 

coherence function, defined as [78]: 

 𝛾2(𝑚) =
𝐺𝑞𝑝
2 (𝑚)

𝑄(𝑚) ∙ 𝑃(𝑚)
 (2.9) 

where 𝐺𝑞𝑝(𝑚) is the cross-spectral density function of 𝑞(𝑥) and 𝑝(𝑥). As shown in Fig. 2.4, the 

frequency response function √𝛾2(𝑚) determines the correlated components of the two tracks and 

√1 − 𝛾2(𝑚) determines the uncorrelated components of  𝑞(𝑥) and 𝑝(𝑥) [125]. The coherency 

between the two tracks 𝛾2(𝑚) determines the roll excitations due to the terrain. A piecewise linear 

coherence function can be formulated on the basis of the reported experimental results [86, 87], so 

as to describe the roll excitation due to elevation differences of the two tracks, in the form of [86]: 

 
𝛾2(𝑚) = {

1 − 0.9𝑚/𝑚𝑐,   𝑚 ≤ 𝑚𝑐 
0.1,   𝑚 > 𝑚𝑐

 (2.10) 

where 𝑚𝑐 is the cut-off spatial frequency after which the coherency between the two tracks is a 

small constant. 

 
Figure 2.4: Schematic to synthesis left and right terrain profiles 

Bogsjö [87] presented the coherency between the measured elevations of two tracks of 

three different roads, including a gravel road, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The results suggest that for the 

gravel road, the coherence decreases to 0.1 at around 0.4 cycles/m. A higher coherence implies 

greater similarity of the two tracks and thereby less roll excitation. The off-road terrains generally 

exhibit higher magnitude of cross-slope, especially in the lower spatial frequency range [22, 123], 

which suggest lower coherence in the lower spatial frequency range. In this study, the cut-off 

spatial frequency is taken as 0.3 cycles/m, while the elevations of the off-road terrain are estimated 

assuming the spectrum of the class E profile, described in ISO-8608. The range of the spatial 

frequency is selected as 0.02 to 5 cycles/m, which relates to relatively large range of excitation 

frequencies (0.03 to 70 Hz) in the 5 to 50 km/h speed range.  
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Figure 2.5: The PSD and coherency of the measured road elevations: (a) displacement PSDs; and (b) 

coherence between two tracks [87] 
 

The elevations of the two tracks are generated using the method described in Fig. 2.4, where 

the functions √𝐺𝑑(𝑚) , √𝛾2(𝑚)  and √1 − 𝛾2(𝑚)  are represented by the third-order system 

functions. Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b), respectively, illustrate the generated profile, 𝑞(𝑥) and 𝑝(𝑥), 

and their PSD spectra, 𝑄(𝑚) and 𝑃(𝑚). The displacement PSD of the standardized class E profile 

is also presented in Fig. 2.6(b). The coherence between the two track elevations is presented in 

Fig. 2.6(c) together with the assumed coherence function (𝑚𝑐=0.3 cycles/m). The results clearly 

show that the displacement spectra of the two tracks’ elevation are comparable with PSD of the 

standardized road profile, while the coherence between the two tracks’ elevation closely follows 

the assumed coherence function. The PSD of the cross-slope between the tracks’ elevation is also 

computed and presented in terms of the roll angle excitation in Fig. 2.7, considering different cut-

off frequencies, ranging from 0.3 to 0.9 cycles/m. The results show that a higher cut-off frequency 

yields lower roll excitation in the lower frequency range due to greater coherence between the two 

tracks. 
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Figure 2.6: (a) Elevations of the two tracks of the terrain; (b) comparison of displacement PSD of the two 

tracks, 𝑃(𝑚) and 𝑄(𝑚), with that of standardized profile; and (c) comparison of coherence between the 

two tracks with the coherence model 
 

 
Figure 2.7: Effect of cut-off frequency on the PSD of cross-slope between the two tracks (roll excitations) 

2.3 Roll dynamic analyses and stability performance measure 

The dynamic relative roll stability limits of road vehicles have been widely defined in terms of 

dynamic rollover threshold (DRT) corresponding to wheels lift-off during cornering maneuvers, 

expressed in terms of lateral load transfer ratio (LTR) [41, 105]. In case of off-road vehicles 

involving tires’ interactions with rough terrains, the determination of LTR poses considerable 

challenges due to large oscillations in the instantaneous tire forces. The applicability of the LTR 

measure to predict the roll stability limit of the two-axles mining truck, considered in this study, 

is investigated using the definition: 

 𝐿𝑇𝑅 = |
(𝐹𝑧𝐿𝑓 − 𝐹𝑧𝑅𝑓) + (𝐹𝑧𝐿𝑟 − 𝐹𝑧𝑅𝑟)

(𝐹𝑧𝐿𝑓 + 𝐹𝑧𝑅𝑓) + (𝐹𝑧𝐿𝑟 + 𝐹𝑧𝑅𝑟)
| 

(2.11) 

where 𝐹𝑧𝑖𝑗 is the normal force of tires 𝑖 (𝑖=R, L) of axle 𝑗 (𝑗=f, r), where R and L respect the right- 

and left- track tires, respectively, and f and r respect the front- and rear- axles, respectively. It is 

evident that the LTR approaches unity when the tires on a given track lift-off the terrain. 
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The roll dynamic responses of the vehicle model are evaluated during cornering maneuvers, 

idealized by a ramp steering wheel input. The simulations are performanced for a perfectly smooth 

road profile and the synthesized terrain profiles presented in Fig. 2.6(a). The vehicle forward speed 

is maintained around 40 km/h, which is close to the maximum possible speed for the candidate 

vehicle in the open-pit mining regions. The simulations are terminated when the vehicle 

approaches the absolute rollover as the vehicle mass center aligns vertically above the line joining 

the contact centers of outside tires of the front and rear axles [41].  

Figure 2.8 illustrates the time-histories of lateral acceleration and LTR responses of the 

loaded vehicle model traversing the smooth as well as off-road terrain. Both the lateral acceleration 

and LTR trend to increase gradually with increasing steering input, irrespective of the terrain. The 

responses on the off-road terrain, however, exhibit considerable high-frequency oscillations, 

which make it difficult to identify the onset of a roll instability, and the corresponding lateral 

acceleration and LTR. The responses on the smooth road surface also exhibit some oscillation near 

t=30s, which are attributed to suspension strut topping/bottoming, prior to the vehicle approaching 

absolute rollover indicated by point B in Fig. 2.8. It is further seen that the LTR approaches unity, 

at point A, slightly before the absolute rollover and remains near 1 until absolute rollover. Beyond 

this point, the lateral acceleration decreases sharply as the vehicle approaches absolute rollover. 

The lateral acceleration corresponding to point A can be considered as the relative dynamic 

rollover threshold (DRT=0.279g) for the vehicle operating on smooth surface.  

In the presence of terrain roughness, the LTR response momentarily approaches unity value, 

as seen in Fig. 2.8(a), although the corresponding lateral acceleration may be quite low. The LTR 

therefore cannot serve as a reliable measure of dynamic roll stability. Figure 2.9 illustrates the LTR 

and lateral acceleration responses zoomed over short intervals around t=14.5s and t=35s. The 

results, however, show that the LTR remains unity after t=39.29s, indicated by A4, as it was 

observed in the responses with smooth road surface. This event is followed by absolute rollover 

and rapid decrease in the lateral acceleration (point B’). The lateral accelerations corresponding to 

A4 and B’, however, are relatively low as 0.174g and 0.135g, respectively, compared to the peak 

acceleration (0.53g). These acceleration values therefore may not adequately relate to dynamic 

rollover thresholds. The dynamic roll stability criterion developed for road vehicles [105] thus 

cannot be considered reliable for off-road vehicles. 
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Figure 2.8: Cornering maneuver responses: (a) LTR and (b) lateral acceleration 

 

 
Figure 2.9: LTR (—) and lateral acceleration (—) responses during cornering maneuver on the 

synthesized off-road terrain: (a) 14≤ t ≤15s and (b) 31≤ t ≤41s 

The results presented in Fig. 2.9(b), however, suggest that the LTR value mostly remains 

near 1 in the interval between point A3 to A4. The vehicle can be interpreted as within the critical 

roll stability margin during this period. The lateral acceleration during this period, however, varies 

considerably from 0.17g to 0.53g. The root mean square (RMS) acceleration response during the 

period of sustained unity value of LTR may be considered as the DRT acceleration of the off-road 

vehicle, which was obtained as 0.203g. The duration of sustained unity LTR value is also 

significant considering that the LTR also approaches 1 at relatively lower acceleration (e.g., A1). 

This duration should be sufficiently long so as to obtain a reliable indication of relative roll stability. 

The sustained period ∆T (from A3 to A4) is in the order of 9.6s, which indicates the likelihood of 

vehicle rollover. The roll stability measure of the off-road vehicle is thus proposed as the RMS 

lateral acceleration response over the sustained period of unity LTR value. 

The proposed measure is further assessed considering variations in the sprung mass cg 

height. The sprung mass cg height is varied by ±0.15 and ±0.3m about the nominal height of 3.15m. 

Figure 2.10(a) illustrates variations in the proposed dynamic rollover threshold acceleration 

measure over the sustained period with varying sprung mass cg height together with the DRT 
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obtained for the smooth road and the Static Stability Factor (SSF, ratio of half wheel track to cg 

height). The SSF is obtained considering the overall vehicle cg height. The proposed DRT, DRT 

on the smooth road and SSF gradually decrease with increasing cg height, as expected. Similar 

trends are evident in all the three measures with increasing cg height. The DRT obtained for the 

off-road terrain, however, is consistently lower than that for the smooth road. When the cg height 

is 2.85 m, the DRT obtained for the off-road terrain is 22.3% lower than that for the smooth surface. 

With cg height increased to 3.5 m, the DRT on the rough terrain is 16% lower than that on the 

smooth surface. This is attributed to lower sustained period of LTR for the higher cg vehicle, as 

seen in Fig. 2.10(b). The results show that increasing the cg height from the nominal value yields 

substantial smaller ∆T suggesting rapid transition from a relative rollover to absolute rollover. 

Furthermore, the proposed DRT obtained for the off-road terrain is directly correlated with the 

DRT for the smooth road (r2 ˃ 0.97), as seen in Fig. 2.11. 

 
Figure 2.10: Variations in (a) DRT obtained for off-road and smooth surfaces, and SSF with sprung mass 

cg height; (b) sustained period of LTR on the off-road terrain with sprung mass cg height 

 
Figure 2.11: Correlation between DRT acceleration obtained for the off-road and smooth road surfaces 

over the range of sprung mass cg height 

2.4 Parametric analyses and discussions 

The roll dynamics of the vehicle are strongly affected by properties of the off-road terrain such as 

roughness, waviness, spectral components and coherency between the two tracks. The reliability 
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of the proposed DRT measure and the method is investigated considering variations in the 

properties of the off-road terrain. The roll dynamic responses of the loaded vehicle model are 

evaluated in the similar manner, while the off-road terrain properties are varied. These include the 

roughness coefficient 𝛼𝑟, terrain waviness 𝑤, and spatial frequency range 𝑚 in Eq. (2.8) and cut-

off frequency 𝑚𝑐 in the coherence function in Eq. (2.10). The simulation results are obtained by 

varying only one of the terrain parameters at one time so as to study the effect of each parameter 

on the DRT and sustained period ∆T. The results are discussed to highlight the influences of terrain 

properties on the roll stability of the off-road vehicle. 

On the basis of reported terrain properties in Table 2.4, five different values of the 𝛼𝑟 

(1.6×10-7, 6.4×10-7, 2.56×10-6, 1.024×10-5 and 4.096×10-5) and terrain waviness 𝑤 (1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 

2.2 and 2.4) are considered. Different ranges of spatial frequency are considered to study the effect 

of frequency of terrain excitations, these included: 0.02-1, 0.02-3, 0.02-5, 0.02-10, 0.05-5, 0.15-5, 

0.25-5 cycles/m. The terrain excitation in the 0.02-1 cycles/m frequency range represents 

dominantly low frequency components, while the range 0.02-10 cycles/m is used to study the 

effect of additional higher frequency components. The frequency range 0.25-5 cycles/m, on the 

other hand, is used to investigate the effect of relatively higher frequency components with lower 

emphasis on the low frequency components. The coherency between the two tracks is varied by 

varying the cut-off frequency 𝑚𝑐 (0.3, 0.6 and 0.9 cycles/m), which directly affect the magnitude 

of low frequency roll excitations due to terrain, as seen in Fig. 2.7. The roll dynamic responses are 

analyzed to determine sustained period ∆T of unity value of LTR and the DRT based on RMS 

lateral acceleration responses over ∆T. Figures 2.12 to 2.14 illustrate the relations between the 

DRT measure and sustained period with various terrain parameters. 

Figure 2.12 illustrates the effect of terrain roughness coefficient on DRT and ∆T, 

considering different cut-off frequencies of the coherence function. An increase in the roughness 

coefficient 𝛼𝑟  leads to lower DRT but higher ∆T, irrespective of the cut-off frequency 𝑚𝑐 . 

Increasing the terrain roughness causes greater oscillations in the LTR, which contribute to 

relatively higher sustained period. For 𝑚𝑐=0.3 cycles/m, the DRT value decreases by nearly 17% 

when 𝛼𝑟 is increased from 1.6×10-7 (Class A) to 4.096×10-5 (Class E), while the corresponding ∆T 

increases nearly 6.4 times. The adverse effect of terrain roughness magnitude on roll stability of 

the vehicles has also been reported by Li et al. [21] and Pazooki et al. [20], for standardized and 

off-road surfaces, respectively. The results further show notable effect of coherency between the 
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two terrain tracks on the DRT and ∆T, especially under higher roughness terrains. Increasing the 

cut-off frequency of the coherence function reduces the magnitude of roll excitation (Fig. 2.7), 

which results in relatively higher DRT and lower ∆T.  

An increase in the terrain waviness 𝑤, also adversely affect the roll stability of the vehicle. 

The DRT decreases with higher waviness, while ∆T increases, as shown in Fig. 2.13. An increase 

in the waviness yields higher roughness magnitude at relatively lower spatial frequencies (𝑚 <

𝑚0), thereby higher low frequency roll excitation due to terrain. This results in lower DRT, which 

is also observed from the effect of frequency range of terrain roughness in Fig. 2.14. The results 

suggest lower DRT when terrain elevations comprise lower spectral components (0.02≤ 𝑚 ≤1). 

While the obtained DRT decreases by only 4% with waviness increasing from 1.6 to 2.4, it 

decreases by nearly 10% when the terrain profile contains lower spatial frequency components 

(0.02≤ 𝑚 ≤5), as seen in Fig. 2.14(c). Relatively smaller in DRT occur when the higher frequency 

components of the terrain are included, as seen in Fig. 2.14(a). The results thus further confirm 

that roll stability of the vehicle is strongly affected by lower frequency components of terrain 

elevation. This is evident in Figs. 2.14(c) and 2.14(d), which suggest lower DRT and higher ∆T 

when lower frequency components of the terrain are considered (0.02≤ 𝑚 ≤5). 

 
Figure 2.12: Effect of variation in roughness coefficient and coherence function cut-off frequency on the 

rollover threshold acceleration, DRT, and sustained period, ∆T (w=2.0, m=0.02-5 cycles/m) 
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Figure 2.13: Effect of variation in waviness on the rollover threshold acceleration, DRT, and sustained 

period, ∆T (𝛼𝑟=4.096×10-5, 𝑚𝑐=0.3 cycles/m, m=0.02-5 cycles/m) 

 

 
Figure 2.14: Effect of variation in spatial frequency range on the rollover threshold acceleration, DRT, 

and sustained period, ∆T (𝛼𝑟=4.096×10-5, w=2.0, 𝑚𝑐=0.3 cycles/m) 

2.5 Conclusions 

The roll stability of off-road vehicles cannot be reliably predicted using the measures defined for 

road vehicles, due to large oscillations in the LTR and lateral acceleration responses in the presence 

of terrain roughness. The dynamic rollover threshold (DRT) of vehicle operating on rough terrains 

can be estimated as the RMS lateral acceleration over the period when the LTR remains near unity, 

prior to the absolute rollover. The DRT estimated considering terrain elevations showed very good 

correlation with the conventional DRT values that are obtained for smooth road surface (r2 ˃ 0.97) 

over a wide range of sprung mass cg heights. The DRT on the rough terrains, however, was 
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consistently lower than the DRT for smooth road surface. The vehicle operations on terrains with 

higher elevations adversely affected the DRT, while it increased the sustained period of unity LTR 

value. Greater roll excitations of the terrain also yielded lower DRT due to larger vehicle roll 

oscillations. The results further suggested that the DRT was strongly influenced by the lower 

spatial frequency components of the terrain elevation. Higher terrain waviness also caused higher 

magnitudes of lower frequency components and thereby the lower DRT. The relatively higher 

spatial frequency components of terrain elevation, however, affected the dynamic rollover 

threshold only slightly. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EFFECTS OF ARTICULATED FRAME STEERING ON TRANSIENT YAW 

RESPONSES OF THE VEHICLE 

3.1 Introduction 

Vehicles employing articulated frame steering (AFS) systems are widely employed in construction, 

forestry and mining sectors to achieve improved traction and mobility/maneuverability 

performances [12, 126-128]. Compared to the conventional front wheel steered vehicles, the 

articulated frame-steered vehicles (AFSV) use relatively large diameter tires, and yield lower off-

tracking between the two axles and thus reduced rate of tire wear and improved maneuverability, 

especially at low speeds [126, 129, 130]. Furthermore, the relative roll motion between the front 

and rear units of the AFSV could yield better terrain contact of the wheels and thereby relatively 

lower wheel-load transfers, when compared to conventional front-steered vehicles, which may 

contribute to improved traction performance [12, 131]. 

The articulated frame steering system, however, introduces considerable yaw oscillations 

between the front and rear units of the vehicle, which may cause vehicle yaw divergence beyond 

a critical speed [10, 45, 132, 133]. Additionally, the steering of the vehicle requires relatively large 

magnitude steering torque by the AFS system, which is usually powered by a closed-loop or a 

volume-regulated hydraulic steering system [12]. The kinematic and dynamic properties of the 

AFS system are known to significantly influence the performances of the AFSV [10]. A number 

of studies have investigated yaw stability of the AFSV based on the free yaw-oscillation responses, 

while simplifying the AFS system by the equivalent articulation stiffness and damping, and 

neglecting contributions due to its kinematics [12, 19, 132].  

Horton and Crolla [12] and He et al. [19] analytically obtained the snaking critical speed when 

the real part of the eigenvalue corresponding to the snaking mode was observed positive. The 

eigenvalue analysis, however, is limited only to linear or linearized models, considered valid in 

the vicinity of the linearization point [12, 130]. Alternatively, Rhenberg et al. [132] and Pazooki 

et al. [10] have assessed the snaking behavior in terms of rate of decay of free oscillations in the 

articulation angle response following a lateral perturbation of the vehicle. The rate of decay, 

however, may not accurately describe the essential yaw-oscillation characteristics of the nonlinear 

vehicle model such as natural frequency and damping ratio, due to its sensitivity to the magnitude 

and duration of the pulse [134]. The critical speeds reported in different studies vary widely, from 
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43.2 km/h to 120 km/h [10, 12, 19, 25]. The yaw divergence of the AFSV may also be measured 

in terms of the yaw damping ratio, as in the cases of articulated road vehicles and railway cars [40, 

135-137]. 

The natural frequency of yaw oscillations is related to the effective yaw stiffness of the AFSV 

and the AFS system. The equivalent torsional stiffness of AFS system is generally linearized about 

zero articulation angle, which can range from 1.1×105 Nm/rad to 2×108 Nm/rad considering the 

compliance of the hydraulic fluid, connecting pipes and entrapped air [11, 19, 25, 132]. The 

instantaneous effective stiffness of the AFS system, however, would vary with the struts’ 

orientations and actuating forces of the steering struts in a nonlinear manner, which is widely 

ignored in the aforementioned studies. 

The AFS systems also exhibit considerable damping due to leakage flows across the piston 

seals and friction between the cylinder and rod [19, 138, 139]. Greater leakage flows and fluid 

bulk modulus were believed to increase the damping coefficient and stiffness of the steering system, 

respectively, which have been reported to attenuate the free-oscillation of the articulation angle 

and increase the critical speed of the vehicle [10, 12, 19, 132]. Horton and Crolla [12], Pazooki et 

al. [10] and He et al. [19] invariably assumed the leakage flows within the struts to be proportional 

to the pressure difference across the seal. The leakage flows, however, depend on the relative 

velocity between the cylinder and rod, which affects the seal clearance in a nonlinear manner [140, 

141]. The reported studies also neglected the contributions due to friction generated between the 

steering strut cylinder and the rod. The articulated frame-steered vehicles in the aforementioned 

studies are mostly modeled in the yaw plane [10, 12, 19]. Rhenberg et al. [132] and Pazooki et al. 

[22, 48] have also developed the 3-dimentional models of the AFSV in order to investigate the 

effects of axle suspension system on its ride vibration and directional stability. 

Furthermore, the transient steering responses of the AFSV have not been adequately addressed 

in the reported studies, which are related to dynamic properties and yaw responses of the vehicle 

units apart from the AFS system. Pazooki et al. [10, 48] investigated the transient steering 

responses of an AFSV model under idealized steady-turning and path-change maneuvers. 

Moreover, the articulation angle and strut deflection responses of the vehicle trend to vary with the 

vehicle load due to changes in the flow demand [10]. It has also shown that an increase in the 

maximum steering valve flow rate can yield relatively rapid steering torque and articulation angle 

responses, while the leakage flows affect the transient articulation angle response only slightly. 
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The study also demonstrated that steering arm lengths of the struts contribute to a higher decay 

rate of the articulation angle oscillations. This vehicle model employed a closed-loop AFS system 

to regulate the hydraulic flows in response to the steady-state articulation angle and the steering 

wheel input considering idealized valve flow characteristics. Many AFSVs, however, employ the 

flow volume-regulated AFS system, while the flow volume is governed by the steering wheel input 

alone [12, 131]. 

 In this study, the free yaw-oscillations as well as transient steering characteristics of an 

articulated frame-steered vehicle with a flow volume-regulated AFS system are investigated. The 

kinematic and dynamic properties of steering system are formulated in conjunction with a yaw-

plane vehicle model. The model incorporates fluid compressibility, leakage flows, viscous friction 

within the steering struts, and volume-regulated steering valve flow characteristic. The measured 

data acquired for a 35-tonne articulated mining truck are used to examine validity of the established 

model. The free-oscillation and transient articulation angle responses are evaluated under a pulse 

and a step steering wheel input, respectively. A parameter sensitivity analysis is conducted to study 

the influences of selected steering system design parameters, namely, the effective fluid bulk 

modulus, the leakage flows and viscous friction coefficients, and kinematic angle of the struts 

layout, on the steering characteristics of the AFSV. The results obtained through parametric 

sensitivity analyses are used to discuss design guidance for the articulated frame steering system 

in view of its kineto-dynamic characteristic. 

3.2 Model development 

3.2.1 Articulated frame steering system model 

Figure 3.1 schematically illustrates the two steering struts coupling the AFSV mining vehicle 

considered in the study. The left- and right- steering struts, as shown in Fig. 3.1(a), are mounted 

between the front unit (at L1 and R1, respectively) and the rear unit (at L2 and R2, respectively). The 

hydraulic steering circuit, shown in Fig. 3.2, actuates the steering struts to generate the steering 

torque following a steering command. The hydraulic flows to and from the struts are controlled by 

the steering valve driven by the steering wheel. The gerotor within the steering valve rotates 

proportionally to the fluid volume passing through it, which offers the feedback for the steering 

system [131]. The steering torque 𝑇𝑠 generated by the steering struts about the articulation joint 

can be expressed as: 
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 𝑇𝑠 = 𝐹𝐿ℎ𝐿 − 𝐹𝑅ℎ𝑅 (3.1) 

where 𝐹𝐿  and 𝐹𝑅  are forces developed by the left- and right-strut, respectively; ℎ𝐿  and ℎ𝑅  are 

kinematic steering arm lengths of the left- and right-strut, respectively, measured from the 

articulation joint, as seen in Fig. 3.1(a). 

 
Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of the AFSV units coupled via steering struts; and (b) layout of steering struts 

 
Figure 3.2: Hydraulic steering circuit [131] 

 The instantaneous steering arm lengths, ℎ𝐿 and ℎ𝑅, vary during steering, and can be related 

to the articulation angle 𝜃, and the geometry, such that:  

 
ℎ𝐿(𝜃) =

𝑙1𝑙2 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐴0 + 𝜃)

√𝑙1
2 + 𝑙2

2 − 2𝑙1𝑙2 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐴0 + 𝜃)
 

ℎ𝑅(𝜃) =
𝑙1𝑙2 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐴0 − 𝜃)

√𝑙1
2 + 𝑙2

2 − 2𝑙1𝑙2 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐴0 − 𝜃)
 

(3.2) 

The geometric parameters, 𝑙1, 𝑙2 and 𝐴0, as shown in Fig. 3.1(b), are kinematic constants 

related to layout of the two steering struts. 𝑙1 and 𝑙2 define the distances from the articulation joint 

to the front and rear mounting points of the struts, respectively. 𝐴0 is the initial angle of the strut 

mountings with respect to the articulation joint, indicated by lines OL1 (𝑙1) and OL2 (𝑙2), shown in 
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Fig. 3.1(b).  

 The steering forces developed by the struts are calculated from the instantaneous fluid 

pressures within two chambers of each strut and the viscous friction due to hydraulic seals. The 

friction force due to seal is considered as a viscous force, and expressed as a linear function of 

relative piston velocity with respect to the cylinder. For the left- and right-struts, these can be 

expressed as a function of the articulation rate, ℎ𝐿�̇� and ℎ𝑅�̇�, respectively. The strut forces, 𝐹𝐿 and 

𝐹𝑅, can thus be expressed as: 

 𝐹𝐿 = 𝐴𝑐𝑃𝑐 − 𝐴𝑟𝑃𝑟 − 𝜇𝜈ℎ𝐿�̇� 

𝐹𝑅 = 𝐴𝑐𝑃𝑟 − 𝐴𝑟𝑃𝑐 + 𝜇𝜈ℎ𝑅�̇� 
(3.3) 

where 𝐴𝑐 is effective piston area; 𝐴𝑟 is effective annular area of the rod-side chamber; 𝑃𝑐 is fluid 

pressure in piston-side chamber of the left strut and rod-side chamber of the right strut; 𝑃𝑟 is fluid 

pressure in rod-side chamber of left strut and piston-side chamber of the right strut, as seen in Fig. 

3.3; and 𝜇𝜈 is viscous damping coefficient due to seal friction.  

 The hydraulic fluid pressures are derived on the basis of the fluid continuity considering 

fluid compressibility and leakage flows within the steering struts. Figure 3 illustrates the fluid flow 

path during a right-hand turning maneuver, including the flows through the valve spool and 

housing. The fluid entering the steering valve from the pump via an accumulator flows into the 

strut chambers through the gerotor. The fluid flows also occur from the other chamber of each strut 

to the reservoir through another path inside the steering valve. The flow continuity equations 

within the two steering struts can thus be expressed as: 

 
𝑞1 = 𝐴𝑐ℎ𝐿�̇� + 𝐴𝑟ℎ𝑅�̇� + 𝑞𝑙𝐿 + 𝑞𝑙𝑅 +

𝑉1𝐿 + 𝑉1𝑅
𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑃�̇� 

𝑞2 = 𝐴𝑟ℎ𝐿�̇� + 𝐴𝑐ℎ𝑅�̇� + 𝑞𝑙𝐿 + 𝑞𝑙𝑅 −
𝑉2𝐿 + 𝑉2𝑅
𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑃�̇� 

(3.4) 

where 𝑞1 is rate of fluid flow from the steering valve to the steering struts; 𝑞2 is rate of fluid flow 

from the steering struts to the reservoir; 𝑞𝑙𝐿 and 𝑞𝑙𝑅 are leakage flows within the left- and right-

struts, respectively; 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 is effective bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid; 𝑉1𝐿 and 𝑉2𝑅 are volumes 

of fluid in the piston-side chambers of left- and right-struts, respectively; and 𝑉1𝑅 and 𝑉2𝐿 are those 

of fluid in the rod-side chambers of right and left-struts, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.3. 
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Figure 3.3: Hydraulic fluid flow paths during a right-hand turn 

 The leakage flows between the two strut chambers, attributed to the piston seal, can be 

computed from the pressure difference across the piston, such that [10, 12, 19]: 

 𝑞𝑙𝐿 = 𝑘𝑙𝐿(𝑃𝑐 − 𝑃𝑟) 

𝑞𝑙𝑅 = 𝑘𝑙𝑅(𝑃𝑐 − 𝑃𝑟) 
(3.5) 

where 𝑘𝑙𝐿 and 𝑘𝑙𝑅 are leakage coefficients of the left- and right-strut, respectively. Considering the 

symmetry of the AFS system, these have been assumed as identical constants in the reported 

studies [10, 12, 19]. The leakage flows through the generally implemented rectangle cross-section 

hydraulic seals, however, have been reported to strongly correlate with the relative velocity [140, 

141]. The instantaneous leakage coefficient is thus expressed by a velocity-related coefficient 𝑘𝑙 

in addition to the constant coefficient 𝑘𝑙0, such that: 

 𝑘𝑙𝐿 = 𝑘𝑙0 + 𝑘𝑙ℎ𝐿|�̇�| 

𝑘𝑙𝑅 = 𝑘𝑙0 + 𝑘𝑙ℎ𝑅|�̇�| 
(3.6) 

The volumes of fluids in the interconnected strut chambers in Eq. (3.4) are calculated 

neglecting the deformation of the struts and connecting tubes, as: 

 𝑉1𝐿 + 𝑉1𝑅 = 𝑉0 + 𝐴𝑐(𝑙𝐿 − 𝑙0) + 𝐴𝑟(𝑙0 − 𝑙𝑅) 

𝑉2𝐿 + 𝑉2𝑅 = 𝑉0 − 𝐴𝑟(𝑙𝐿 − 𝑙0) − 𝐴𝑐(𝑙0 − 𝑙𝑅) 
(3.7) 

where 𝑉0 is initial fluid volume of the piston-side chamber of left-strut, the rod-side chamber of 

right strut and the connecting pipes, which is identical to the initial fluid volume of the piston-side 

chamber of right strut, the rod-side chamber of left strut and the connecting pipes; 𝑙0 is initial 

length of the struts, which equals √𝑙1
2 + 𝑙2

2 − 2𝑙1𝑙2 𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝐴0) ; and 𝑙𝐿  and 𝑙𝑅  are instantaneous 
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lengths of the left- and right-struts, respectively, which can be expressed as a function of the 

articulation angle 𝜃, as: 

 
𝑙𝐿(𝜃) = √𝑙1

2 + 𝑙2
2 − 2𝑙1𝑙2 cos(𝐴0 + 𝜃) 

𝑙𝑅(𝜃) = √𝑙1
2 + 𝑙2

2 − 2𝑙1𝑙2 cos(𝐴0 − 𝜃) 

(3.8) 

 The flow through the steering valve is related to relative angular displacement of the valve 

spool with respect to its housing. The valve spool is directly coupled to the steering wheel, while 

the housing displacement 𝜃ℎ is identical to that of the gerotor, as shown in Fig. 3.3. For a given 

steering wheel displacement 𝜃𝑠𝑤, the relative angular displacement of the steering valve, 𝑋, during 

a right-hand turning maneuver is thus given by: 

 𝑋 = 𝜃𝑠𝑤 − 𝜃ℎ (3.9) 

where the angular displacement of the housing, 𝜃ℎ , is regulated by the volume flow from the 

steering valve to the steering strut chambers [131], such that: 

 
𝜃ℎ =

∫𝑞1𝑑𝑡

𝑘𝜃𝜂𝑔
 (3.10) 

where 𝑘𝜃  is ratio of the gerotor volume displacement to its angular displacement and 𝜂𝑔  is 

efficiency of the gerotor. 

Since a higher pressure difference would yield greater hydraulic flow rate and thereby 

cause the flow transition from laminar to turbulence [142], the fluid flow through the steering valve 

of the AFS system can be assumed as a laminar-turbulent transition flow within the working 

pressure range. While the rate of laminar flow through the orifices is proportional to the pressure 

difference (𝑃𝑠 − 𝑃𝑐), the rate of turbulent flow is related to root of the pressure difference (√𝑃𝑠 − 𝑃𝑐) 

[142], where 𝑃𝑠 is the supply pressure. Considering the dead-band 𝑋0 of the steering valve, the rate 

of flow from the steering valve to the steering struts, 𝑞1, during a right-hand turn can be expressed 

in terms of the relative valve displacement 𝑋, as: 

 
𝑞1 = {

0 0° ≤ 𝑋 ≤ 𝑋0

𝑎𝑚(𝑋 − 𝑋0)√𝑃𝑠 − 𝑃𝑐 + 𝑎𝑣(𝑋 − 𝑋0)(𝑃𝑠 − 𝑃𝑐) ∙ 𝑒
𝑎0(𝑃𝑠−𝑃𝑐) 𝑋 > 𝑋0

 (3.11) 

where the exponential term (𝑒𝑎0(𝑃𝑠−𝑃𝑐)) represents the laminar-turbulent transition with increase 

in pressure difference and 𝑎𝑖 (𝑖=0, m and v) are the constant coefficients related to the effective 

flow area and discharge coefficient. These coefficients were identified on the basis of flow rate 
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and pressure differential characteristics of the valve specified by the manufacturer [143]. Figure 

3.4 compares the flow and pressure characteristics of the valve obtained from the model with the 

manufacturer’s specifications for the fully opened valve. The comparison suggests that the model 

can accurately describe the valve flow characteristics in the selected pressure range. 

 
Figure 3.4: Comparison of flow rate versus pressure difference characteristics obtained from the model 

with the manufacturer’s specification for the fully opened steering valve 

Similarly, the rate of flow from the steering struts to the reservoir, 𝑞2, is calculated with the 

multiplication of a flow area factor 𝑘𝑣, such that: 

 
𝑞2 = {

0 0° ≤ 𝑋 ≤ 𝑋0

𝑘𝑣𝑎𝑚(𝑋 − 𝑋0)√𝑃𝑟 − 𝑃0 + 𝑘𝑣𝑎𝑣(𝑋 − 𝑋0)(𝑃𝑟 − 𝑃0) ∙ 𝑒
𝑎0(𝑃𝑟−𝑃0) 𝑋 > 𝑋0

 (3.12) 

where 𝑘𝑣 is the flow area factor, which accounts for the difference in the effective areas for flows 

between the struts and the reservoir, and between the pump and the struts. For the AFS system 

design of the mining vehicle, 𝑘𝑣 11. 𝑃0  in the above equation denotes the fluid pressure in the 

reservoir, taken as atmospheric pressure.  

Furthermore, the relative angular displacement of the valve spool with respect to the 

housing, 𝑋, is limited to ±8.1 degrees via a pin located in the valve housing. After reaching the 

limit position, the steering wheel drives the valve spool, the valve housing and the gerotor at the 

same rate. The gerotor then functions as a pump, and the flow rate through the steering valve 

directly relates to the driver’s steering rate. This enables the vehicle to steer even without the 

hydraulic power supply, although this feature is not considered in the model in order to avoid 

discontinuity in the flow rate. 

3.2.2 Vehicle model 

The kinematic and dynamic responses of the AFSV and the AFS system are evaluated from the 

yaw plane model of the vehicle (Fig. 3.5) in conjunction with that of the AFS system model. The 

roll and pitch motions of the vehicle are assumed to be small and their contribution to the steering 
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responses are neglected. The longitudinal dynamics of the AFSV is further neglected assuming 

constant forward speed. The governing equations of motion of the yaw plane model used in the 

reported studies [12, 131], are given by: 

 𝑚𝑓(𝑣�̇� + 𝑢𝑓𝜑𝑓) + 𝑚𝑟(𝑣�̇� + 𝑢𝑟𝜑𝑟) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 − 𝑚𝑟(𝑢�̇� − 𝑣𝑟𝜑𝑟) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 − 𝑌1 − 𝑌2 − (𝑌3 + 𝑌4) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 = 0 

(𝐼𝑓 +𝑚𝑓𝐿𝑓2
2 )𝜑�̇� +𝑚𝑓(𝑣�̇� + 𝑢𝑓𝜑𝑓)𝐿𝑓2 − (𝑌1 + 𝑌2)(𝐿𝑓1 + 𝐿𝑓2) + (𝑀𝑧1 +𝑀𝑧2) − 𝑇𝑠 = 0 

(𝐼𝑟 +𝑚𝑟𝐿𝑟2
2 )𝜑�̇� −𝑚𝑟(𝑣�̇� + 𝑢𝑟𝜑𝑟)𝐿𝑟2 + (𝑌3 + 𝑌4)(𝐿𝑟1 + 𝐿𝑟2) + (𝑀𝑧3 +𝑀𝑧4) + 𝑇𝑠 = 0 

(3.13) 

where (𝑢𝑓, 𝑣𝑓, 𝜑𝑓) and (𝑢𝑟, 𝑣𝑟, 𝜑𝑟) are the body-fixed longitudinal, lateral and yaw velocities of 

the front and rear units, respectively; 𝑚𝑓 and 𝑚𝑟 are masses of the front and rear units, respectively; 

𝐼𝑓 and 𝐼𝑟 are yaw mass moment of inertia of the two units about their respective mass center (cg); 

𝑌𝑖 and 𝑀𝑧𝑖 are the cornering force and aligning moment developed by tire i (i=1,..,4) of the vehicle, 

respectively; 𝐿𝑓1 and 𝐿𝑓2 are longitudinal distances from the mass center of front unit to the front 

axle and the articulation joint, respectively; 𝐿𝑟1 and 𝐿𝑟2. are longitudinal distances from the mass 

center of rear unit to the rear axle and the articulation joint, respectively. 

 
Figure 3.5: Yaw-plane model of the articulated frame-steered vehicle 

The relative lateral and longitudinal motions between the front and rear units are 

constrained by the articulation joint, while it permits relative yaw plane motions of the units, which 

yield: 

 𝑢𝑟 = 𝑢𝑓 cos 𝜃 − (𝑣𝑓 − 𝐿𝑓2𝜑𝑓)𝑠𝑖𝑛𝜃 

𝑣𝑟 = 𝑢𝑓 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 + (𝑣𝑓 − 𝐿𝑓2𝜑𝑓)𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃 − 𝐿𝑟2𝜑𝑟 

�̇� = 𝜑𝑓 − 𝜑𝑟 

(3.14) 

The tire cornering forces, 𝑌𝑖, are considered as linear function of the tire side-slip angle 𝛼𝑖 for 

a given normal load. Since the tire aligning moment, 𝑀𝑧𝑖, is related to the tire side-slip angle, the 

pneumatic trail as well as the tire lateral and longitudinal forces [79], the aligning moment is 

described as a linear function of the tire side-slip angle and an effective aligning moment 
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coefficient. The cornering forces and aligning moments generated by the tires are thus given by: 

 
𝑌𝑖 = {

𝐶𝛼𝑓𝛼𝑖;   𝑖 =  1 and 2 

𝐶𝛼𝑟𝛼𝑖;   𝑖 =  3 and 4 
 

𝑀𝑧𝑖 = {
𝑘𝑚𝑧𝑓𝛼𝑖;   𝑖 =  1 and 2 

𝑘𝑚𝑧𝑟𝛼𝑖;   𝑖 =  3 and 4 
 

(3.15) 

where 𝐶𝛼𝑓 and 𝐶𝛼𝑟 are cornering stiffness of tires at front and rear axle, respectively, and 𝑘𝑚𝑧𝑓 

and 𝑘𝑚𝑧𝑟 are the respective aligning moment coefficients.  

A first-order dynamic lag in the tire side-slip angle is considered to account for the transient 

effect of the tire, where the delay is defined by the tire lateral relaxation length 𝜎𝑦 and the vehicle 

forward speed 𝑢𝑓, such that [51]:  

 𝜎𝑦

𝑢𝑓
∙
𝑑𝛼𝑖
𝑑𝑡

+ 𝛼𝑖 = 𝛼𝑠𝑖;    𝑖 =  1, 2, 3 𝑎𝑛𝑑 4 (3.16) 

where 𝛼𝑠𝑖 is the steady-state side-slip angle of the tire, 𝛼𝑠𝑖, given by: 

 

𝛼𝑠𝑖 =

{
 
 

 
 − 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (

𝑣𝑓 + 𝐿𝑓𝑖𝜑𝑓

𝑢𝑓 + (−1)𝑖+1𝑇𝜑𝑓
) ;   𝑖 = 1 and 2

− 𝑡𝑎𝑛−1 (
𝑣𝑟 − 𝐿𝑟𝑖𝜑𝑟

𝑢𝑟 + (−1)𝑖+1𝑇𝜑𝑟
) ;   𝑖 = 3 and 4

 (3.17) 

where 𝑇 is the half-track of the vehicle axle. 

3.3 Method of analysis 

The reported studies on articulated frame-steered vehicles are mostly focused on identification of 

the yaw stability limits or snaking tendency of the vehicle using either eigen-analyses of the linear 

or linearized vehicle models [12, 19] or divergence in the free oscillations in the articulation angle 

responses [10, 12, 19, 25, 132]. The AFS in these studies, however, is described by the equivalent 

torsional stiffness and damping, neglecting the contributions due to kinematics of the steering 

struts and dynamics of the steering valve, which could yield important effects of the steering 

responses of the vehicle [10]. Dudziński and Skurjat [11] showed that directional dynamic 

performance of an AFSV is strongly dependent upon the equivalent torsional stiffness, which is 

governed by torsional flexibility of the AFS and the tires. The studies on directional dynamics of 

articulated freight vehicles have emphasized the significance of yaw damping ratio of the vehicle 

[40]. Although the lateral and yaw stability characteristics of articulated freight vehicles have been 

widely evaluated in terms of articulation angle gain and articulation rate under step steer inputs 
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[79, 144], the transient steering response analysis of AFSVs have been limited only to a few studies 

[10], which are also related to kineto-dynamic properties of the AFS. 

In this study, the effects of steering strut parameters are investigated in terms of both the free 

yaw-oscillation and transient directional responses of the vehicle model. The free oscillation 

responses of the model are evaluated under a 0.2s half-sine steering pulse disturbance, as in [40, 

132], at a constant forward speed of 50 km/h, which is generally the upper speed limit in the open-

pit mining operations. The free oscillations responses are analyzed to determine the overall yaw 

mode stiffness and damping properties of the vehicle model in terms of yaw-mode natural 

frequency and damping ratio, assuming single-degree-of-freedom (DOF) system response. The 

transient yaw responses of the vehicle model are evaluated under a 30 degrees step steer input at 

the forward speed of 50 km/h, which resulted in peak articulation angle comparable to that obtained 

under the pulse input. The results are analyzed to study the effects of AFS design parameters on: 

(i) steering gain, defined as the ratio of articulation angle to the steering wheel angle; (ii) rate of 

articulation, defined as 100% rise rate in the articulation angle response; and (iii) percent 

articulation overshoot. 

3.4 Results and discussions 

3.4.1 Model validation 

The model validity was examined using the data acquired through measurements performed on a 

35-tonne mining AFSV. The vehicle parameters also served as nominal simulation parameters for 

the vehicle and the AFS system models, which are listed in Table 3.1 [131, 145]. These are acquired 

partly from the vehicle design manual [145], manufacturer documentations and partly identified 

through minimizing the difference between simulation and measured responses. In particular, the 

tire properties are identified using the measured responses during steady-turning maneuvers of the 

vehicle, while using the measured strut chambers’ fluid pressures. The field test program has been 

described in [131]. Briefly, the mining vehicle was operated on a relatively smooth concrete 

surface to reduce the effects of terrain roughness on the vehicle and the AFS responses. The 

measurements were performed on a 13.5 m radius steady-turning course, and a path-change course 

with 4.5 m lateral offset and 18 m gate, which were realized through placements of cones, as shown 

in Fig. 3.6. The measurements were conducted for the loaded and unloaded vehicles. The 

measurements of the unloaded vehicle were attempted at two different speeds, while that of the 
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loaded vehicle were performed at a single speed (Table 3.2). The vehicle was instrumented to 

measure vehicle speed and steering wheel angle, and responses in terms of articulation angle, left 

strut displacement, strut fluid pressures and front unit yaw rate. Although, the driver was advised 

to maintain steady speed during a given test, notable variations were observed in the measured 

speed. Table 3.2 summarizes the mean and standard deviation of the speed measured during each 

test. The measured data revealed relatively smaller speed variations during the steady-turning 

maneuver compared to the path-change maneuver. 

Table 3.1: Nominal simulation parameters of the 35 tons articulated frame-steered vehicle (AFSV) and 

the frame steering system (AFS) [131, 145] 

Vehicle Model Parameters Steering Model Parameters 

Variable Loaded Unloaded Variable Value 

𝑚𝑓 (kg) 21,000 21,000 𝐴0 (deg) 76.5 

𝑚𝑟 (kg) 52,220 18,500 𝑋0 (deg) 2.1 

𝐼𝑓 (kgm2) 42,000 42,000 𝑙1 (m) 1.96 

𝐼𝑟 (kgm2) 104,000 31,000 𝑙2 (m) 0.64 

𝐿𝑓1 (m) -0.45 -0.45 𝐴𝑐 (cm2) 95 

𝐿𝑓2 (m) 2.13 2.13 𝐴𝑟 (cm2) 57 

𝐿𝑟1 (m) 1.13 0.60 𝑉0 (L) 7.6 

𝐿𝑟2 (m) 2.31 2.84 𝑃𝑠 (Mpa) 13.5 

𝐶𝛼𝑓 (kN/deg) 4.5 4.1 𝑃0 (Mpa) 0.1 

𝐶𝛼𝑟 (kN/deg) 4.9 2.54 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓(Gpa) 1.6 

𝑘𝑚𝑧𝑓 (kNm/deg) 3.8 2.35 𝜇𝜈 0.06 

𝑘𝑚𝑧𝑟 (kNm/deg) 4.7 1.43 𝑘𝑙0 1.3×10-13 

𝜎𝑦 (m) 0.4 0.4 𝑘𝑙 1.8×10-10 

𝑇 (m) 1.14 1.14 𝑘𝜃 (mL/deg) 8.34 

   𝑘𝑣 0.7 

   𝜂𝑔 0.9 

 

 
Figure 3.6: Test courses: (a) steady-turning maneuver; (b) path-change maneuver [131] 

Table 3.2: Mean and standard deviation of the speed measured during the two test maneuvers 

 Steady-Turning Path-Change 

Loaded Unloaded Loaded Unloaded 

Speed (km/h) 13.4 ± 0.3 18.5 ± 0.3 24 ± 0.4 15.3 ± 1.9 19.2 ± 1.1 22.8 ± 1.5 
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For the purpose of model verifications, simulations were conducted under the mean 

measured speed and steering wheel angle. The steady-state and transient responses of the vehicle 

and steering system model were comparabled to the mean measured responses, as shown in Figs. 

3.7 and 3.8, in terms of articulation angle, left steering strut displacement, fluid pressures in the 

strut chambers and front unit yaw rate. The comparisons under the steady-turning maneuvers are 

presented for both the unloaded and loaded vehicles operating at forward speeds of 18.5 km/h and 

13.4 km/h, respectively, as seen in Fig. 3.7. The model yields steady responses, which decrease 

slightly due to the leakage flows within the steering struts, such as the articulation angle responses 

in Figs. 3.7(a) and 3.7(b). The measured strut displacement responses of the loaded as well as 

unloaded vehicles also decrease slightly during steady turning, as seen in Figs. 3.7(c) and 3.7(d). 

The mean measured strut displacements, however, are nearly 10% lower than those obtained from 

the model. This difference is likely due to the simplifications associated with the yaw-plane model. 

Unlike the model responses, the mean measured data exhibit notable fluctuations in the articulation 

angle, fluid pressure (Figs. 3.7(e) and 3.7(f)) and yaw rate responses (Figs. 3.7(g) and 3.7(h)) of 

the vehicle, which are attributed to steering wheel angle corrections, forward speed variations and 

vehicle yaw oscillations. The mean values of the measured data, however, are in good agreement 

with those obtained from the model for both the loaded and unloaded vehicles. Similar degree of 

agreement between the model and measured responses was also observed for the unloaded vehicle 

operating at the mean speed of 24 km/h. 

 The model responses under the path-change maneuvers are compared with the measured 

data in Fig. 3.8, for both the unloaded and loaded vehicles operating at the speed of 19.2 km/h and 

15.3 km/h, respectively. The articulation angle response of the loaded vehicle model (Fig. 3.8(a)) 

reveals good agreement with the corresponding measured data, while notable deviations are 

evident in the articulation angle response of unloaded vehicle model (Fig. 3.8(b)). Further analysis 

of the measured data revealed measurement errors caused by loosening of the link rods used to 

attach the articulation potentiometer. The strut displacement responses of the loaded and unloaded 

vehicle models, however, show very good agreement with the measured data, which seem to be 

well correlated with the measured and model’s articulation angle responses, as expected and shown 

in Figs. 3.8(c) and 3.8(d). The comparisons also show reasonable good agreements between the 

yaw rate responses of the model (Figs. 3.8(i) and 3.8(j)). The observed differences between the 

strut chambers’ fluid pressures obtained from the model and the measured data, as seen in Figs. 
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3.8(g) and 3.8(h), are believed to be caused by variations in the vehicle forward speed, which 

directly contributes to variations in the fluid supply pressure. Despite the observed discrepancies, 

the comparisons in Figs. 3.7 and 3.8 suggest that the model could yield reasonably good 

predictions of steady-state and transient steering responses of the loaded as well as unloaded 

vehicle. 

 

Figure 3.7: Comparisons of steady-turning responses of the model with the measured responses: (a, c, e, 

g) loaded (13.4 km/h); (b, d, f, h) unloaded (18.5 km/h) 
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Figure 3.8: Comparisons of path-change responses of the model with the measured responses: (a, c, e, g 

and i) loaded (15.3 km/h); (b, d, f, h and j) unloaded (19.2 km/h) 
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3.4.2 Responses to pulse and step steering inputs 

Figure 3.9(a) illustrates the pulse steering input and the resulting articulation angle response of the 

nominal vehicle model corresponding to a forward speed of 50 km/h. The results show free 

oscillations in the articulation angle response following the pulse excitation. There exists a 

considerable time lag between the articulation response and the steering input due to delays in the 

steering valve flows, tire lag, and kineto-dynamics of the steering struts. Following the initial 

oscillation caused by the steering input, the response oscillations occur at nearly constant but 

relatively higher frequency. While the frequency of oscillations relates to equivalent torsional 

stiffness of the AFS and the vehicle, the gradual decline in the amplitude of oscillations is a 

measure of the equivalent yaw damping. Both the equivalent torsional stiffness and damping are 

strongly affected by kineto-dynamic characteristics of the AFS system. The reported studies have 

used the free oscillation responses to demonstrate snaking tendency of the AFSV [10, 25, 132]. 

Additionally, such responses could also provide estimates of the equivalent torsional stiffness and 

damping of the AFS system. The oscillation frequency and damping ratio of the AFSV model with 

AFS can be identified by fitting the articulation time-history to the response function of a linear 

single-DOF system, as recommended for articulated freight vehicles [40]. The results further show 

that the articulation angle tends to converge to a non-zero value, which may be attributed to two 

design factors of the AFS: (i) dead-band in the steering valve flow; and (ii) fluid compressibility, 

which causes asymmetric flow rates during steering and correction phases.  

 
Figure 3.9: Articulation angle response of the vehicle model subject to: (a) 0.2s pulse steering input; and 

(b) 30 degrees step steering input (50 km/h) 

Figure 3.9(b) illustrates the transient articulation angle response of the nominal vehicle 

model subject to a 30 degrees step steering input at a constant speed of 50 km/h. The chosen speed 

is the maximum permissible speed in many open-pit mining sites. The results show a degree of 

overshoot in the response and gradually decaying oscillations similar to those observed under the 
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pulse steering input. The articulation angle response is analyzed to evaluate the steering response 

rate in terms of 0-to-100% rise time, and the percent overshoot of the articulation angle, which 

may be related to transient path deviation and thus the handling quality of the AFSV. The steering 

gain, the ratio of the steady-state articulation angle to the steering wheel angle, is further evaluated. 

The magnitude of the step input determines the total fluid volume flow from the volume-regulated 

steering valve to the struts and thus the hydraulic power consumption by the AFS. The amount of 

useful work, however, is determined by the fluid volume contributing to the vehicle steering, i.e., 

the steady-state articulation angle. The steering gain thus relates to the efficiency of the AFS. The 

simulations were performed to assess the effects of the AFS design parameters on the equivalent 

stiffness (oscillation frequency) and yaw damping from the vehicle responses to the pulse steering 

input. The step steer responses are used to evaluate the effects of design parameters on the steering 

response rate, percent overshoot and the steering gain. The results are discussed in the following 

subsection.  

3.4.3 AFS design parameter sensitivity analyses  

The parameter sensitivity analyses are performed considering variations in the AFS design 

parameters for the vehicle model with the rated load and no load. These include: (i) the kinematic 

angle 𝐴0, which relates to the length and mounting positions of the struts, and thereby affects the 

steering arm lengths, as seen in Eq. (3.2) and Fig. 3.1(b); (ii) the effective bulk modulus 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 of 

the fluid, which may affect the equivalent stiffness of the AFS [12, 19]; (iii) the viscous damping 

coefficient 𝜇𝜈; and (iv) the velocity-related leakage coefficient 𝑘𝑙, which is known to affect the 

equivalent yaw damping due to AFS [19]. The results are obtained considering variations in only 

one design parameter at one time, in order to study the effect of each parameter on the AFS 

performance. The variations are limited to ±15% and ±30% about the corresponding nominal 

values.  

It should be noted that a change in kinematic angle 𝐴0 would cause variations in the initial 

arm lengths of the steering system, ℎ𝐿 and ℎ𝑅, and thus the steering torque, in a highly nonlinear 

manner, as seen in Eqs. (3.2) and (3.1), respectively. Figure 3.10 illustrates the change in the initial 

effective steering length corresponding to changes in the kinematic angle within ±30% range. The 

results show that the steering arm length approaches its maximum value, when the kinematic angle 

of the struts layout is decreased by about 7.5% from the nominal value. 
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Figure 3.10: The relation between the variation in kinematic angle (𝐴0) and initial steering arm length of 

the steering struts 

 Figure 3.11 illustrates the effects of variations in the selected design parameters on percent 

changes in the resulting natural frequency and damping ratio of the AFSV model relative to those 

obtained for the nominal design parameters. The results obtained for the loaded and unloaded 

conditions exhibit similar trends, which is more evident in the articulation oscillation frequency. It 

is evident that the stiffness of AFS system is most significantly affected by the fluid bulk modulus. 

The observed trend is consistent with that reported in [12, 19]. Decreasing the effective fluid bulk 

modulus would yield substantial reduction in the articulation angle oscillation frequency and thus 

the equivalent torsional stiffness of the AFS system. This may also arise from entrapped air in the 

struts or operations under relatively higher fluid temperatures.  

The effect of variation in the kinematic angle on the yaw oscillation frequency is nonlinear 

and highly asymmetric, which correlates with the variation in struts’ steering arm length, shown 

in Fig. 3.10. The equivalent torsional stiffness of the AFS system is thus strongly influenced by 

the kinematic angle and thus the steering arm length. Increasing or decreasing the kinematic angle 

yields reduction in the oscillation frequency. The AFS system design considered in this study 

resulted in highest oscillation frequency, when the kinematic angle was lowered by about 7.5% 

from the nominal value, although the relative change is quite small. This also corresponds to the 

maximum initial steering arm length, as seen in Fig. 3.10. Relatively smaller kinematic angle also 

reduces the initial length of the steering struts (𝑙0 in Eq. (3.7)), which would contribute to higher 

column stability of the steering struts and relatively lower fluid volume demand. The results also 

show negligible effects of variations in the leakage and viscous damping coefficients on the 

oscillation frequency, suggesting that these do not contribute to the equivalent torsional stiffness 

of the AFS system. 

 The yaw damping ratio of the AFS system, however, is most significantly influenced by 
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variations in the leakage and viscous damping coefficients. Greater leakage flows contribute to 

higher effective yaw damping, which has also been reported in [12, 19, 132]. The effect of leakage 

coefficient on the yaw damping ratio, however, is nonlinear but nearly insensitive to variations in 

the vehicle load. The viscous damping coefficient, on the other hand yields nearly linear variations 

in the damping ratio, especially for the loaded vehicle, and exhibits strong dependence on the 

vehicle load. For the loaded vehicle, increasing the leakage and viscous damping coefficients by 

30% yields nearly 6.7% and 10% gain in the yaw damping ratio, respectively. The corresponding 

change for the unloaded vehicle due to 30% higher viscous damping coefficient, however, reduces 

to about 6.7%. It is further seen that 30% reduction in the leakage coefficient causes relatively 

greater reduction of about 9.5% in the damping ratio. 

The results also show very small effects of variations in the kinematic angle and the fluid bulk 

modulus on the equivalent yaw damping ratio. For instance, a 30% increase in the fluid bulk 

modulus yields about 1% reduction in the yaw damping ratio, which is partly due to increase in 

the equivalent stiffness and thus the oscillation frequency. 

 
Figure 3.11: Parameter sensitivity of yaw-mode frequency and damping ratio: (a and c) loaded; (b and d) 

unloaded 

 Figure 3.12 illustrates the effects of variations in the selected design parameters on the 

transient response characteristics of the AFSV in terms of the steering gain, rate of articulation and 

articulation overshoot, which are obtained from the responses to a step steering input. The results 

also show similar trends for the loaded and the unloaded vehicles. The nonlinear effects of 
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variations in the kinematic angle on the transient response measures are also evident, which are 

correlated with variations in struts’ steering arms lengths shown in Fig. 3.10. Strong correlations 

between the steering gain and rate of articulation are also evident, which suggest their strong 

dependence on the steering arms lengths and thereby the kinematics of the AFS system. With 

shorter steering arm lengths, the strut displacement and strut velocity resulting from a given 

steering wheel angle input, would contribute to greater articulation angle and articulation rate, 

which leads to a higher steering gain and a faster steering response, as seen in Fig. 3.12. The 

steering wheel angle input simultaneously determines the fluid volume and rate of flow from the 

pump into the steering struts, as shown in Fig. (3.3) and Eqs. (3.9) to (3.11), and thereby affects 

the strut displacement and strut velocity, respectively. In particular, increasing the kinematic angle 

by 30% can increase the steering gain by about 10.5% for both the loaded and unloaded vehicles. 

The effect of variations in the other parameters on the steering gain, however, is very small, as 

seen in Fig. 3.12. Greater leakage and viscous damping coefficients decrease the steering gain and 

rate of articulation in a nearly linear manner, which is as expected since the leakage flows and 

friction within the steering struts would lead to the power dissipation. Increasing the fluid bulk 

modulus also contributes to slightly higher steering gain and rate of articulation. Moreover, the 

response of the unloaded vehicle is more sensitive to the effective bulk modulus, partly due to 

relatively lower pressure difference within the steering struts compared to the loaded condition. 

The effect of variation in the kinematic angle on the articulation overshoot is very small 

compared to the dominant effects observed on the steering gain and rate of articulation. Increasing 

the fluid bulk modulus yields considerable reduction in the articulation overshoot, which is likely 

attributed to a higher resultant oscillation frequency. A 30% increase in the effective bulk modulus 

yields nearly 18% to 20% lower articulation overshoot of the loaded and unloaded vehicles, 

respectively. Nearly 30% increase in the overshoot is observed when the bulk modulus is lowered 

by 30%. Increasing the leakage and viscous damping coefficients, on the other hand, yield slightly 

lower articulation overshoot, which is nearly identical for both the loaded and unloaded vehicles. 

A 30% increase in the leakage and viscous damping coefficients yields about 8% and 2% 

reductions in the articulation overshoot, respectively. The leakage flows and frictions within the 

steering struts can thus help limit the transient path deviations as well as the free yaw-oscillations, 

with slight deterioration in the steering gain and articulation rate performance. 
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Figure 3.12: Parameter sensitivity of steering gain, rate of articulation and articulation overshoot: (a, c 

and e) loaded; (b, d and f) unloaded 

 The results suggest strong effects of the AFS system kinematics on the free oscillations and 

transient response characteristics of the AFSV. Moreover, contradictory effects of some of the 

design parameters are also evident in view of the free-oscillation and transient steering 

characteristics. A design optimization study is thus considered essential to derive an optimal layout 

of the steering struts apart from the optimal valve flow characteristics and the fluid bulk modulus. 

This may be formulated on the basis of the design guidance obtained from Figures 3.10 to 3.12, 

which are summarized below: 

 The free oscillations and the transient responses of the AFS system are strongly affected by 

the kinematic angle and the effective arms lengths. Longer steering arms contribute to greater 

effective torsional stiffness, but lower steering gain and response rate. The length of the 

steering struts, however, should be limited to ensure greater column stability and reduced fluid 

volume demand, while the effective arm lengths be maximized to achieve superior 
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performance. Further efforts in realizing an optimal layout of the struts would thus be worthy. 

 The hydraulic fluid with relatively lower bulk modulus tends to reduce the articulation 

stiffness and response rate with higher response overshoot. The hydraulic circuit should thus 

be designed to ensure minimal entrapped air in the fluid. Operations under extreme 

temperatures could also lead to greater fluid compressibility. 

 Increasing the leakage flows helps to limit the free oscillations and the articulation overshoot, 

while these would cause slightly lower steering gain and response rate. Higher leakage, 

however, will contribute to higher hydraulic losses.  

3.5 Conclusions 

The major conclusions of the study are summarized below: 

1. The performance characteristics of the articulated frame-steered vehicles are related to the 

free-oscillation behavior as well as the transient steering responses.  

2. The yaw-mode natural frequency and yaw damping ratio of the AFS can be identified from 

the articulation angle response following a steering perturbation. The transient steering 

performances including the steering efficiency, response speed and path deviations can be 

obtained from the steering gain, articulation rate and articulation angle overshoot, respectively. 

These characteristics are strongly dependent on the kineto-dynamic properties of the AFS 

system, although some of the design parameters suggest contradictory effects on different 

performance measures.  

3. Greater fluid bulk modulus was shown to increase the yaw stiffness and slightly decrease the 

yaw damping ratio, while it contributed to greater steering gain and rate of articulation and 

significantly reduced the articulation overshoot.  

4. The leakage flows and viscous seal friction within the struts attenuated the yaw-oscillations 

without affecting the yaw stiffness. These also contribute to power dissipation and thereby 

lower steering gain and rate of articulation.  

5. The steering gain and rate of articulation were shown to be dominated by the strut kinematics. 

Longer steering arm lengths of the struts reduced the steering gain and articulation rate of the 

AFSV significantly, while increasing the equivalent torsional stiffness of the AFS system. 
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CHAPTER 4 

DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF AN ARTICULATED FRAME STEERING SYSTEM 

4.1 Introduction 

Articulated frame steering (AFS) systems, widely implemented on construction, forestry and 

mining vehicles, are known to enhance the traction and mobility/maneuverability performances of 

the vehicle [19, 126, 128]. The articulated frame-steered vehicles (AFSV) comprise front and rear 

units coupled by an articulation joint and frame mounted left and right steering struts. The roll 

degree-of-freedom (DOF), apart from the yaw-DOF, introduced by the articulation joint, however, 

may lead to reduced roll stability and yaw divergence of the AFSVs [11, 128, 132, 133]. The 

steering of the AFSV also requires relatively large magnitude of steering torque generated by the 

two hydraulic-powered steering struts. The essential yaw stability, steering power consumption 

and maneuverability performance characteristics of the AFSVs are known to be strongly affected 

by the kinematic and dynamic properties of the steering system. Furthermore, various design 

parameters of the AFS system exhibit contradictory effects on its performance characteristics [146].  

A few studies have suggested that the critical speed of an AFSV can be enhanced by 

increasing the equivalent torsional stiffness and damping at the articulation joint. Horton and 

Crolla [12] and He et al. [19] suggested that increasing the effective bulk modulus of the hydraulic 

fluid within the steering struts can yield higher effective stiffness. Higher fluid bulk modulus, 

however, can lead to lower torsional damping ratio [146]. Permitting higher leakage flows across 

the strut piston seals could provide higher articulation damping [10, 12, 19]. Pazooki et al. [10] 

showed that steering response rate of AFSV could be enhanced by increasing the maximum flow 

rate of the steering valve. The study was based on yaw plane model of the vehicle with a closed-

loop AFS system. Increasing the flow rate, however, will impose higher power requirement and 

may lead to higher response overshoot while maneuvering. Increasing the leakage flows will also 

contribute to higher power demand and lower efficiency of the AFS. 

A few studies have attempted to seek optimal designs of different AFS systems using yaw-

plane model of the AFSV. The majority of these have focused on identification of optimal 

mounting positions of the steering struts considering AFS kinematics in the yaw-plane to achieve 

certain performance measures such as minimal fluid pressure, minimal power, desired articulation 

angle, articulation torque and steering rate [126, 147, 148]. Dudziński [126] obtained a Pareto-

optimal set of design parameters to achieve a compromise between the maximum steering arm 
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length and maximum transmission angle of the steering struts over the entire range of the 

articulation angle. The optimal solutions were obtained to satisfy target steering torque, steering 

rate and a certain articulation angle. Wei at al. [147] identified optimal strut layout to achieve 

minimum pressure oscillation within the steering struts by minimizing the differences between the 

right- and left-strut’s displacements and the resulting arm lengths. The proposed optimization 

problem helped limit the kinematic asymmetry under extreme steering maneuvers. Zhao and Wang 

[148] proposed an optimal strut layout to minimize the steering power consumption for an 

articulated dump truck in addition to the minimum difference between displacements of the two 

struts. The multi-objective fuzzy optimization design theory was used in an effort to reduce the 

kinematic asymmetry and power consumption simultaneously. Thulasiraman et al. [149] used a 

quasi-static model of the vehicle to identify minimal actuating fluid pressure within the struts to 

overcome motion resistances encountered during wheels alignment, rolling and wheel dragging. 

The effectiveness of the resulting optimal strut layout and fluid pressure was illustrated through 

field measurements conducted on a wheel loader. 

The aforementioned design optimization studies, invariably, were based only on kinematics 

of the AFS system, while the contributions due to dynamics of the coupled AFS-vehicle system 

were neglected. A number of studies have established that the dynamics of the AFS and the vehicle 

strongly affect the AFS responses, and yaw stability limit and transient directional behavior of the 

vehicle [10, 12, 19, 131]. The stability and direction performance of the vehicle are thus not 

addressed in the kinematic-based optimal designs. Furthermore, the relatively long steering struts 

employed in the AFS system may interfere with other subsystems, especially under extreme 

steering maneuvers. The constraints imposed by the other vehicle design factors on the struts’ 

geometry and layout have not been addressed in the above studies. 

The above design optimization studies obtained optimal solutions to minimize different 

objective functions. The solutions thus represent a compromise between multiple objectives in 

terms of a Pareto-optimal set of the design parameters [126], or through minimization of a 

weighted sum of the objective functions [150, 151]. The specific weights applied to various 

objectives pose considerable challenges, and are generally governed by the designer’s preference 

[152]. This is usually performed posteriorly on the Pareto-optimal set or a priori using the efficient 

weighted-sum method [152, 153]. Alternatively, the Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP) can be 

applied to determine the relative weights in a reliable manner considering the pairwise 
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comparisons and hierarchical weighting process [152, 154]. 

In this study, a comprehensive model of an articulated frame steering system is formulated 

considering kinematics and dynamic properties of the actuating struts in conjunction with the yaw-

plane model of an articulated mining truck. The validity of the coupled AFS and vehicle model is 

illustrated through comparisons of the steering responses with the field-measured data. The 

essential objective measures are identified considering yaw oscillation/stability, steering power 

efficiency and maneuverability of the vehicle under pulse and step steering inputs. An Analytic 

Hierarchy Process (AHP) model is subsequently developed to determine the weights to be applied 

to the selected objective measures, namely, strut length, yaw oscillation frequency, yaw damping 

ratio, steering gain, response overshoot and response rate. The weighted-sum method is used to 

formulate a composite minimization function subject to various limit constraints, which is solved 

using a combination of direct- and gradient-based search algorithms in the Matlab platform. The 

merits of the solutions comprising optimal steering struts’ layout, steering valve flow 

characteristics and fluid bulk modulus are discussed through model simulations. 

4.2 Model formulation and validation of coupled AFS and AFSV system 

4.2.1 Modeling of the AFS kinematics and AFS-vehicle dynamics 

The directional responses of an AFSV under a steering input are primarily governed by the steering 

torque developed by the frame steering system. Under a given steer input, the steering torque 

developed by the steering struts is strongly related to both the kinematics of the AFS and dynamics 

of the actuating system, apart from lateral and yaw motions of the two vehicle units. Figure 4.1 

illustrates yaw plane model of an articulated frame steered vehicle (AFSV) subject to a steering 

torque, 𝑇𝑠, about the articulation joint, which leads to an articulation angle, 𝜃, between the front 

and rear units of the vehicle. Assuming constant forward speed, the governing equations of the 

lateral and yaw motions of the vehicle units are obtained as [146]: 

 𝑚𝑓(𝑣�̇� + 𝑢𝑓𝜑𝑓) + 𝑚𝑟(𝑣�̇� + 𝑢𝑟𝜑𝑟) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 − 𝑚𝑟(𝑢�̇� − 𝑣𝑟𝜑𝑟) 𝑠𝑖𝑛 𝜃 − 𝑌1 − 𝑌2 − (𝑌3 + 𝑌4) 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 = 0 

(𝐼𝑓 +𝑚𝑓𝐿𝑓2
2 )𝜑�̇� +𝑚𝑓(𝑣�̇� + 𝑢𝑓𝜑𝑓)𝐿𝑓2 − (𝑌1 + 𝑌2)(𝐿𝑓1 + 𝐿𝑓2) + (𝑀𝑧1 +𝑀𝑧2) − 𝑇𝑠 = 0 

(𝐼𝑟 +𝑚𝑟𝐿𝑟2
2 )𝜑�̇� −𝑚𝑟(𝑣�̇� + 𝑢𝑟𝜑𝑟)𝐿𝑟2 + (𝑌3 + 𝑌4)(𝐿𝑟1 + 𝐿𝑟2) + (𝑀𝑧3 +𝑀𝑧4) + 𝑇𝑠 = 0 

(4.1) 

where (𝑢𝑓, 𝑣𝑓, 𝜑𝑓) and (𝑢𝑟, 𝑣𝑟, 𝜑𝑟) are the body-fixed longitudinal, lateral and yaw velocities of 

the front and rear units, respectively, denoted by the subscripts f and r; 𝑚𝑓 and 𝑚𝑟 are masses of 

the front and rear units, respectively; 𝐼𝑓 and 𝐼𝑟 are yaw mass moment of inertia of two units about 
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their respective mass center (cg); 𝑌𝑖  and 𝑀𝑧𝑖  are the cornering force and aligning moment 

developed by tire i (i=1,..,4), as functions of the tires’ side-slip angles together with the first-order 

lag, as detailed in[146]; 𝐿𝑗1 and 𝐿𝑗2 are longitudinal distances from the cg of unit j (j=f, r) to the 

axle attached to the same unit and the articulation joint, respectively. 

 
Figure 4.1: Yaw-plane model of the articulated frame-steered vehicle (AFSV) 

 Apart from the articulation joint, the two vehicle units are coupled via the left- and right-

steering struts, which are mounted between the front unit (at 𝐿1 and 𝑅1) and the rear unit (at L2 and 

R2), as seen in Fig. 4.2. The two steering struts are also coupled hydraulically, where the piston- 

and rod-side chambers of one strut are connected to the rod- and piston-side chambers, respectively 

of the other strut. The steering valve, which is driven by the steering wheel, directs the fluid flow 

from the accumulator to one of the strut chambers as well as from the other strut chamber to the 

reservoir. A hydraulic pump is used to charge the accumulator; the fluid pressure in the accumulator, 

Ps, is held near 100 bars. The fluid pressure in the reservoir, 𝑃0, is nearly atmosphereic. During a 

steering input, the forces developed by the left- and right-struts (𝐹𝐿 and 𝐹𝑅, respectively) contribute 

to the steering torque about the articulation joint, as shown in Fig. 4.1, such that: 

 𝑇𝑠 = 𝐹𝐿ℎ𝐿 + 𝐹𝑅ℎ𝑅 (4.2) 

From the above relation, it is evident that the resultant steering torque is directly related to the 

steering arm lengths, ℎ𝐿  and ℎ𝑅 , of the left- and right-struts, respectively, which are further 

influenced by kinematics of the AFS, especially the lengths and layout of the struts (Fig. 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2: Layout of the steering struts and the hydraulic actuating circuit of the AFS system 

 The variations in the instantaneous steering arm lengths (ℎ𝐿 and ℎ𝑅) and the struts’ lengths 

(𝐿𝐿 and 𝐿𝑅) are strongly influenced by the struts’ layout apart from the articulation angle. The 

steering arm lengths and the resulting steering torque are determined as functions of the 

articulation angle θ, and the kinematic constants 𝐴0, 𝑙1 and 𝑙2 shown in Fig. 4.2. Constants 𝑙1 and 

𝑙2 define coordinates of the front and rear mounting points of the struts, respectively, with respect 

to the articulation joint. 𝐴0  defines the initial angle of the strut mounts with respect to the 

articulation joint, when the two units are aligned along the centerline x (Fig. 4.2). For the left- and 

right-struts, this angle is formed by lines OL1 (𝑙1 ) and OL2 (𝑙2) , and OR1 (𝑙1 ) and OR2 (𝑙2) , 

respectively, such that: 

 
𝐿𝐿(𝜃) = √𝑙1

2 + 𝑙2
2 − 2𝑙1𝑙2 cos(𝐴0 + 𝜃) 

𝐿𝑅(𝜃) = √𝑙1
2 + 𝑙2

2 − 2𝑙1𝑙2 cos(𝐴0 − 𝜃) 

ℎ𝐿(𝜃) = 𝑙1𝑙2 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐴0 + 𝜃) /𝑙𝐿 

ℎ𝑅(𝜃) = 𝑙1𝑙2 𝑠𝑖𝑛(𝐴0 − 𝜃) /𝑙𝑅 

(4.3) 

 The force developed by a steering strut is determined from the flow characteristics of the 

steering valve and the resulting pressure differences across the piston. Considering the friction due 

to strut seals as a viscous force, the forces developed by the left- and right-struts can be expressed 

as a function of the pressure difference, articulation rate �̇� and the steering arm lengths, such that: 

 𝐹𝐿 = 𝑃𝑐𝐴𝑐 − 𝑃𝑟𝐴𝑟 − 𝜇𝜈ℎ𝐿�̇� 

𝐹𝑅 = 𝑃𝑐𝐴𝑟 − 𝑃𝑟𝐴𝑐 − 𝜇𝜈ℎ𝑅�̇� 
(4.4) 

where 𝑃𝑐 is the fluid pressure in the piston-side chamber of the left strut and rod-side chamber of 

the right strut, 𝑃𝑟 is the fluid pressure in rod-side chamber of the left strut and piston-side chamber 
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of the right strut (Fig. 4.2), 𝐴𝑐 is the piston area, 𝐴𝑟 is the annular area of the rod-side chamber, 

and 𝜇𝜈 is the viscous damping coefficient due to seal friction. 

 The fluid pressures within the steering struts are derived on the basis of the fluid 

compressibility and fluid continuity. Considering the leakage flows between each chamber, the 

fluid continuity of the strut chambers can be expressed as: 

 𝑉1
𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑃�̇� = 𝑞1 − 𝐴𝑐ℎ𝐿�̇� − 𝐴𝑟ℎ𝑅�̇� − 𝑞𝑙 

𝑉2
𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑃�̇� = 𝐴𝑟ℎ𝐿�̇� + 𝐴𝑐ℎ𝑅�̇� + 𝑞𝑙 − 𝑞2 

(4.5) 

where 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 is the effective bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid; 𝑉1 is total volume of fluid in the 

piston-side chamber of the left strut and rod-side chamber of the right strut; 𝑉2 is total volume of 

fluid in the rod-side chamber of the left strut and piston-side chamber of the right strut; 𝑞𝑙 is the 

leakage flow within the struts, assumed as a linear function of the pressure difference across the 

piston [19, 138]; and 𝑞1 and 𝑞2 are the rates of fluid flows from steering valve to the steering struts, 

and from steering struts to the reservoir, respectively. 

Fluid flow rates through the steering valve are evaluated from specifications characteristics 

of the valve [143]. These suggested laminar flows through the valve under relatively low pressures 

and transition to turbulent flows under higher pressure difference. The fluid flow through the 

steering valve, 𝑞 , is thus modeled as a laminar-turbulent transition flow within the working 

pressure range [142], as: 

 𝑞 = 𝑎𝑚𝑋√∆𝑃 + 𝑎𝑣𝑋∆𝑃𝑒
𝑎0∆𝑃 (4.6) 

where ∆𝑃 is the fluid pressure difference across the steering valve, 𝑋 is the effective opening area 

of the steering valve, 𝑎𝑚  is the coefficient determining the maximum flow rate, 𝑎0  is the 

coefficient determining the transition from the laminar- to turbulent-flow, 𝑎𝑣  is the coefficient 

determining the initial rise rate of the fluid flow. The valve opening is related to the steering 

command, which exhibits dead-band and saturation nonlinearities [146]. The flow rate coefficients, 

𝑎0 , 𝑎𝑣   and 𝑎𝑚 , in Eq. (4.6) are identified on the basis of the valve specifications from the 

manufacturer [143]. Figure 4.3 compares the flow rate and pressure difference characteristics of 

the valve obtained from the model with the manufacturer’s specifications for the fully opened 

valve. The comparison suggests that the model can accurately describe the valve flow 

characteristics in the specified pressure range (0 - 80 bars). 
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Figure 4.3: Comparison of flow rate versus pressure difference characteristics obtained from the model 

with the manufacturer’s specification for fully opened steering valve 

4.2.2 Model validation 

The validity of the coupled AFS-vehicle system model is initially examined using the data acquired 

through measurements performed on a 35 tons mining AFSV. The vehicle parameters also served 

as nominal simulation parameters for the coupled system model, which are summarized in Table 

4.1 [131, 145]. The field test program has been described in [131]. Briefly, the kinematic and 

dynamic responses of the vehicle and the AFS system were measured during nearly-constant speed 

cornering and path-change maneuvers, while operating on a relatively smooth concrete surface. 

Figure 4.4 illustrates comparisons of articulation angle responses of the model with the measured 

data obtained for the unloaded and loaded vehicle. The test speeds for the unloaded and loaded 

vehicles, however, differed. These were 18.5 and 13.5 km/h, respectively, during the cornering 

maneuver, and 19.2 and 15.3 km/h during the path-change maneuver. The results are presented for 

constant speed cornering and path-change maneuvers. The model yields steady articulation angles 

of the loaded and unloaded vehicle during cornering, which decrease slightly due to leakage flows 

within the steering struts. The mean measured values are comparable with those predicted from 

the model for both the unloaded and loaded vehicles, as shown in Figs. 4.4(a) and 4.4(b), 

respectively. The measured data, however, exhibit some oscillations in the articulation angle, 

which are not observed in the model responses. Such oscillations are attributed to slight variations 

in the steering wheel angle and forward speed, and tires’ interactions with the random road surface 

during the field measurements, which are not considered in the model. 

Figure 4.4(c) and 4.4(d) compare the articulation angle responses of the unloaded and 

loaded vehicle models, respectively, subject to the path-change maneuver, with the corresponding 

measured responses. The comparisons show very good agreement between the two for the loaded 

vehicle, with notable differences for the unloaded vehicle. The peak measured articulation angle 

of unloaded vehicle is observed to be lower than that predicted from the model, as illustrated in 
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Fig. 4.4(c). Further analysis of the measured data revealed that measurement errors had occurred 

due to loosening of the link rods used to attach the articulation potentiometer [131]. Despite the 

observed discrepancies, the results suggest that the AFSV model could yield reasonably good 

predictions of the steady-state and transient steering responses of the loaded as well as unloaded 

vehicle. 

Table 4.1: Nominal simulation parameters of the 35 tons AFSV and the AFS system [131, 145] 

Vehicle Model Parameters Steering Model Parameters 

Variable Loaded Unloaded Variable Value 

𝑚𝑓 (kg) 21,000 21,000 𝐴0 (deg) 76.5 

𝑚𝑟 (kg) 52,220 18,500 𝑙1 (m) 1.96 

𝐼𝑓 (kgm2) 42,000 42,000 𝑙2 (m) 0.64 

𝐼𝑟 (kgm2) 104,000 31,000 𝑎0 -0.0074 

𝐿𝑓1 (m) -0.45 -0.45 𝑎𝑚 0.94 

𝐿𝑓2 (m) 2.13 2.13 𝑎𝑣 4.8 

𝐿𝑟1 (m) 1.13 0.60 𝐴𝑐 (cm2) 95 

𝐿𝑟2 (m) 2.31 2.84 𝐴𝑟 (cm2) 57 

   𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓(Gpa) 1.6 

 

 
Figure 4.4: Comparisons of the articulation angle responses of the unloaded and loaded vehicle models 

with the measured responses: (a) cornering, unloaded (18.5km/h); (b) cornering, loaded (13.4km/h); (c) 

path-change, unloaded (19.2km/h) and (d) path-change, loaded (15.3km/h) 

4.3 Design optimization of the AFS system 

The kinematics and dynamics of the AFS system are primarily influenced by the struts layout, 

steering valve flow characteristics and fluid bulk modulus as evidenced from Eqs. (4.3), (4.5) and 

(4.6). A few studies have attempted optimal designs of the AFS system considering specific 
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performance measures such as minimal fluid pressure and power consumption [148, 149], and 

desired articulation angle, articulation torque and steering rate [126]. These are based on geometry 

and kinematic responses of the AFS, while the contributions due to steering valve, fluid properties 

and dynamics of the steering struts and the vehicle are neglected. Moreover, the optimal parameters 

identified to satisfy a defined performance measure may affect other measures in a contradictory 

manner.  

The aforementioned studies have shown that increasing the steering arm length can help 

achieve the desired articulation response and steering torque with lower fluid pressure and thus 

power demand. This relatively longer struts, however, may pose implementation challenges due to 

potential interference with other components during turning, apart from the potential column 

instability issue. Increasing the fluid bulk modulus contributes to improved yaw stability limit by 

increasing the effective articulation stiffness, while it leads to reduced effective damping [146]. 

The studies reporting design parametric sensitivity analyses have shown that the leakage flows 

help reduce yaw oscillations and increase the yaw stability limit by improving yaw damping [12, 

19]. Leakage flows, however, will lead to higher power consumption by the AFS system. 

Increasing the maximum steering valve flow rate results in rapid steering response [10] at the 

expense of higher power consumption and larger response overshoot. The design optimization 

study thus necessitates identification of essential objective measures related to power consumption, 

maneuverability and yaw oscillation/stability behavior of the vehicle, and the key design 

parameters, which are discussed below. 

4.3.1 Identification of the objective measures 

In this study, the design optimization of the AFS is attempted considering a range of objective 

measures, which affect yaw oscillation/stability, power consumption and steering efficiency, and 

maneuverability of the AFSV in a coupled manner, as seen in Fig. 4.5. The objective measures can 

be identified from steady-state and transient articulation angle responses of the yaw-plane vehicle 

model to step and pulse steering inputs, shown in Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(b), respectively. The results 

are obtained for the loaded vehicle model using the nominal parameters (Table 4.1), while 

subjected to 30-degree step steering and 0.2s half-sine steering pulse inputs, respectively. The 

steering inputs are applied at a constant forward speed of 50 km/h, which is generally the upper 

speed limit in the open-pit mining operations.  
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Figure 4.5: Objective measures related to performances of the articulated frame steering vehicle 

 It has been reported that the yaw stability limit of an AFSV can be enhanced by increasing 

the yaw mode stiffness and damping ratio properties of the AFSV [12, 19]. For a nonlinear vehicle 

model, these properties can be estimated from the frequency and rate of decay of free oscillations 

in the articulation angle response following the pulse input (Fig. 4.6(b)) [10, 132, 155]. The higher 

yaw oscillation frequency (ω) and damping ratio (ζ) are thus considered as the essential objective 

measures to realize improved yaw oscillation/stability performance of an AFS design. The strut 

length (L) forms an additional measure considering its notable effect on the overall articulation 

stiffness, as seen in Fig. 4.5. The strut length should be minimized to facilitate implementation, 

and to ensure column stability and absence of interference with other subsystems.  

 
Figure 4.6: Articulation angle response of the loaded vehicle model subject to: (a) 30 degrees step 

steering input; and (b) 0.2s pulse steering input (50km/h) 

Greater damping within the AFS system, however, also implies greater power dissipation 

and reduced steering power efficiency. The steering power efficiency (𝜂) of the hydraulic-powered 

AFS system can be obtained from the useful work done by the AFS struts and the total hydraulic 

power consumption, such that: 

 
𝜂 =

∫𝑇𝑠�̇�𝑑𝑡

∫𝑃𝑠𝑞𝑑𝑡
 (4.7) 
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In Eq. (4.7), ∫𝑞𝑑𝑡 defines the total fluid volume flow from the steering valve to the struts. For 

given flow characteristics of the steering valve, the fluid volume is determined by the valve spool 

displacement and thus the magnitude of the steering input [131]. The amount of useful work, on 

the other hand, is related to the resulting articulation angle (𝜃) response. The ratio of the steady-

state articulation angle under a step steer input to the steering wheel angle, defined as the steering 

gain Γ, thus relates to the average power efficiency of the AFS system. The steering gain is also 

related to the overall steering ratio of the AFS system and can be estimated from the articulation 

response to a step steer input, as shown in Fig. 4.6(a). 

Both the steering power efficiency and the steering gain are strongly related to effective 

yaw damping, which is mostly attributed to the leakage flows within the struts. Figure 4.7 

illustrates variations in the steering gain obtained from the steady-state step-steering response 

considering ±15% and ±30% variations in the leakage flow coefficient relative to the nominal 

value. The results suggest strong correlation (r2>0.99) between them over the entire range of 

leakage flows considered. Increasing the leakage flows results in lower steering gain, which is 

consistent with the observation in [10], as well as lower steering power efficiency. Lower yaw-

mode damping ratio and higher steering gain are thus considered as the objective measures related 

to steering power efficiency of the AFSV (Fig. 4.5).  

 
Figure 4.7: Correlation between the steering gain and steering power efficiency over a range of leakage 

flows 

Moreover, good vehicle maneuverability generally implies short turning radius, rapid 

turning and ability to follow the desired trajectory [126]. The turning ability of the vehicle can be 

obtained from the steady-state articulation angle response to a step steer input. The step steer 

response in Fig. 4.6(a) further yields steering response rate in terms of 0-to-100% rise time and the 

overshoot, considered as a measure of the turning speed and path deviation, respectively. Higher 

steering gain, higher response rate and lower response overshoot thus form the objective measures 

related to enhanced manoeuvrability of the AFSV. 
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4.3.2 Optimization problem formulation 

The design optimization problem is formulated considering the design goals and the corresponding 

objective measures, summarized as levels II and III, respectively, in the hierarchy scheme in Fig. 

4.5. As discussed above, the essential objective measures related to enhanced yaw 

oscillation/stability, steering power efficiency and maneuverability performances of the coupled 

AFS-vehicle system include: (i) shorter strut length 𝐿 , (ii) higher oscillation frequency 𝜔 , (iii) 

higher damping ratio ζ, (iv) higher steering gain Γ, (v) lower response overshoot 𝑂𝑆 and (vi) higher 

response rate 𝜓. The design optimization problem is thus formulated to minimize a composite 

objective function F(𝜒) of weighted objective measures, such that: 

 𝐹(𝜒) = Minimize[𝑉 ∙ 𝑊] (4.8) 

where 𝑉 is a vector of the objective measures normalized with respect to those corresponding to 

the nominal parameters, 𝑉 = [𝐿/𝐿0 𝜔0/𝜔 𝜁0/𝜁 𝛤0/𝛤 𝑂𝑆 𝑂𝑆0⁄ 𝜓0/𝜓] , where the 

nominal values are denoted with subscript ‘0’ obtained using the nominal parameters (Table 4.1). 

In the above equation, 𝑊 is a coulomb vector of weights and 𝜒   is a vector of design variables, 

which are identified considering both the kinematic and dynamic response of the AFS and the 

vehicle. These include: (i) the steering struts layout parameters (𝐴0, 𝑙1 and 𝑙2), which directly 

relate to lengths of the struts, steering gain, and effective articulation stiffness and damping; (ii) 

the rate of change of steering valve flow (𝑎𝑣), which determines the steering response rate; and 

(iii) effective fluid bulk modulus (𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓), which influences the equivalent stiffness of the AFS 

system and the response rate [10, 19]. The fluid bulk modulus and strut kinematics also affect the 

yaw stability limits of the AFSV. The maximum flow rate of the steering valve, leakage flows and 

the friction due to struts’ seals are held to the nominal values, since these directly relate to the 

power consumption.  

4.3.3 Design constraints 

Limit constraints, defined for each design variable on the basis of reported parameter sensitivity 

analyses and geometric design constraints, are summarized in Table 4.2. It is reported that the 

effective hydraulic fluid bulk modulus could increase with the fluid pressure and saturate at about 

1.7 GPa [156, 157], while it may decrease considerably in the presence of entrapped air [12, 158]. 

The limit constraints on the effective fluid bulk modulus is thus defined as, 0.6 ≤ 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 ≤ 1.7 GPa. 
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The valve coefficient, 𝑎𝑣, affecting the rate of change of steering valve flow is permitted to vary 

within ±50%, such that 2.4 ≤ 𝑎𝑣 ≤ 7.2. 

The constraints on the struts’ layout parameters (𝐴0, 𝑙1 and 𝑙2) are defined considering the 

feasible mounting locations (𝐿1,𝑅1) and (𝐿2,𝑅2) on the lead and trailing units, respectively (Table 

4.2). As shown in Fig. 4.8, the center line of main beams and front cross beam define the extreme 

mounting locations (𝐿1,𝑅1) of struts on the front unit. On the rear unit, the struts are mounted close 

to the articulation joint beside the engine so as to reduce the overall strut length and to minimize 

potential interference due to struts. The limit constraints, summarized in Table 4.2, are identified 

to ensure absence of interference with the large size tires considering extremities of the front tires 

(TL, TR) and the engine supporting structure (EL, ER), as shown in Fig. 4.8. Additional limit 

constraints are thus defined to ensure that the left- and right-strut axes do not coincide with 𝐿1𝑇𝐿 

and 𝐿1𝐸𝐿, and 𝑅1𝑇𝑅 and 𝑅1𝐸𝑅, respectively, during steering, such that: 

 ∠𝑂𝐿1𝐸𝐿 < ∠𝑂𝐿1𝐿2(𝜃) < ∠𝑂𝐿1𝑇𝐿 

∠𝑂𝑅1𝐸𝑅 < ∠𝑂𝑅1𝑅2(𝜃) < ∠𝑂𝑅1𝑇𝑅 
(4.9) 

In addition, the minimum strut length must satisfy the following inequality to achieve maximum 

articulation angle of about 45 degrees [126]: 

 𝐿 > (𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝐿) + 2(𝐿 − 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛) (4.10) 

where 𝐿𝑚𝑎𝑥 and 𝐿𝑚𝑖𝑛 represent maximum and minimum strut lengths, respectively, when fully 

extended and compressed. 

Table 4.2: Nominal values and upper and lower bounds of the design parameters 

Parameters Lower bound Nominal value Upper bound 

𝐴0 (deg) 45 76.5 130 

𝑙1 (m) 0.8 1.96 3.0 

𝑙2 (m) 0.35 0.64 0.95 

𝑎𝑣 2.4 4.8 7.2 

𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 (Gpa) 0.6 1.6 1.7 
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Figure 4.8: Representation of the articulated frame-steered vehicle and configuration of the steering struts 

4.3.4 Weight determination of the objective measures 

As illustrated in Fig. 4.5, the selected objective measures intrinsically form a hierarchal 

relationship with the AFS system design (level I) and the design goals (level II). The Analytic 

Hierarchy Process (AHP) modeling approach [154] is used to identify appropriate weights for 

different design goals in level II and the objective measures in level III. The weights within each 

hierarchy level, with respect to the preceding level, are obtained as the normalized principal 

eigenvector of a reciprocal pairwise comparison matrix [154, 159]. This matrix is defined 

considering relative importance of different elements within a level, which can vary from 1 

(identical importance) to 9 (high importance) [159]. In level II, the vehicle yaw oscillation/stability 

is considered 3 times as important as the steering power efficiency, and 2 times as important as the 

maneuverability. The maneuverability is considered 2 times as important as the steering power 

efficiency, which yields the pairwise comparison matrix for level II, 𝑀2, as: 

 

𝑀2 = [

1 3 2
1/3 1 1/2
1/2 2 1

] (4.11) 

The principal eigenvector of 𝑀2 is normalized to yield weights for level II elements with respect 

to level I, 𝑊𝐼𝐼/𝐼, such that: 

 𝑊𝐼𝐼/𝐼 = [0.54 0.16 0.3]𝑇 (4.12) 

where ‘T’ designates the transpose. 

Similarly, the pairwise comparison matrix of the objective measures in level III is formulated 

to determine the weights for the objective measures vector V with respect to the design goals in 

level II, WIII/II. The reciprocal pairwise comparison matrix is formulated considering relative 

importance of element V(i) with respect to V(j) and the linearized gradient 𝑑𝑉(𝑗) 𝑑𝑉(𝑖)⁄  obtained 
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from fitting of their possible values within the constrained design space [15]. The relations between 

the selected objectives are generally nonlinear, and the pairwise comparison values between these 

objective measures are considered to be bounded by 5, which indicates a relatively strong 

importance [159], such that: 

 

𝑤𝑉(𝑖)

𝑤𝑉(𝑗)
=

{
  
 

  
    1,          

𝑑𝑉(𝑗)

𝑑𝑉(𝑖)
≥ 0 

−
𝑑𝑉(𝑗)

𝑑𝑉(𝑖)
,   − 5 <

𝑑𝑉(𝑗)

𝑑𝑉(𝑖)
< 0

     5,         
𝑑𝑉(𝑗)

𝑑𝑉(𝑖)
≤ −5

, 𝑖, 𝑗 = 1, . . ,6 (4.13) 

where 𝑤𝑉(𝑖) 𝑤𝑉(𝑗)⁄   is relative importance of 𝑉(𝑖)  over 𝑉(𝑗) . The relative weights between two 

independent elements, for instance, Γ vs L (Fig. 4.5), are taken as 0. The pairwise comparison 

matrices are obtained considering relative significance of the elements with respect to each design 

goal in level II, as:  

 

𝑀3/𝐴(1) = [
[
1 1/5 1
5 1 1.59
1 0.63 1

] 𝟎𝟑×𝟑

𝟎𝟑×𝟑 𝟎𝟑×𝟑

] ; 𝑀3/𝐴(2) = [

𝟎𝟐×𝟐 𝟎𝟐×𝟐 𝟎𝟐×𝟐

𝟎𝟐×𝟐 [
1 1.76
0.57 1

] 𝟎𝟐×𝟐

𝟎𝟐×𝟐 𝟎𝟐×𝟐 𝟎𝟐×𝟐

] ; 𝑀3/𝐴(2) = [

𝟎𝟑×𝟑 𝟎𝟑×𝟑

𝟎𝟑×𝟑 [
1 1.25 1
0.8 1 1.3
1 0.77 1

]
] (4.14) 

where M3/A(k) is the pairwise comparison matrix defining relative significance of the objective 

measures in level III with respect the design goal A(k), k=1,2,3 in level II. The principal eigen-

vectors of each matrix define the relative weights of measures in level III with respect to the goals 

in level II, WIII/II, such that: 

 

𝑊𝐼𝐼𝐼/𝐼𝐼 =

[
 
 
 
 
 
0.17
0.58
0.25
0
0
0

0
0
0.64
0.36
0
0

0
0
0
0.36
0.34
0.30]

 
 
 
 
 

 (4.15) 

 Since some of the elements in level III are not coupled to certain elements in level II, the 

AHP model is considered ‘not complete’ [159]. The proportions of the number of elements of V 

related to the each element in level II are used to define an additional weighting matrix Wa as [154, 

159]:  

 

𝑊𝑎 = [

3/6 0 0
0 2/6 0
0 0 3/6

] (4.16) 

The weights of the objective measures in Fig. 4.5 with respect to the AFS design (level I), W, are 

subsequently obtained from: 
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 𝑊 = Normalize(𝑊𝐼𝐼𝐼 𝐼𝐼⁄ ∙ 𝑊𝑎 ∙ 𝑊𝐼𝐼 𝐼⁄  ) = [0.1 0.33 0.21 0.15 0.11 0.1]
𝑇 (4.17) 

In the above equation, the weighting vector is normalized so as achieve the sum of weights 

as unity. The resulting weighting vector suggest highest relative significance of the yaw oscillation 

frequency (0.33) followed by the yaw damping ratio (0.21), the steering gain (0.15) and response 

overshoot (0.11). The relative significance of the strut length and the response rate are equal and 

lowest (0.1). 

4.3.5 Optimization strategy 

For nonlinear engineering optimization problems, a gradient-based search method may more likely 

yield a local optima than the direct-search optimization method [160]. In this study, the 

optimization problem is solved in two stages to approach a global solution, which involved pattern 

search (PS) followed by the sequential quadratic programming (SQP) algorithm available in 

Matlab/Simulink Design Optimization toolbox [161]. The PS algorithm, integrating the Latin 

hypercube search method, is utilized in order to effectively search for a preliminary optimal 

solution starting from a starting design vector [162]. The solutions obtained for different starting 

vectors converged to very similar optimal values. In the second stage, the SQP algorithm was used 

to further refines the PS algorithm solution to obtain the optimal articulated frame steering system 

design in the design space listed in Table 4.2. 

4.4 Results and discussions 

The optimization problem for the AFS system was solved considering fully loaded condition. Table 

4.3 summarizes the optimized design parameters and the resulting values of the objective measures 

normalized with respect to those of the nominal design. The table compares the solutions obtained 

from PS method alone and the combined (PS/SQP) method. The combined PS/SQP method 

converges to only slightly lower weighted sum value compared to that obtained from the PS alone. 

The two methods, however, result in considerably different optimal solutions for individual 

measures. The preliminary solution converges to nearly nominal strut length while emphasizing 

the measures with relatively higher weights, namely the yaw mode frequency and the damping 

ratio. The combined method yields considerably lower optimal strut length with enhanced values 

of steering gain and the response rate, while maintaining comparable emphasis on the yaw 

frequency and damping ratio. This suggests that the PS algorithm yields an acceptable preliminary 

solution, while the combined PS/SQP algorithm further refines the optimal solution, as reported in 
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[163]. 

The combined algorithm yields substantially different layout of the steering struts with lower 

values of 𝐴0, 𝑙1 and 𝑙2 compared to the PS method. The optimal design parameters 𝐴0 and 𝑙1 are 

substantially smaller than those of the current design, which translate to a compact AFS system 

design with substantially smaller strut length and thereby greater column stability. Despite the 

relatively lower weighting on the strut length, the combined PS/SQP method converged to 21% 

reduction in the strut length, which is due to its complex contributions to nearly all the other 

performance measures in the level III (Fig. 4.5). The parameter 𝑙2 , however, converges to a 

relatively higher value to achieve greater steering arms’ length, ℎ𝐿 and ℎ𝑅, and thereby greater 

steering torque. The optimal values of 𝐴0  and 𝑙1 , obtained from the PS method, however, are 

comparable to the current design parameters, while a higher value of 𝑙2 is chosen so as to enhance 

the steering arm length and the torque. The compact AFS design obtained from the combined 

method also yields relatively lower steering gain and response rate compared to the nominal design, 

but superior than those of the PS solution which converges closer to the current struts layout. 

Both the methods converge towards upper bounds of the valve flow coefficient 𝑎𝑣 and the 

fluid bulk modulus 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓. This is due to relatively higher weighting imposed on the yaw mode 

frequency and damping, while approaching higher steering gain and response rate. The PS and 

combined PS/SQP methods yield normalized yaw oscillation frequencies of 1.35 and 1.24, 

respectively, which is due to combined effect of higher fluid bulk modulus, faster steering valve 

response and AFS kinematics (greater steering arms’ length). Although the damping ratio is 

inversely affected by the increasing yaw mode frequency, the PS and combined PS/SQP methods 

yield 10% and 7% gain in the damping ratio. Moreover, the convergence towards higher steering 

system stiffness and higher flow coefficient would contribute to relatively higher response 

overshoot and response rate. The optimal solutions, however, yield lower response overshoot (3 to 

6%) and rate (13 to 19%), which is due to relatively lower weights (0.10) imposed on these 

measures. The lower response rate together with lower steering gain also lead to reduced steering 

power efficiency and vehicle maneuverability.  
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Table 4.3: Optimal design parameters and normalized performance measures obtained from the pattern 

search (PS) and combined pattern search (PS) and sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods 

Parameter 
Current 

design 

Optimal design Normalized 

Objective 

Optimal value 

PS PS/SQP PS PS/SQP 

𝐴0 (deg) 76.5 74.4 56.4 Strut length 0.95 0.79 

𝑙1 (m) 1.96 1.86 1.79 Yaw frequency 1.35 1.24 

𝑙2 (m) 0.64 0.85 0.77 Damping ratio 1.10 1.07 

𝑎𝑣 4.8 7.189 7.200 Steering gain 0.77 0.84 

𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 (GPa) 1.6 1.700 1.700 Overshoot 0.94 0.97 

    Response rate 0.81 0.87 

    Function 𝐹(𝜒) 0.95 0.94 

The results shown in Table 4.3 suggest that both the methods converge to upper bound of the 

effective bulk modulus, which is primarily due to higher weighting imposed on the yaw mode 

frequency and thus the steering stiffness. The solutions of the optimization problem were obtained 

by relaxing the upper bound on 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 by 30% (𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓=2.08 GPa) in order to achieve improved yaw 

oscillation frequency and response rate. The resulting optimal design parameters and performance 

measures values obtained from the PS and combined PS/SQP methods are summarized in Table 

4.4. Both the methods yield relatively lower weighted sum values and either comparable or 

improved performance measures compared to those in Table 4.3. This suggests that relaxing the 

effective bulk modulus can lead to a more favorable AFS system design. Both the methods 

converge to the upper bound of 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 but lead to more compact AFS system design compared to 

that presented in Table 4.3. The PS method, particularly, converges to considerably lower strut 

length and 𝐴0 . The combined PS/SQP method resulted in notable gains in nearly all the 

performance measures. Relaxing the upper bound on 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 resulted in nearly 6% reduction in strut 

length, 2.4% increase in yaw frequency, 7% higher steering gain, 11% lower overshoot and 6% 

increase in the response rate. Increasing the steering system frequency, however, caused a slight 

reduction in the damping ratio, in the order of 3%. These are consistent with the trends in studies 

reporting the effect of fluid bulk modus on the equivalent torsional stiffness of AFS [12, 19]. 

Despite the higher effective torsional stiffness, the optimal solutions show reductions in the 

response overshoot, which is attributed to kineto-dynamics of the AFS system. Although the 

effective fluid bulk modulus of generally used hydraulic fluids has been reported to be limited to 

about 1.7 GPa [156, 157], the results suggest that use of alternate hydraulic fluids with greater bulk 

modulus can enhance the overall performances of the AFSV. 
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Table 4.4: Optimal design parameters and normalized performance measures obtained from the pattern 

search (PS) and combined pattern search (PS) and sequential quadratic programming (SQP) methods with 

relaxed upper bound of fluid bulk modulus 

Parameter 
Current 

design 

Optimal design Normalized 

Objective 

Optimal value 

PS PS/SQP PS PS/SQP 

𝐴0 (deg) 76.5 55.7 56.9 Strut length 0.85 0.74 

𝑙1 (m) 1.96 1.95 1.67 Yaw frequency 1.49 1.27 

𝑙2 (m) 0.64 0.84 0.72 Damping ratio 1.08 1.04 

𝑎𝑣 4.8 7.198 7.200 Steering gain 0.77 0.90 

𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓 (GPa) 1.6 2.080 2.080 Overshoot 0.81 0.86 

    Response rate 0.81 0.92 

    Function 𝐹(𝜒) 0.91 0.90 

 The simulations were performed to obtain articulation angle responses of both the current 

and optimal AFS designs to step and pulse steering inputs, which are compared in Fig. 4.9. The 

results are obtained using the optimal parameters obtained from the combined PS/SQP method 

with relaxed fluid bulk modulus (Table 4.4). The response to the step input clearly shows 

considerably higher oscillation frequency, lower peak magnitudes and lower response overshoot 

of the optimal design compared to the current design. The higher yaw oscillation frequency of the 

optimal design is also evident from the pulse steering response shown in Fig. 4.9(b). These suggest 

enhanced yaw stability limit and maneuverability performance of the AFSV with the optimal AFS 

system. Apart from these, optimal design yields significant decrease in the steering struts length 

(26%) leading to enhanced column stability of the steering struts and a more compact layout of the 

AFS system. The responses in Fig. 4.9 also show comparable response rates of the optimal and 

current designs, while the optimal design yields relatively lower steering gain compared to the 

current design. The optimal design thus does not provide benefits in terms of the steering power 

efficiency. 

 

Figure 4.9: Comparisons of articulation angle responses of the optimal and current designs subject to (a) 

step and (b) pulse steering input 
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4.5 Conclusions 

The design, and kinematics and dynamics of the articulated frame steering system affect the 

vehicle performances in terms of yaw oscillation/stability, steering gain, steering power efficiency 

and maneuverability in a highly complex and contradictory manner. The yaw oscillation/stability 

behavior of the vehicle is directly related to the strut length, fluid bulk modulus and effective yaw 

damping. The steering power efficiency was found to be strongly correlated (r2>0.99) with the 

steering gain under a step steering input. The solutions of the three-level Analytic Hierarchy 

Process model revealed greatest weight for the equivalent yaw stiffness or oscillation frequency 

compared to the other measures, namely, strut length, damping ratio, steering gain, and response 

overshoot and rate.  

The solutions of the design optimization problem suggested that the direct pattern search 

method can yield acceptable optimal design, while the combined pattern search and sequential 

quadratic programming method could provide more global optimal solution. The optimal solutions 

revealed 24% gain in the yaw oscillation frequency, 7% gain in the yaw damping ratio and a more 

compact AFS system design with over 20% reduction in the strut length. The results with relaxed 

the upper bound of fluid bulk modulus suggested further benefits in nearly all the performance 

measures, especially the 11% lower response overshoot attributing to kineto-dynamics of the AFS 

system. The steering power efficiency of the AFS system, however, was negligibly changed for 

the obtained optimal design based on the weighted sum of various objective measures. 
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CHAPTER 5 

CHARACTERIZATION OF A HYDRO-PNEUMATIC SUSPENSION STRUT WITH 

GAS-OIL EMULSION 

5.1 Introduction 

Hydro-pneumatic suspensions (HPS), owing to their compact design and superior design 

flexibility, are increasingly being implemented in commercial road and off-road vehicles [164-

168]. Their nonlinear pneumatic-stiffness and hydraulic-damping properties could provide 

enhanced attenuation of ride vibrations under large payload variations [124, 167], while offering 

improved handling performance through cross-axle interconnections [23, 169] or control 

interventions [170, 171]. Various designs of the HPS struts have evolved over the past few decades, 

which generally comprise a number of gas and oil chambers [23, 172, 173]. The strut chambers 

containing hydraulic oil are usually coupled via bleed orifices and/or damping or check valves. 

The gas may be separated from oil by a floating piston [23, 174] or a diaphragm [172], or the gas 

and oil may be contained within the same chamber [173, 175]. 

The separation of the gas from the oil via a floating piston or a diaphragm requires 

additional chambers within the strut and increases the design complexity, seal friction and cost of 

the HPS strut. Struts with chambers shared by the gas and oil may offer low cost and simpler 

designs. Such a design, however, permits gas entrapment within the oil and may yield highly 

complex variations in stiffness and damping properties of the strut. The entrapment of gas in the 

oil results in gas-oil emulsion within the strut leading to greater variations in the gas and oil 

properties, namely, the mass density and bulk modulus [142, 176, 177]. During operation, the gas-

oil emulsion may also occur in high pressure struts with separated gas and oil chambers due to 

leakage through the floating piston seals [172]. This tends to alter the suspension performances, 

which has not been thoroughly investigated. Characterization of the HPS systems thus necessitates 

considerations of the effects of gas-oil emulsion, which could provide important design guidance 

for the HPS struts. 

 The characteristics of the HPS systems with separated oil and gas chambers have been 

investigated in a number of studies, while considering nominal gas and hydraulic oil properties 

[172, 174, 178]. The stiffness and damping coefficients of a HPS strut generally increase with 

increasing gas pressure and strut velocity, respectively. Els and Grobbelaar [174] analyzed a HPS 

strut with two oil chambers and a separated gas chamber. The strut damping effect was shown to 
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increase the strut temperature in a laboratory test, which resulted in relatively greater strut stiffness 

and ride height. During the field test, the oil temperature saturated at about 85°C, although only 

negligible variation in gas temperature was observed due to good heat dissipation of the gas 

chamber. The reported laboratory results also revealed approximately adiabatic gas process under 

sinusoidal excitations at relatively higher frequencies. It was suggested that the heat transfer 

between the gas and its surroundings should be considered at relatively lower frequencies (<0.5Hz). 

Van Der Westhuizen and Els [179] compared the results obtained from real gas equations 

considering the heat transfer with the ideal gas law. Ideal adiabatic approach was shown to be 

appropriate within excitation cycles at relatively higher strut velocities. Moreover, relatively 

higher hysteresis was observed in the gas pressure measured at lower excitations frequencies 

compared to the higher frequencies, which was attributed to the heat transfer and thereby additional 

contribution to the energy dissipation of the HPS strut [174, 179]. 

Guo et al. [172] and Küçük et al. [180] analyzed the HPS strut comprising three oil 

chambers and a separated gas chamber assuming adiabatic gas process, turbulent fluid flows 

through the orifices and check valves, and negligible leakage flows. The three oil chambers, 

however, involved complex fluid flows among them and one of the chambers approached vacuum 

at a high velocity, as reported by Guo et al. [172]. Cao et al. [178] proposed an analytical model 

of a twin-gas-chamber HPS strut design with two gas chambers and two oil chambers. This novel 

HPS strut offered greater effective working area than the conventional strut designs and thereby 

relatively lower operating pressure for a given load capacity. The twin-gas-chamber design also 

revealed relatively lower asymmetry in the suspension rates during compression and extension. 

 In comparison to the struts with separated gas and oil chambers, only a few studies have 

explored the properties of strut designs with chambers shared by both the gas and the hydraulic 

oil. Yang et al. [173] and Shen et al. [175] analyzed a HPS strut with one mixed gas-oil chamber 

and an oil chamber. The studies reported hardening tendency in stiffness and reduced damping 

force during compression. Shen et al. [175] investigated the effect of varying the bleed orifices 

size, while Yang et al. [173] suggested that the variations in oil temperature affected the HPS 

properties only slightly. The effects of gas and oil mixing on the strut properties, however, were 

neglected in these studies. Within the mixed gas-oil chamber, the entrapped gas has been reported 

to dissolve into the oil and/or exist as gas bubbles [142]. The resulting gas-oil emulsion possesses 

lower mass density and bulk modulus compared to those of the hydraulic oil, which may affect the 
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rates of fluid flows and effective volumes of the gas and the fluid. When considerable gas is 

entrapped within the hydraulic oil, the bulk modulus of the emulsion may be significantly reduced 

and highly sensitive to the fluid pressure [176, 177]. The properties of the mixed fluid such as bulk 

modulus and mass density are strongly influenced by the gas volume fraction, which have not yet 

been adequately addressed. 

 Furthermore, the aforementioned studies have generally assumed Coulomb [179] or 

negligible [178, 180] seal friction within the HPS strut. Owing to the high pressure design, the 

sealing of the gas chamber from the oil chamber generally involves substantial seal friction. The 

magnitude of the seal friction may be significant compared to the hydraulic damping force at a 

relatively lower velocity [179]. Various friction models have been proposed for characterizing seal 

friction considering pre-sliding hysteresis, stick-slip and Stribeck effects [181-183]. It would be 

worthy to investigate the significance of seal friction on the HPS characteristics over a range of 

strut operating velocity. 

In this study, the characteristics of a simple and low cost HPS strut design with one mixed 

gas-oil chamber and one separate oil chamber are experimentally and analytically investigated. 

The static and dynamic pressure/force-deflection and force-velocity properties of a prototype strut 

are characterized in the laboratory under a nearly constant temperature, in the 0.1 to 8 Hz frequency 

range with peak velocity ranging from 0.05 to 0.24 m/s. An analytical model is formulated 

considering the seal friction, polytropic change in the gas state, entrapped gas within the hydraulic 

oil, mixed fluid flows through the bleed orifices and the check valves. The model validity is 

subsequently examined using the measured fluid pressures within the two strut chambers and the 

total strut force over the range of excitation velocities. The measured data and the model are 

analyzed and discussed to highlight the effects of gas-oil emulsion on the stiffness and damping 

properties of the HPS strut. 

5.2 Strut design and laboratory measurements 

The hydro-pneumatic suspension (HPS) strut, considered in this study, comprises two chambers 

connected via two bleed orifices and two check valves, as illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The piston-side 

chamber is shared by both the gas and the hydraulic oil, and the annular rod-side chamber is filled 

with only the hydraulic oil. The initial volume and pressure of the gas are selected to achieve 

desired HPS static stiffness and the load capacity considering the cross-section areas of the piston 

and the rod (Fig. 5.1(a)). During operation, the entrapment of gas within the oil would result in the 
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gas-oil emulsion, as seen in Figs. 5.1(b) (compression) and 5.1(c) (extension). The effective mass 

density and bulk modulus of the gas-oil emulsion would thus be lower than those of the hydraulic 

oil, depending on the volume fraction of the entrapped gas [142, 176, 177]. The emulsion can flow 

from the piston-side chamber to the rod-side chamber via the check valves and bleed orifices 

installed on the strut rod during compression (Fig. 5.1(b)), apart from the leakage flow through the 

piston seal. The check valves, however, remain closed during the extension stroke (Fig. 5.1(c)), 

which contributes to relatively higher damping force in extension. The rates of fluid flows are 

related to the pressures within the two chambers, strut velocity as well as the properties of the gas-

oil emulsion. The variations in the pressure difference between the two strut chambers and the seal 

friction force at different strut velocities determine the damping property of the HPS strut. 

 
Figure 5.1: Schematics of the hydro-pneumatic suspension (HPS) strut: (a) static (mid-) position; (b) gas-

oil emulsion during compression; and (c) gas-oil emulsion during extension 

In order to investigate the stiffness and damping properties of this HPS strut with gas-oil 

emulsion, laboratory experiments were conducted on a prototype HPS strut to acquire its response 

characteristics under pseudo-static and dynamic excitations. The HPS strut was installed vertically 

between a fixed cross-beam via a 45 kN force transducer and an electro-hydraulic shaker, as 

illustrated in Fig. 5.2. The force transducer was mounted between the fixed cross beam and the 

strut to acquire the total strut force, while the strut deflection was measured using a linear variable 

differential transformer (LVDT) installed within the electro-hydraulic exciter. Two pressure 

sensors were installed on the strut to measure pressures of fluids within the rod- (#1 in Fig. 5.2) 

and piston-side (#2 in Fig. 5.2) chambers. The temperature of oil in the piston-side chamber was 

also measured during the experiments using a resistance temperature detector (RTD) inserted from 
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the bottom of the strut rod. A thermocouple was further attached to exterior surface of the strut to 

monitor the strut body temperature.  

The temperature of the HPS strut during the tests was maintained within certain desired 

ranges via a cooling fan, as seen in Fig. 5.2. The data from these sensors were acquired using a 

multi-channel data acquisition (DAQ) system. The strut was filled with 1 liter of hydraulic oil via 

a high pressure ball valve mounted at the top of the strut cylinder, as also shown in Fig. 5.2. The 

ball valve was subsequently connected to a nitrogen tank for charging the gas at a pressure of 0.68 

Mpa (100 psi) via a pressure regulator. 

 
Figure 5.2: Experimental setup of the hydro-pneumatic suspension strut 

Three series of experiments were conducted to study the effects of entrapped gas in the 

hydraulic oil, and to characterize the stiffness and damping properties of the strut. The first series 

of experiments was conducted to study the mixing of gas in the oil under a static deflection, which 

caused reduction in the gas pressure at a very slow rate due to gradual dissolving of gas in the oil. 

A static displacement was applied to the strut piston and the fluid pressures in the two chambers 

were monitored over a period of more than 1.5 hours. The strut deflection was applied in a ramp-

step manner, while the ramp rate was approximately 70 mm/min. The strut was subsequently 

returned to the initial position and the fluid pressures were monitored in a similar manner. The 

experiment was repeated for three different static displacements (75, 100, 115 mm). In the second 

series, the strut piston was positioned near the mid-stroke of the strut for about 1 hour. The strut 

was then subjected to a harmonic excitation to examine the effect of entrapped gas on the fluid 
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pressure during operation. The experiment was conducted for nearly 2.5 hours until the mean 

pressures of fluids in both the chambers approached steady values. The strut piston was then 

brought back to the bottom position. The harmonic excitation was applied at low frequencies of 

0.1 and 1 Hz in order to minimize the heat build-up. The cylinder temperature was continuously 

monitored and held in the 21±2°C range using a large size fan. During the first and second series 

of experiments, the signals from the pressure transducers, force transducer, thermocouple and the 

LVDT were continuously acquired in the multi-channel data acquisition system at a sampling 

frequency of 10 Hz. 

In the third series, the pressure-deflection, force-deflection and force-velocity 

characteristics of the strut were measured under different harmonic excitations. The measurements 

were performed for two different strut body temperatures (30±2°C and 50±2°C). The strut was 

displaced to achieve its mid-position, and the selected harmonic excitation was applied to the strut 

piston. The sensors’ signals were acquired when the body temperature approached the desired 

value. The measurements were initially conducted at a low frequency of about 0.1 Hz in order to 

measure the force-deflection properties of the gas and the friction force under pseudo-static 

conditions. The force due to gas and seal friction was measured under 5, 25 and 50 mm amplitude 

excitations. The measurements were subsequently performed under excitations in the 1 to 8 Hz 

range and varying amplitudes to characterize the force-velocity properties of the strut. For this 

purpose, the experiments were repeated under different excitation amplitudes so as to achieve 

constant peak velocities ranging from 0.05 to 0.24 m/s over the selected frequency range. The peak 

amplitude, however, was limited to 45 mm. The data from the pressure, temperature, force and 

displacement sensors were acquired for analysis of strut properties under different excitations at a 

sampling frequency of 360 Hz. Additionally, the third series of experiments was repeated with one 

of the bleed orifices blocked, in order to investigate its effects on the strut stiffness and damping 

properties. 

5.3 Model formulation and parameters identification 

5.3.1 Hydro-pneumatic suspension model 

An analytical model of the HPS strut is formulated considering the entrapped gas to investigate its 

performance characteristics as functions of the design parameters and external excitation. The 

stiffness property of the strut and its ride height are determined from the gas volume and gas 
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pressure, which may be reduced by the gas entrapment within the hydraulic oil. The strut damping 

property, on the other hand, is related to the fluid pressures within the two strut chambers, which 

are related to strut deflection and velocity, and properties of the gas-oil emulsion (gas volume 

fraction, mass density and bulk modulus). As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, the total force developed by 

the HPS strut, 𝐹ℎ , can be obtained from the fluid pressures within the piston- and rod-side 

chambers and the friction due to the seals between the strut cylinder and strut rod, as: 

 𝐹ℎ = 𝑃ℎ𝑐𝐴ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟(𝐴ℎ𝑐 − 𝐴ℎ𝑟) + 𝐹𝑓 (5.1) 

where 𝑃ℎ𝑐 and 𝑃ℎ𝑟 are pressures of fluid within the piston- and rod-side chambers, respectively; 

𝐴ℎ𝑐 and 𝐴ℎ𝑟 are effective areas of the piston and rod, respectively, as shown in Fig. 5.1(a); and 𝐹𝑓 

is the friction force.  

It has been shown that the seal friction force during periodic motions exhibits stick-slip, 

Stribeck effect and hysteresis behaviour. The friction force can thus be expressed as a combination 

of Coulomb, Stribeck and viscous components, as a function of the strut velocity (�̇�𝑠) [181, 183-

185]. Furthermore, linear force transition in the vicinity of zero velocity (|�̇�𝑠| < 𝑣ℎ), is introduced 

to describe the hysteresis behavior of the friction force, as illustrated in Fig. 5.3. In the figure, the 

upward strut motion 𝑧𝑠 from the static position (Fig. 5.1(a)) is considered positive (𝑧𝑠 > 0). When 

the strut velocity exceeds the hysteresis transition velocity 𝑣ℎ (|�̇�𝑠| ≥ 𝑣ℎ), the friction force can be 

expressed as: 

 𝐹𝑓 = 𝜇𝑣�̇�𝑠 + 𝐹𝑐𝑠𝑔𝑛(�̇�𝑠) + 𝐹𝑠𝑒
−𝑘𝑠|�̇�𝑠|𝑠𝑔𝑛(�̇�); |�̇�𝑠| ≥ 𝑣ℎ (5.2) 

where 𝐹𝑐  is Coulomb friction force, 𝐹𝑠  is stiction force, 𝑘𝑠  is Stribeck coefficient, 𝜇𝑣  is viscous 

friction coefficient, and 𝑠𝑔𝑛  represents the sign function. The friction force within the linear 

transition band, |�̇�𝑠| < 𝑣ℎ , which describes the hysteresis effect as the direction of velocity 

changes (𝑧𝑠�̇�𝑠 < 0), can be expressed as: 

𝐹𝑓 = 𝜇𝑣�̇�𝑠 + 𝐹𝑐 (
2

𝑣ℎ
�̇�𝑠 − 𝑠𝑔𝑛(�̇�𝑠)) + 𝐹𝑠 (

1 + 𝑒−𝑘𝑠𝑣ℎ

𝑣ℎ
�̇�𝑠 − 𝑠𝑔𝑛(�̇�𝑠)) ; 𝑧𝑠�̇�𝑠 < 0 𝑎𝑛𝑑 |�̇�𝑠| < 𝑣ℎ (5.3) 

When the strut maintains the same direction of velocity within the linear transition band (𝑧𝑠�̇�𝑠 ≥

0 and |�̇�𝑠| < 𝑣ℎ), the friction force is obtained from Eq. (5.2). It has been further shown that width 

of the hysteresis loop in the transition region increases with increasing peak strut velocity [181]. 

The transition velocity band is thus expressed as a function of the peak strut velocity. 
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Figure 5.3: Friction model of the strut seals 

The instantaneous pressures of the gas and emulsion within the piston-side chamber are 

assumed to be identical neglecting the effect of fluid inertia. Assuming polytropic process of the 

gas, 𝑃ℎ𝑐 can be obtained from the initial gas pressure 𝑃ℎ0 and volume 𝑉𝑔0, and the instantaneous 

gas volume 𝑉𝑔, such that: 

 𝑃ℎ𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ0(𝑉𝑔0 𝑉𝑔⁄ )
𝑛

 (5.4) 

where 𝑛 is the polytropic exponent. The instantaneous gas volume 𝑉𝑔 in the piston-side chamber 

is obtained from the continuity equation considering compressibility of the gas-oil emulsion, which 

can be expressed as: 

 𝐴ℎ𝑐�̇�𝑠 + �̇�𝑔 = 𝑞𝑏 + 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑙 +
𝑉𝑐
𝛽𝑐
�̇�ℎ𝑐 (5.5) 

where 𝑞𝑏, 𝑞𝑐, and 𝑞𝑙 are rates of fluid flows through the bleed orifices, the check valves and the 

clearance between the strut piston and the cylinder, respectively; 𝑉𝑐  and 𝛽𝑐  are instantaneous 

volume and effective bulk modulus of the emulsion within the piston-side chamber, respectively.  

The pressure of fluid in the rod-side chamber, 𝑃ℎ𝑟, is obtained from the volume continuity equation 

within the rod-side chamber. Since the mass density of the emulsion within each chamber may be 

different, the continuity within the rod-side chamber is formulated considering the mass density 

variation of the fluid flows between the two chambers, such that: 

 (𝐴ℎ𝑐 − 𝐴ℎ𝑟)�̇�𝑠 = 
𝜌𝑐
𝜌𝑟
(𝑞𝑏 + 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑙) −

𝑉𝑟
𝛽𝑟
�̇�ℎ𝑟 (5.6) 

where 𝜌𝑐 and 𝜌𝑟 are instantaneous mass densities of the emulsion within the piston- and rod-side 

chambers, respectively; 𝑉𝑟 and 𝛽𝑟 are the volume and effective bulk modulus of emulsion within 

the rod-side chamber, respectively. The volumes of emulsion in the two chambers of the strut can 

be obtained from: 

 
𝑉𝑐 = 𝑉𝑐0 + 𝑉𝑔0 − 𝐴ℎ𝑐𝑥 − 𝑉𝑔 
𝑉𝑟 = 𝑉𝑟0 + (𝐴ℎ𝑐 − 𝐴ℎ𝑟)𝑧𝑠 

(5.7) 
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where 𝑉𝑖0 (𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) is the initial volume of the emulsion within the piston- (𝑐) or rod-side (𝑟) 

chamber. 

The mass density and bulk modulus of the gas-oil emulsions in the two chambers of the 

HPS strut depend on the volume fraction of entrapped gas within the hydraulic oil as well as the 

fluid pressure [142]. The gas volume fraction of the emulsion, defined as the ratio of the entrapped 

gas volume to the hydraulic oil volume (𝛾𝑖 = 𝑉𝑔𝑖 𝑉ℎ𝑖⁄ ; 𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) also varies with the fluid pressure 

due to compressibility of both the entrapped gas and the hydraulic oil. The instantaneous volumes 

of entrapped gas 𝑉𝑔𝑖 and hydraulic oil 𝑉ℎ𝑖 of the emulsion in chamber i can be expressed as: 

 

𝑉𝑔𝑖 = (
𝑃ℎ0
𝑃ℎ𝑖
)

1
𝑛
𝑉𝑔𝑖0;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 

𝑉ℎ𝑖 = (1 −
𝑃ℎ𝑖 − 𝑃ℎ0

𝛽ℎ
)𝑉ℎ𝑖0;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 

(5.8) 

where 𝑉𝑔𝑖0 and 𝑉ℎ𝑖0 are initial volumes of entrapped gas and hydraulic oil within the emulsion, 

respectively; and 𝛽ℎ is bulk modulus of pure hydraulic oil. The instantaneous gas volume fractions 

of the emulsions in the piston- and rod-side chambers can thus be obtained from: 

 𝛾𝑖 =
(
𝑃ℎ0
𝑃ℎ𝑖
)

1
𝑛
𝑉𝑔𝑖0

(1 −
𝑃ℎ𝑖 − 𝑃ℎ0

𝛽ℎ
)𝑉ℎ𝑖0

=
(
𝑃ℎ0
𝑃ℎ𝑖
)

1
𝑛

1 −
𝑃ℎ𝑖 − 𝑃ℎ0

𝛽ℎ

𝛾0;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 (5.9) 

where 𝛾0 (𝑉𝑔𝑖0 𝑉ℎ𝑖0⁄ ; 𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) is the initial gas fraction of the emulsion in chamber i. 

Assuming negligible mass of the entrapped gas, the mass density of the emulsion in each 

chamber (𝜌𝑖;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) can be obtained from [142]: 

 
𝜌𝑖 =

𝜌ℎ𝑉ℎ𝑖0
𝑉ℎ𝑖 + 𝑉𝑔𝑖

=
𝜌ℎ

(1 −
𝑃ℎ𝑖 − 𝑃ℎ0

𝛽ℎ
) (1 + 𝛾𝑖)

;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 
(5.10) 

where 𝜌ℎ is mass density of the hydraulic oil. 

Similarly, the effective bulk modulus of the emulsion within each chamber (𝛽𝑖;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) 

can be derived as a function of the instantaneous pressure considering the compressibility of both 

the entrapped gas (−
𝑉𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑖

𝑑𝑉𝑔𝑖
= 𝑛𝑃ℎ𝑖;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) and the hydraulic oil (−

𝑉ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑖

𝑑𝑉ℎ𝑖
= 𝛽ℎ;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟), as: 

 
𝛽𝑖 = −

𝑉𝑔𝑖 + 𝑉ℎ𝑖
𝑑
𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑖

(𝑉𝑔𝑖 + 𝑉ℎ𝑖)
=
𝑛(1 + 𝛾𝑖)𝑃ℎ𝑖𝛽ℎ
𝑛𝑃ℎ𝑖 + 𝛾𝑖𝛽ℎ

;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 
(5.11) 
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Assuming turbulent flows through the bleed orifices (𝑞𝑏 ) and check valves (𝑞𝑐 ), and 

laminar leakage flow (𝑞𝑙), the relations between the fluid flows and pressures can be expressed as: 

 

𝑞𝑏 = 𝐶𝑏(𝑛𝑏𝐴𝑏)√
2|𝑃ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟|

�̅�𝑖
∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑃ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟) 

𝑞𝑐 = {
𝐶𝑣(𝑛𝑣𝐴𝑣)√

2(𝑃ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟)

�̅�𝑖
; 𝑃ℎ𝑐 > 𝑃ℎ𝑟  

0 ; 𝑃ℎ𝑐 ≤ 𝑃ℎ𝑟

 

𝑞𝑙 = 𝑘𝑙(𝑃ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟) 

(5.12) 

where (𝐶𝑏, 𝐴𝑏, 𝑛𝑏) and (𝐶𝑣, 𝐴𝑣, 𝑛𝑣) are discharge coefficient, opening area and number of bleed 

orifices and check valves, respectively; �̅�𝑖  (= (𝜌𝑐 + 𝜌𝑟)/2) is the average mass density of the 

emulsions within the two chambers; and 𝑘𝑙 is the leakage flow coefficient. It should be noted that 

the check valves remain closed when 𝑃ℎ𝑟 is greater than 𝑃ℎ𝑐. 

5.3.2 Model parameters identification 

The parameters of the HPS strut model are obtained partly from its design dimensions and nominal 

properties of the hydraulic oil, and partly identified from the measured data acquired during the 

third series of experiments. Table 5.1 summarizes the constant model parameters, which include 

geometric parameters of the strut, and mass density and bulk modulus of the hydraulic oil. The 

force-deflection and pressure-deflection data obtained from the pseudo-static experiments 

(excitation frequency: 0.1 Hz) for the body temperature of 30±2°C, are used to identify polytropic 

exponent of the gas 𝑛 in Eq. (5.4) and Coulomb friction 𝐹𝑐 in Eq. (5.2), assuming negligibly small 

hydraulic damping force. The exponent 𝑛 was identified via minimizing the error between the 

measured and model-predicted gas pressure under different strut deflections. The value of 𝐹𝑐  was 

obtained from the force-deflection data under 25 mm displacement excitation considering 

negligible contributions due to viscous coefficient at low velocities. These revealed similar values 

of 𝐹𝑐 in the vicinity of the peak velocity, which was greater than 𝑣ℎ.  

The data acquired under different peak velocity excitations in the 1-8 Hz range are used to 

identify the viscous friction coefficient, stiction force and Stribeck coefficient (𝜇𝑣 , 𝐹𝑠  and 𝑘𝑠 , 

respectively, in Eq. (5.2)), initial gas volume fraction of the gas-oil emulsion (𝛾0 in Eq. (5.9)), 

leakage flow coefficient, and discharge coefficients of the bleed orifices and the check valve (𝐶𝑏 

and 𝐶𝑣, respectively, in Eq. (5.12)). For this purpose, the gas spring force predicted from the model 

was subtracted from the measured total force to obtain the force due to hydraulic damping and 
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friction. The resulting force in the vicinity of zero velocity is analyzed to obtain the Stribeck 

coefficient 𝑘𝑠 and the stiction force 𝐹𝑠. The results revealed nearly constant value of coefficient 𝑘𝑠 

of 50 s/m in the considered velocity range. A nearly constant value of the viscous friction 

coefficient (50 Ns/m) was also identified from the force-velocity data. The stiction force, however, 

decreased monotonically with increasing strut velocity, as shown in Fig. 5.4(a). This tendency has 

also been reported in [181, 182]. The figure illustrates the mean values of 𝐹𝑠 corresponding to each 

velocity excitation magnitude for different excitation frequencies for one and two bleed orifices 

configurations. The results suggest comparable values of 𝐹𝑠 for both cases (one and two bleed 

orifices), especially at velocities exceeding 100 mm/s. 

The flow-related parameters, namely, 𝑘𝑙, 𝐶𝑏, 𝐶𝑣, are further identified by minimizing the 

error between the measured fluid pressures with those obtained from Eqs. (5.5) and (5.6). The 

results showed nearly constant leakage flow coefficient (𝑘𝑙 ≈ 5×10-12 m3/Pa.s) for the range of 

strut velocity considered. Since the entrapped gas within the hydraulic oil significantly increases 

the compressibility of the fluid, the pressure within the piston-side chamber (𝑃ℎ𝑐) may exhibit 

considerable hysteresis during harmonic strut motion. The initial gas volume fraction 𝛾0 is thus 

determined for the range of velocity excitations considered. The instantaneous gas volume fraction, 

mass density and effective bulk moduli of the gas-oil emulsions in the two chambers are 

subsequently obtained using Eqs. (5.9) to (5.11). Figure 5.4(b) illustrates variations in the mean 

value of 𝛾0 with the peak velocity excitation for one as well as two bleed orifices configurations. 

The results show only minimal dependence of 𝛾0 on the strut velocity excitation for two bleed 

orifices. The 𝛾0, however, increases in a nearly quadratic manner with velocity for the single bleed 

orifice strut, which is due to higher fluid pressures at the higher velocity. The higher value of 𝛾0 

of the single orifice strut is due to higher difference between pressures of emulsions in the piston 

and rod-side chambers compared to the two-orifices strut. 

The discharge coefficient for flows across the bleed orifices, identified from pressure 

variations during extension alone, revealed notable variations with the peak pressure difference 

and thereby the strut velocity, as seen in Figs. 5.4(c). For both one- and two-bleed orifices, 𝐶𝑏 

increases with pressure difference and approach saturation to near 0.74 and 0.76, respectively, at 

pressures above about 0.8 MPa. Flows through single bleed orifice suggest slightly smaller value 

of 𝐶𝑏 compared to that for the two bleed orifices. The mean discharge coefficient for flows across 

the check valves, identified from pressure variations during compression and shown in Fig. 5.4(d), 
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show even greater variations with the pressure difference. The values of 𝐶𝑣 are lower than those 

of 𝐶𝑣  in the entire range of pressure difference, which is likely due to valve construction and 

dynamics that cause greater flow resistance. The 𝐶𝑣 increases with the pressure difference and 

approaches saturation at a higher pressure difference, as observed in case of 𝐶𝑏. Moreover, the 

results suggest only small differences in 𝐶𝑣  for the one and two bleed orifice struts. From the 

results in Figs. 5.4(c) and 5.4(d), it is deduced that values of 𝐶𝑏 of 0.74 and 0.76 may be considered 

for the one and two-bleed orifice flows, respectively. An average value of 0.6 for 𝐶𝑣 may be used 

for estimating the flows through the check valves. 

Table 5.1: Constant parameters of the hydro-pneumatic suspension (HPS) strut 

Parameter Description  Value 

𝐴ℎ𝑐 (cm2) Area of the strut piston 44.179 

𝐴ℎ𝑟 (cm2) Area of the strut rod 19.635 

𝐴𝑏 (cm2) Area of one orifice 0.0707 

𝐴𝑣 (cm2) Area of one check valve 0.041 

𝛽ℎ (Mpa) Hydraulic oil bulk modulus 1700 

𝜌ℎ (kg/m3) Hydraulic oil mass density 850 

𝐹𝑐 (N) Coulomb friction 110 

𝜇𝑣 (Ns/m) Viscous friction coefficient 50 

𝑘𝑠 (s/m) Stribeck coefficient 50 

𝑘𝑙 (m
3/Pa.s) Leakage flow coefficient 5×10-12 

𝑛 Polytropic exponent of gas 1.4 

 
Figure 5. 4: Variations in the mean values of identified HPS strut model parameters (1-8 Hz): (a) stiction 

force, 𝐹𝑠; (b) initial gas volume fraction of the emulsion, 𝛾0; (c) discharge coefficient of the bleed orifice 

flows, 𝐶𝑏; and (d) discharge coefficient of the check valve flows, 𝐶𝑣 
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5.4 Results and discussions 

5.4.1 Gas-oil emulsion formulation 

The fluid pressures measured from the first and second series of experiments are examined to build 

an understanding of rate of mixing of gas and oil, and the formulation of gas-oil emulsion. Figure 

5.5 illustrates the time-histories of fluid pressure, 𝑃ℎ𝑐 , measured during the first series of 

experiments under three levels of ramp-step strut displacements (75, 100 and 115 mm). The figure 

also illustrates the time-histories of the displacements applied to the strut. The pressure of fluid in 

the rod-side chamber, 𝑃ℎ𝑟, was identical to 𝑃ℎ𝑐, and thereby not illustrated. The fluid pressure 

increased from the initial pressure of 0.68 MPa to nearly 1.43, 2.05 and 2.74 MPa in a ramp manner 

due to compression of the gas, when the strut was displaced by 75, 100 and 115 mm, respectively. 

Although the strut position was maintained for a long period, ranging from 1 to 2 hours depending 

on the strut displacement magnitude, the fluid pressure decreased at a very slow rate. This 

suggested that the gas tends to dissolve into the oil at a very slow rate when the gas pressure is 

increased. The fluid pressure decreased at a higher rate (0.82 kPa/min) under higher gas pressure 

(115 mm displacement) compared to that at a lower gas pressure (0.31 kPa/min under 75 mm 

displacement). This trend suggested that a higher gas pressure can cause greater amount of gas 

entrapment into the oil. The dispersion of the gas into the oil will reduce the mass of the free gas 

within the strut, while only negligible change in the volume of hydraulic oil (emulsion) occurs due 

its increased compressibility, as reported in [142]. As the strut piston is restored to its bottom 

position, the fluid pressure decreases rapidly to a value slightly below the initial pressure of 0.68 

Mpa. The fluid pressure, however, gradually increases to the initial pressure, suggesting the 

gradual release of gas from the oil.  

Figure 5.6 illustrates variations in the pressure 𝑃ℎ𝑐  measured under 0.1 Hz (30 mm 

amplitude) and 1 Hz (15 mm amplitude) harmonic excitations during the second series of 

experiments. The harmonic excitation was applied to the strut positioned near its mid-position. 

The fluid pressure increased to about 1.4 MPa when the strut was displaced to its mid-position. 

The strut position was held for some period prior to application of the harmonic input. Under 

harmonic excitation, oscillations in 𝑃ℎ𝑐 were observed at the excitation frequency, while a gradual 

decrease in equilibrium (mean) pressure is evident due to mixing of gas in the oil. Moreover, the 

variations in fluid pressure are asymmetric about the equilibrium pressure, which is attributed to 
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compressibility of the gas. The 0.1 Hz and 1 Hz excitations were maintained for about 140 and 75 

minutes, respectively, until a near saturation of 𝑃ℎ𝑐 was observed. The strut body temperature was 

continuously monitored and maintained at 21±2C. The results suggest relatively faster decrease 

in 𝑃ℎ𝑐 at the higher frequency of 1 Hz compared to that at 0.1 Hz. The rate of pressure decrease in 

both cases is substantially higher than that observed under static displacement of the strut, shown 

in Fig. 5.5. Moreover, higher frequency excitation (1 Hz) resulted in substantially faster saturation 

of the pressure compared to the 0.1 Hz excitation. This suggests higher volume of gas entrapment 

and rapid formulation of the gas-oil emulsion under a higher frequency excitation. The pressure 

saturation was observed near 50 minutes under 1 Hz excitation and more than 2 hours under 0.1 

Hz excitation. This is also evident from the relatively higher gas volume fraction at a higher strut 

velocity, especially in case of the single bleed orifice configuration, as seen in Fig. 5.4(b). 

The considerable decrease in the fluid pressure is clearly evident when the harmonic 

excitation is terminated (points B1 and B2 in Fig. 5.6). The steady-state pressures under both 

excitations were nearly identical, and 23% lower than the pressure measured prior to the 

excitations (point A). Only minimal change in the fluid pressure was observed when the strut was 

held to its mid-position following the harmonic excitations. The fluid pressures approached a value 

below the initial pressure, as the strut was restored to its bottom position (point D). The pressure, 

however, gradually increased to the initial value after a period of more than 2 hours, as seen in Fig. 

6. This was attributed to slow separation of the dissolved gas from the hydraulic oil, as the fluid 

pressure decreased. The presence of numerous minute gas bubbles was clearly observed within the 

hydraulic oil, when the gas-oil emulsion was released from the strut through a high-pressure ball 

valve after completion of the experiments. From the results, it is deduced that the gas-oil emulsion 

may be formulated rapidly under typical excitations encountered during vehicle operation, and 

suspension strut will likely operate with nearly saturated gas-oil emulsion and saturated fluid 

pressure. 
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Figure 5.5: Time-histories of strut piston deflections (dashed lines) and resulting variations in fluid 

pressure 𝑃ℎ𝑐 in the piston-side chamber (solid lines) 

 
Figure 5.6: Variations in fluid pressure 𝑃ℎ𝑐 in the piston-side chamber under 0.1 Hz (30 mm amplitude) 

and 1 Hz (15 mm amplitude) harmonic excitations 

5.4.2 Stiffness and damping characteristics of HPS strut 

The nonlinear stiffness and damping characteristics of the HPS strut with gas-oil emulsion are 

obtained from the analytical model and the data acquired during the third series of experiments 

corresponding to the strut body temperature of 30±2°C. The model responses in terms of total 

force and fluid pressures are evaluated under different harmonic excitations. The model results are 

initially obtained at a low frequency excitation of 0.1 Hz to examine the pseudo-static stiffness 

and friction property of the strut. Subsequently, the responses are obtained under excitations in the 

1 to 8 Hz frequency range. In each case, the model results are compared with the measured data to 

illustrate validity of the model. The measured data under each excitation were acquired only after 

the saturation of the gas entrapment, which was determined from the steady mean pressure of the 

gas-oil emulsion. The pressure saturation occurred quite rapidly under higher frequency 

excitations. 

 Figures 5.7 and 5.8 compare the pseudo-static responses of the model of the HPS strut with 

one and two bleed orifices with the measured data under two different excitation amplitudes (25 
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and 50 mm). Owing to very low magnitude of the strut velocities, both the one and two bleed 

orifices configurations exhibit quite comparable responses. The mean values of the fluid pressure 

and total force for the two bleed orifice strut, however, are slightly higher than those of the single 

orifice strut. This was due to slightly higher charge pressure and thereby the saturation pressure of 

the two bleed orifice strut (1.02 MPa) compared to the single orifice strut (0.87 MPa). Figures 

5.7(a) and 5.7(b) illustrate comparisons of the pressure-deflection responses of the one and two-

orifice models, respectively, with the corresponding measured data for the 25 and 50 mm 

displacement magnitudes. The comparisons suggest reasonably good agreements between the 

model results and the measured data. The time-histories of fluid pressure obtained from the models 

also exhibit good agreement with the measured responses under different excitation magnitudes, 

as seen in Figs. 5.8(a) and 5.8(b). The measured pressure-deflection data, however, exhibit notable 

hysteresis, especially under higher excitation magnitudes, which is attributed to heat transfer 

between the gas and its surroundings, as reported in [174, 179]. The gas spring model in this study 

is based on adiabatic gas process neglecting the heat transfer. The model-predicted pressure-

deflection responses thus follow the mean measured data with slight discrepancy in the phase, as 

seen in Figs. 5.7(a) and 5.7(b). 

Figures 5.8(c) and 5.8(d) illustrate good agreements in the time-histories of the total force 

predicted from the single- and two-orifice strut models, respectively, and the corresponding 

measured data. Under the pseudo-static excitation, the force developed by the strut is primarily 

due to gas spring force apart from the seal friction. The force response is thus in phase with 𝑃ℎ𝑐 

and could be estimated from 𝑃ℎ𝑐𝐴ℎ𝑟. The force responses also show notable contributions of the 

friction force due to seals when the travel direction reverses. Figures 5.7(c) and 5.7(d) further 

illustrate the force-deflection responses of the two strut configurations. The results show that the 

friction model integrating the Coulomb, viscous and Stribeck components, presented in Eqs. (5.2) 

and (5.3), can adequately describe the seal friction. The model, however, slightly underestimates 

the friction force observed under extreme compression under the higher displacement excitation. 

This may in-part be due to structural asymmetry of the strut seals and in-part due to relatively 

higher gas pressure. Moreover, both the models and the measured data exhibit comparable friction 

force under 25 and 50 mm displacements. The friction force under 5 mm displacement, however, 

was observed to be slightly higher likely due to greater stiction force at lower relative velocity of 

the seals, as reported in [181, 182]. 
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Figure 5.7: Comparisons of measured and model-predicted main chamber fluid pressure-deflection and 

force-deflection responses under pseudo-static excitations: (a, c) one bleed orifice strut, and (b, d) two 

bleed orifices strut (excitations: 25 and 50 mm at 0.1 Hz) 

 

 
Figure 5.8: Comparisons of measured and model-predicted main chamber fluid pressure and total force 

under pseudo-static excitations: (a, c) one bleed orifice strut, and (b, d) two bleed orifices strut 

(excitations: 25 and 50 mm at 0.1 Hz) 
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 Unlike the pseudo-static responses, the force developed by the single-orifice strut under 

excitations in the 1-8 Hz range differs significantly from that of the two-orifices strut. Figure 5.9 

compare the pressure/force-deflection responses of the models with the measured data for 7.5 mm 

amplitude excitation at frequencies of 1, 3 and 5 Hz, as examples. Figure 5.10 compares the 

variations in damping force and total force developed by the two strut configurations as a function 

of the velocity under excitations at frequencies of 2, 5 and 8 Hz range. The peak velocity in this 

case is held at 235.6 mm/s, irrespective of the frequency. The effective damping force is obtained 

by subtracting the spring force (𝑃ℎ𝑐𝐴ℎ𝑟) from the total strut force. 

The pressure/force-deflection responses of the single and two-orifice strut models 

generally show good agreements with the measured data, with notable deviations at the higher 

frequency of 5 Hz. The measured as well as model-predicted pressure-deflection responses of the 

strut with two bleed orifices seem to follow the polytropic gas process during compression as well 

as extension, irrespective of the excitation frequency, as seen in Fig. 5.9(b). Blocking one of the 

bleed orifices, however, resulted in considerable hysteresis, which tends to increase with 

increasing frequency, as seen in Fig. 5.9(a). This hysteresis of the single-orifice strut is due to large 

volume variations of the gas-oil emulsion and greater gas volume fraction when compared to the 

two-orifices strut, as seen in Fig. 5.4(b). Moreover, higher flow rate under higher piston velocity 

or excitation frequency could contribute to more entrapped gas and higher compressibility of the 

gas-oil emulsion. The variations in the volume of gas-oil emulsion in the piston-side chamber with 

strut deflection also revealed hysteresis due to changes in fluid compressibility during compression 

and extension. 

Increase in the fluid flow rate between the two strut chambers under a higher velocity also 

caused relatively greater variations in the fluid pressure within the rod-side annular chamber, 𝑃ℎ𝑟, 

during strut extension compared to those during compression, as shown in Figs. 5.9(c) and 5.9(d). 

The peak pressures during extension for the two-orifice strut, however, are considerably lower 

compared to the single-orifice strut. The minimum value of 𝑃ℎ𝑟 during strut compression seems to 

be bounded to 0.5 Mpa for the selected excitations. A few studies on multi-chamber hydro-

pneumatic struts with separated gas and oil chambers have reported that the annular chamber 

pressure may approach vacuum [172]. The lowest pressure in the simple two-chamber strut design 

considered in this study was well above the vacuum. 
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The pressure/force-deflection responses of the two-orifice strut model are in close 

agreement with the measured responses, as seen in Figs. 5.9(b), 5.9(d) and 5.9(f). The responses 

of the single-orifice strut model, however, exhibit considerable deviations from the measured data 

at the higher frequency of 5 Hz. The differences, observed in Figs. 5.9(c) and 5.9(e), are mostly 

due to phase error in the model and measured responses. This is evident from comparisons of the 

time-history of the total force response with the measured data under 5 Hz excitation in Figs. 5.9(g) 

and 5.9(h) for the single- and two-orifices struts, respectively. The results clearly show greater 

phase deviation for the single-orifice strut, while the magnitudes of the model-predicted force are 

comparable with the measured force. It is further noted that the total force developed during 

extension by the single-orifice strut approaches considerably higher negative values due to 

substantially higher damping force. The results in Figs. 5.9(e) and 5.9(f) further show that the 

friction force is less significant compared to the hydraulic and gas spring forces at higher 

frequencies, especially for the single bleed orifice strut. 
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Figure 5.9: Comparisons of measured and model-predicted pressures and total force responses under 7.5 

mm amplitude harmonic excitations at different frequencies: (a, c, e, g) one bleed orifice, and (b, d, f, h) 

two bleed orifices 

 The reasonably good agreements between the model-predicted and measured force-

velocity characteristics are also evidenced in Fig. 5.10 for constant velocity excitations at 2, 5 and 

8 Hz. The results show substantially higher total and effective damping force of the single-orifice 

strut when compared to the two-orifice strut. Figures 5.10(c) and 5.10(d) show that the effective 

damping force developed by the two-orifices strut is far less sensitive to excitation frequency 

compared to that of the single-orifice design. This is due to greater sensitivity of the fluid pressure 

to excitation frequency (Fig. 5.9) and greater gas volume fraction within the emulsion in the single-

orifice design. Both the strut designs exhibit relatively higher damping in extension than in 

compression, as expected.  

For the HPS strut with one bleed orifice (Fig. 5.10(c)), the peak total and damping force 

during extension decreases with increasing excitation frequency. Moreover, the peak damping 

force tends to shift away from the peak velocity, as the excitation frequency increases. This is due 

to greater phase difference between 𝑃ℎ𝑟 and velocity (Fig. 5.9(c)), which increases with increasing 

excitation frequency, and higher hysteresis in 𝑃ℎ𝑐 ((Fig. 5.9(a)). This also leads to considerable 

damping force near zero velocity. The hysteresis in the damping force of the two-orifices strut is 
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also evident at higher excitation frequencies (Fig. 5.10(d)), although the hysteresis magnitude is 

substantially small. From the results, it may be deduced that the model can effectively predict the 

damping force and the hysteresis reasonably well under the excitations considered. Some 

discrepancies between the model results and measured data, however, are evident, especially 

during extension under higher frequency excitations. These are likely caused by complex 

variations in properties of the gas-oil emulsion under higher frequency excitations. The proposed 

model, however, can provide reasonably accurate predictions of the dynamic responses of the HPS 

strut with gas-oil emulsion, in terms of the fluid pressures and strut forces. The validated model 

could thus serve as a tool to study the effects of various parameters on the HPS strut’s properties 

and to seek design guidance. 

 

 
Figure 5.10: Comparisons of measured and model-predicted total force and damping force responses 

under constant peak velocity (235.6 mm/s) at different frequencies: (a, c) one bleed orifice, and (b, d) two 

bleed orifices 

5.4.3 Effect of gas volume fraction 

The properties of the gas-oil emulsion and thereby the stiffness and damping characteristics of the 

HPS strut are strongly dependent upon the gas volume fraction. This is evident from the effects of 

gas volume fraction on the fluid mass density and compressibility in Eqs. (5.10) and (5.11), which 

directly influence variations in fluid volume, fluid pressure and the flow rates. The effect of gas 
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volume fraction on the resulting spring and damping forces are thus further investigated. 

Simulations are performed for the single and two-orifices strut models considering three different 

levels of steady-state gas volume fraction within the emulsion (𝛾0 = 0%, 3% and 6%). The results 

are obtained under constant peak velocity excitation (235.6 mm/s) and different frequencies. The 

steady-state pressure at mid-position of the strut is taken as 1 MPa. Other model parameters, such 

as the orifices’ discharge coefficients and seal friction parameters, are set to the means of the 

identified values, as discussed earlier (Fig. 5.4).  

As an example, Figure 5.11 illustrates the gas spring force-deflection and effective 

damping force-velocity response characteristics of the struts with one and two bleed orifices 

corresponding to 2 Hz excitation frequency for the three gas volume fractions (𝛾0 = 0%, 3% and 

6%). Figure 5.12 illustrates the effect of gas volume fraction on the responses under 5 and 8 Hz 

excitation frequencies. In the absence of the entrapped gas, different excitation frequencies yield 

nearly identical gas spring force characteristics for both the strut configurations. Slight hysteresis 

in the spring force, however, can be observed in the force-deflection responses of the single bleed 

orifice strut, as seen in Figs. 5.11(a) and 5.12 (a), which is due to its higher pressure and 

compressibility of the hydraulic oil. The force-deflection properties exhibit considerably larger 

hysteresis as the gas volume fraction is increased, irrespective of the excitation frequency. This is 

due to considerable increase in the fluid compressibility and is evident for both the single and two-

orifices strut configurations. Increase in the gas volume fraction causes greater hysteresis in the 

force-deflection response due to relatively higher fluid pressure. Compared to the two orifices strut, 

the single orifice design yields considerably higher hysteresis. Increase in the gas volume also 

yields higher peak spring force and higher effective spring rate, with the exception of the two-

orifice strut response under 2 Hz excitation. The change in spring rate is attributed to two 

phenomena: (i) gas volume entrapment in the oil reduces the volume of free gas, which contributes 

to increase in the spring rate; and (ii) increase in gas-oil emulsion compressibility, which would 

contribute to relatively lower stiffness. The effective spring rate tends to increase substantially 

when 𝛾0 is increased from 0% to 3%. Further increase in 𝛾0 to 6%, however, causes relatively 

smaller increase in the spring rate, which is likely due to more pronounced effect of higher 

compressibility. The effective spring rate also increases slightly with increase in the excitation 

frequency, as seen in Figs. 5.12(a) and 5.12(b). 
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In the absence of entrapped gas (𝛾0 = 0%), the force-velocity responses also exhibit slight 

hysteresis, especially during strut extension. This is mostly caused by the high fluid pressure within 

the rod-side chamber and compressibility of the oil. Higher compressibility of the emulsion with 

higher gas volume fraction significantly widens the hysteresis in the damping force, irrespective 

of the excitation frequency for both strut configurations, as seen in Figs. 5.11(c), 5.11(d), 5.12(c) 

and 5.12(d). Moreover, increasing the excitation frequency yields higher hysteresis in the damping 

force, as it was observed in Fig. 5.10. Increase in hysteresis is also associated with relatively higher 

phase between the damping force and strut velocity, which yields reduction in the peak damping 

force in a nonlinear manner, especially during strut extension. This is also evident in Fig. 5.10 and 

suggests reduced damping coefficient of the HPS strut in the presence of entrapped gas. It is further 

observed that the effective damping force response under 8 Hz excitation with 𝛾0 = 3% is quite 

comparable with that under 5 Hz excitation with 𝛾0 = 6%, for both the single- and two-orifice 

strut configurations. 

 

 
Figure 5.11: Effect of gas volume fraction on force-deflection and force-velocity responses of the struts: 

(a, c) one bleed orifice, and (b, d) two bleed orifices (peak velocity excitation of 235.6 mm/s at 2 Hz) 
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Figure 5.12: Effect of gas volume fraction on force-deflection and force-velocity responses of the struts: 

(a, c) one bleed orifice, and (b, d) two bleed orifices (peak velocity of 235.6 mm/s at 5 and 8 Hz) 

5.5 Conclusions 

The laboratory experiments revealed that the gas entrapment in the oil occurs rapidly under higher 

frequency operations and the mean gas volume fraction tended to saturate. The strut may thus be 

considered to operate with gas-oil emulsion and relatively lower free gas volume. The formulation 

of gas-oil emulsion within the HPS strut strongly affects its stiffness and damping properties due 

to significant variations in the fluid compressibility and free gas volume. The entrapped gas also 

contributes to notable hysteresis in both the stiffness and damping properties, especially under 

higher operating pressures in case of the single bleed orifice design. The effective stiffness tends 

to increase with increasing gas volume fraction due to lower gas volume, while the peak damping 

force and damping coefficient decrease due to higher compressibility of the emulsion. The reduced 

effective damping at higher velocities may be beneficial in enhancing the vibration isolation 

performance in the critical ride frequency range. The friction force introduced by strut seals was 

observed as relatively less significant especially at relatively higher strut velocities. The variations 

in the free gas volume and fluid compressibility would also affect the ride height. Ride height 

control mechanism is thus needed with such struts. Furthermore, variations in strut temperature 

could also affect the gas volume entrapment in the oil and the ride height. Owing to highly 
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nonlinear variations in stiffness and damping properties with the gas volume fraction, further 

efforts are needed to identify relations among the gas volume fraction, properties of the emulsion 

and the fluid pressures. 
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CHAPTER 6 

MULTI-PERFORMANCE ANALYSES AND DESIGN OPTIMIZATION OF HYDRO-

PNEUMATIC SUSPENSION SYSTEM FOR AN OFF-ROAD WORK VEHICLE 

6.1 Introduction 

Articulated frame-steered vehicles (AFSV) are widely employed in the agricultural, construction, 

forestry and mining sectors for their enhanced traction and mobility/maneuverability performances 

on off-road terrains [11, 12, 80, 146]. Such vehicles are known to exhibit high magnitude ride 

vibration, and relatively lower roll- and yaw-plane stability limits attributed to the additional 

degrees-of-freedom (DOF) between the front and rear units. The directional stability limits are 

further reduced by tires interactions with the off-road terrains, which also induce considerable 

exposure of the human operators to low frequency whole-body vibration (WBV) [54, 168, 186]. 

The WBV exposure levels of AFSVs generally exceed the health caution guidance zone (HCGZ) 

defined in ISO-2631-1 [1] and the limits stipulated in the European Community (EC) guidelines 

[2], while the vertical ride vibration can be moderately attenuated through the large size tires and 

a seat suspension. Many designs of axle suspensions have been proposed to enhance the vehicle 

ride performance, while their implementations in off-road vehicles have been limited due to the 

reduced roll- and tip-over stability, and increased jackknife and snaking potential of the suspended 

AFSVs [48, 132, 168]. Increasing demand for high load capacity and high-speed work vehicles 

raises greater concerns for both the directional stability limits and the WBV exposure. The 

enhancement of operational safety of AFSVs, thus necessitates axle suspension designs for 

improved attenuation of terrain-induced ride vibration, while preserving roll- and yaw-plane 

stability limits. 

The majority of the reported studies on AFSV focus only on the snaking tendency in the 

yaw plane on the basis of the rate of decay, frequency and damping ratio of the free yaw oscillations 

or eigenvalues of the linearized yaw-plane models [12, 18, 19, 146]. In these studies, the articulated 

frame steering (AFS) system is usually simplified as the equivalent torsional stiffness and damping 

about the articulation joint, while neglecting kinematics of the steering struts. Greater yaw-mode 

stiffness and damping coefficients have been suggested to increase the yaw stability limit. Yin et 

al. [146] showed significant effects of nonlinear kinematic and dynamic properties of the AFS 

system on the free and transient yaw oscillations. Rehnberg et al. [132] further investigated the 

effects of axle suspension’s roll stiffness and roll damping coefficients on the snaking behavior, 
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using a three-dimensional AFSV model with front- and rear-axle suspensions. The suspension 

kinematics were limited to roll motions about a predefined roll center, while the nonlinear 

kinematics and dynamics of the AFS, and the vertical DOF of the suspension system were not 

considered. The vehicle roll motion due to axle suspension was shown to slightly increase the 

snaking tendency of the vehicle. Greater roll stiffness and damping coefficients of the suspension, 

however, could attenuate the yaw oscillations to some extent. 

Langer et al. [187, 188], Pazooki et al. [80] and Rehnberg and Drugge [167] investigated 

the multi-axes ride vibrations of AFSVs with the front-axle hydro-pneumatic suspension (HPS), 

rear-axle torsio-elastic suspension and both-axle linearized HPS, respectively. The proposed 

suspension systems could reduce the dominant ride vibration by nearly 50% when compared to 

the unsuspended vehicles. The AFS system, however, was simplified or neglected during the ride 

performance analyses on predefined terrains. The effective tire-terrain contact patch was 

considered by Langer et al. [187, 188], although the one-point contact method was generally used. 

The WBV responses of an AFSV (loader) model with a HPS suspension were evaluated while 

traversing a predefined 100 m working cycle at constant forward speeds (10 and 14 km/h). The 

study proposed optimal values for the initial gas volume/pressure, and cylinder and flow orifice 

sizes of the HPS, and the vehicle speed for limiting the WBV exposure below the HCGZ [1]. It 

was further shown that the HPS with higher gas volume can result in lower WBV exposure, while 

the effect of such low stiffness suspension on roll and yaw stability limits was not attempted. 

Pazooki et al. [80] proposed optimal stiffness and damping coefficients of a rear-axle torsio-elastic 

suspension for an articulated forestry vehicle using Genetic algorithm considering a low speed of 

5 km/h. Rehnberg and Drugge [167] investigated sensitivity of ride performance to variations in 

vehicle forward speed and concluded that a higher speed may not necessarily lead to higher ride 

vibration due to reduced excitations near the dominant frequencies of the vehicle. These studies 

have also shown relatively lower vibration of the AFSV when loaded, irrespective of the vehicle 

speed. 

The reported studies on AFSV generally focus either on the ride or yaw/roll directional 

responses, while the coupled analyses of ride and directional performances have been attempted 

in very few studies. Li et al. [53, 54] investigated the roll-plane and lateral stability of a scaled 

AFSV prototype. Pazooki et al. [48] explored the effects of the torsio-elastic suspension on both 

ride vibration, and roll- and yaw-plane stability of an articulated dump truck. The kineto-dynamics 
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of AFS system was also considered assuming idealized flow characteristics of the steering valve. 

The proposed suspension resulted in substantial reduction in ride vibration with reduced 

directional stability limit of the vehicle. Moreover, the reported studies invariably assess the roll 

stability limit of off-road AFSVs using measures defined for road vehicles assuming negligible 

contributions due to terrain roughness. Such measures, however, may not be reliable for off-road 

vehicles, since the roll dynamic response is strongly affected by the vertical and roll excitations 

due to terrain elevations [168]. Considering that the suspension designs, invariably, involve 

complex compromise between the ride and directional performances, further efforts in ride height 

adjustment, cross-coupled HPS [23, 104, 169] and yaw stability control system [186] are 

considered worthy for the off-road AFSVs.  

In this study, a three-dimensional multi-body dynamic model of an AFSV is formulated to 

investigate its coupled ride and directional performance characteristics. The model is formulated 

in the Adams platform, integrating the hydro-mechanical frame steering system and a hydro-

pneumatic suspension (HPS) in the Matlab/Simulink platform. The unsuspended vehicle model is 

validated using the field measured data in terms of translational and rotational vibrations, and path-

change directional responses. The parameters of the HPS subsystem are scaled from an 

experimentally validated model of a simple and low-cost HPS strut [189]. The HPS is implemented 

only at the front axle, which supports the driver cabin, which could help preserve high roll stiffness 

of the unsuspended rear unit. A sensitivity analyses is subsequently conducted to investigate the 

effects of HPS’s parameters, namely, the piston area, and flow areas of the bleed orifices and check 

valves on the vehicles’ ride vibration, and roll- and yaw-plane stability limits. The design 

optimization of the HPS system is also performed and analyzed. 

6.2 Integrated model formulation 

The AFSV considered in this study is a full-wheel electric-drive articulated mining dump truck 

with load capacity of 35 tons. A three-dimensional multi-body dynamic model of the vehicle is 

formulated in the ADAMS platform. In the model, the two hydraulic steering struts are 

symmetrically mounted between the front unit and the articulation joint, and the front-axle HPS 

struts are installed vertically between the vehicle frame and the axle, as seen in Fig. 6.1. The 

hydraulic frame steering system model is formulated considering kinematics and dynamics of the 

steering struts and flow properties of the steering valve [146]. The restoring and damping forces 

due to hydro-pneumatic suspension are derived from the suspension model, described in [189]. 
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Both the suspension and the steering system models are developed in Matlab/Simulink platform 

and coupled to the AFSV model using co-simulation technique. The Matlab/Simulink solver is 

interfaced with the ADAMS platform using the C++ compiler. The displacement and velocity 

responses of the steering and suspension struts, evaluated from the multi-body vehicle model, are 

used as inputs to the steering and suspension subsystem models in the Matlab/Simulink. The 

resulting force responses of the steering and suspension struts are subsequently interfaced to the 

multi-body vehicle model via co-simulation. Detailed subsystem models of the AFSV are 

presented in the following subsections. 

 
Figure 6.1: Three-dimensional multi-body model of the vehicle in ADAMS platform coupled with 

subsystems models in the Matlab/Simulink 

6.2.1 Multi-body vehicle model 

The AFSV prototype considered in the study is not equipped with axle or seat suspensions. Figure 

6.2 illustrates the multi-body topology of the unsuspended AFSV model formulated in the 

ADAMS platform [190]. The loaded vehicle model is assembled with 12 bodies using 1 fixed joint, 

2 translational joints, 6 revolute joints and 4 spherical joints. The articulation joint connects the 

front and rear units via the 2 revolute joints along x and z axis, which constrains the relative 

translational motions and the pitch motion between the front and rear units, while it permits relative 

roll and yaw plane motions of the units. The 4 spherical joints at the mounting points of the steering 

struts (Figs. 6.1 and 6.2) enable the three-axis rotations of the struts during the steering process 

and the three-dimensional kinematics of the AFS subsystem. The unsuspended multi-body vehicle 

model is thus formulated with a total of 14 degrees-of-freedom (DOF), which include 3 

translational and 3 rotational DOFs of the front unit, 4 rotational DOFs of the wheels, 1 rotational 

DOF of the articulation joint in the yaw plane, 1 rotational DOF of the rear unit in the roll plane, 
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and 2 rotational DOFs of the left and right steering struts along their respective center axis. When 

implementing the front-axle HPS system for the AFSV prototype, 2 translational joints are added 

vertically between the front unit and left- and right-wheel of the front axle. The additional vertical 

DOFs of the two front wheels account for the bounce and roll motions of the front axle with respect 

to the front unit. Moreover, the vehicle payload could be deactivated to simulate the unloaded 

cases. 

 
Figure 6.2: Topology of unsuspended articulated frame-steered vehicle model in the ADAMS platform 

The vehicle model incorporates three-dimensional kinematics of the AFS subsystem during 

steering, and the dynamic forces developed by the steering struts applied to the strut mounting 

locations (Fig. 6.1). The strut forces yield an articulation moment about the articulation joint and 

steering of the articulated vehicle units. Identical driving torque is initially considered to be 

developed by each wheel, which is subsequently adjusted based on the difference between the 

actual and target speeds. For this purpose, a proportion-integral (PI) control scheme is used to 

ensure nearly constant forward speed during a given maneuver. The dimensional and inertial 

parameters of the vehicle, obtained from the computer-aided design (CAD) documents and the 

weighbridge measurements, are listed in Table 6.1. The moments of inertia of the two units and 

the payload are computed with respect to the center of gravity (cg) of each component. 

Table 6.1: Dimensional and inertial parameters of the 35 tons articulated mining truck 

Parameter  Value  

Wheel base (m) 5.12 

Front track (m) 2.28 

Rear track (m) 2.28 

Front axle to articulation joint longitudinal distance (m) 1.68 

Rear axle to articulation joint longitudinal distance (m) 3.44 

Front unit mass (kg) 21,000 

- cg height (m) 1.36 

- cg to articulation joint distance (longitudinal, m) 2.13 

- roll mass moment inertia (kgm2) 14,000 
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- pitch mass moment inertia (kgm2) 41,000 

- yaw mass moment inertia (kgm2) 42,000 

Rear unit mass (kg) 18,500 

- cg height (m) 1.55 

- cg to articulation  joint distance (longitudinal, m) 2.84 

- roll mass moment inertia (kgm2) 12,000 

- pitch mass moment inertia (kgm2) 28,000 

- yaw mass moment inertia (kgm2) 31,000 

Payload mass (kg) 33,720 

- cg height (m) 2.4 

- cg to articulation joint distance (longitudinal, m) 2.6 

- roll mass moment inertia (kgm2) 27,000 

- pitch mass moment inertia (kgm2) 72,000 

- yaw mass moment inertia (kgm2) 76,000 

6.2.2 Tire model 

The Fiala tire model together with the enveloping tire-terrain contact method available in the 

ADAMS platform [190] are customized to represent the AFSV off-road tires (29.5R29). Figure 

6.3 illustrates the tire model interacting with the off-road terrain, where the tire periphery 

envelopes the terrain using two parallel tandem-cams. Each cam is in contact with the terrain at a 

single point, which are indicated as 𝑃1 and 𝑃2 in Fig. 6.3. The distance between contact points of 

the two cams (𝑃1𝑃2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ), which defines the effective tire-terrain contact patch, is dependent on the tire 

radius and the tire deflection in addition to the terrain profile. The effective tire deflection is 

computed from: 

 𝛿 = (𝑧𝑜𝑖 − 𝑧𝑢)/ cos 𝜗 (6.1) 

where 𝑧𝑢 is vertical motion of the wheel center, and 𝑧𝑜𝑖 is the effective terrain elevation defined 

over the instantaneous contact patch 𝑃1𝑃2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  as an average of the terrain elevations at the cam-terrain 

contact points 𝑃1(𝑧𝑃1) and 𝑃2(𝑧𝑃2), such that: 

 𝑧𝑜𝑖 = (𝑧𝑃1 + 𝑧𝑃2)/2 (6.2) 

In Eq. (6.1), 𝜗 is slope of the terrain profile 𝑃1𝑃2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ , which can be expressed as: 

 𝜗 = tan−1((𝑧𝑃2 − 𝑧𝑃1)/∆𝑥) (6.3) 

where ∆𝑥 is length of the instantaneous contact patch length along the longitudinal axis, which is 

obtained through projection of terrain profile 𝑃1𝑃2̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  along the 𝑥-axis, as shown in Fig. 6.3. 
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Figure 6.3: Schematic of the two-tandem-cams tire enveloping the off-road terrain [190] 

The steady-state longitudinal force, lateral force, vertical force and aligning moment are 

governed by the Fiala model, as functions of the tire stiffness, tire load, tire width, tire-terrain 

friction coefficient, etc. [190]. The first-order dynamic lag of the tire is considered through the 

introduction of longitudinal and lateral relaxation lengths, as described in [51]. The nonlinear tire 

vertical stiffness is identified from the force-deflection characteristics obtained from the tire 

manufacturer’s documentation and shown in Fig. 6.4. Table 6.2 lists other tire properties including 

the dimensions, vertical damping coefficient and load-dependent cornering stiffness, which are 

partly acquired from the tire manufacturer and partly identified on the basis of field-measured data 

[146]. 

 
Figure 6.4: Variations in vertical stiffness of the tire with load 
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Table 6.2: Parameters of the radial-ply tire 29.5R29 

Parameter Value 

Free radius (m) 1.0 

Tire width (m) 0.7 

Charge pressure (bar) 5 

Vertical Damping coefficient (kN.s/m) 35 

Relaxation length (m) 1.2 

Front tire cornering stiffness (kN/deg) 6.8 (loaded) 6.1 (unloaded) 

Rear tire cornering stiffness (kN/deg) 7.5 (loaded) 3.7 (unloaded) 

6.2.3 Terrain profile 

The terrain roughness in this study is represented by an equivalent undeformable profile for the 

purpose of vehicle dynamic analyses. The terrain profile is generated considering the displacement 

power spectral density (PSD) function in the form of [78, 79]: 

 𝐺𝑑(𝑚) = 𝛼𝑟 ∙ 𝑚
−𝑤  (6.4) 

where 𝐺𝑑 is the one-sided spatial PSD of the terrain elevation, 𝑚 is the spatial frequency, 𝛼𝑟 is the 

roughness coefficient and 𝑤 is the terrain waviness. The ISO-8608 [78] describes the spatial PSD 

of different road profiles ranging from smooth (class A) to very rough (class E) considering a 

constant waviness of 2.0. The off-road terrains generally exhibit relatively higher roughness 

coefficients and greater elevations. The limited data available for a haul road in a mining site 

suggest that the haul road elevation is comparable to that of class E profile [122, 168]. A simplified 

piecewise linear coherence function is further formulated so as to describe the roll excitation due 

to differences in elevations of the two tracks, such that [86]: 

 𝛾2(𝑚) = {
1 − 0.9𝑚/𝑚𝑐,   𝑚 ≤ 𝑚𝑐 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒/𝑚

0.1,   𝑚 > 𝑚𝑐 𝑐𝑦𝑐𝑙𝑒/𝑚
 (6.5) 

where 𝑚𝑐 is the cut-off spatial frequency, which directly relates to magnitude of the cross-slope 

of the two terrain tracks [168]. 

The elevation histories of the two terrain tracks are synthesized using the method described in 

[168] and illustrated in Figure 6.5. Two unity power band-limited white noise signals, 𝑤𝑛1(𝑥) and 

𝑤𝑛2(𝑥) , are utilized to obtain the profiles of two terrain tracks 𝑞(𝑥)  and 𝑝(𝑥) , where 𝑥  is 

longitudinal coordinate of the terrain, using the third-order frequency response functions √𝐺𝑑(𝑚), 

√𝛾2(𝑚) and √1 − 𝛾2(𝑚). The method preserves the displacement PSD of the left and right 

terrain tracks as well as the coherence between them [168]. In this study, the cut-off spatial 

frequency is taken as 0.3 cycles/m, while the elevations of the off-road terrain are estimated 

assuming the spectrum of the class E profile. 
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Figure 6.5: Synthesis of elevation-histories of left- and right-track terrain profiles [168] 

6.2.4 Articulated frame steering system 

The kineto-dynamics of a flow volume regulated frame steering system, illustrated in Fig. 6.6 [131, 

146], is integrated to the AFSV multi-body model. The AFS system consists of a hydraulic pump, 

a steering valve, a reservoir and two steering struts. The steering valve directs the hydraulic fluid 

to the interconnected steering struts, and the gerotor serves as a steering feedback according to the 

flow volume. The steering forces developed by the left and right struts are calculated from 

instantaneous fluid pressures within two chambers of each strut and the viscous friction due to 

piston and rod seals, which are related to displacements (𝑑𝐿 and 𝑑𝑅) and velocities (�̇�𝐿 and �̇�𝑅) of 

the left- and right-struts obtained from the vehicle model. The fluid pressures are computed from 

the flow continuity equations within the two steering struts considering fluid compressibility and 

leakage flows within each strut, which can be expressed as: 

 
𝑞1 = 𝐴𝑐�̇�𝐿 + 𝐴𝑟�̇�𝑅 + 𝑞𝑙𝐿 + 𝑞𝑙𝑅 +

𝑉1𝐿 + 𝑉1𝑅
𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑃�̇� 

𝑞2 = 𝐴𝑟�̇�𝐿 + 𝐴𝑐�̇�𝑅 + 𝑞𝑙𝐿 + 𝑞𝑙𝑅 −
𝑉2𝐿 + 𝑉2𝑅
𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝑃�̇� 

(6.6) 

where 𝐴𝑐 is effective piston area of the steering struts; 𝐴𝑟 is effective annular area of the rod-side 

chamber; 𝑞1 and 𝑞2 are rates of fluid flows from steering valve to the steering struts and from the 

steering struts to the reservoir, respectively; 𝑞𝑙𝐿  and 𝑞𝑙𝑅  are leakage flows within the left- and 

right-struts, respectively; 𝐵𝑒𝑓𝑓  is effective bulk modulus of the hydraulic fluid; 𝑉1𝐿  and 𝑉2𝑅  are 

volumes of fluid in the piston-side chambers of left- and right-struts, respectively; and 𝑉1𝑅 and 𝑉2𝐿 

are those of fluid in the rod-side chambers of the right and left-struts, respectively; 𝑃𝑐  is fluid 

pressure in piston-side chamber of the left-strut and rod-side chamber of the right-strut; 𝑃𝑟 is fluid 

pressure in rod-side chamber of left-strut and piston-side chamber of the right-strut, as shown in 

Fig. 6.6. 

The volumes of fluids in the interconnected strut chambers in Eq. (6.6) are calculated 

neglecting the deformation of the struts and the connecting tubes, as: 
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 𝑉1𝐿 + 𝑉1𝑅 = 𝑉0 + 𝐴𝑐𝑑𝐿 + 𝐴𝑟𝑑𝑅 

𝑉2𝐿 + 𝑉2𝑅 = 𝑉0 − 𝐴𝑟𝑑𝐿 − 𝐴𝑐𝑑𝑅 
(6.7) 

where 𝑉0 is initial fluid volume of the piston-side chamber of the left-strut, rod-side chamber of 

the right strut and the connecting pipes, which is identical to the initial fluid volume of the piston-

side chamber of right strut, the rod-side chamber of left strut and the connecting pipes. 

The friction force due to struts’ seals is considered as a viscous force, and expressed as a linear 

function of the relative strut velocity. The strut forces, 𝐹𝐿 and 𝐹𝑅, are subsequently obtained from 

the fluid pressure and the friction force, as: 

 𝐹𝐿 = 𝐴𝑐𝑃𝑐 − 𝐴𝑟𝑃𝑟 − 𝜇𝜈�̇�𝐿 

𝐹𝑅 = 𝐴𝑐𝑃𝑟 − 𝐴𝑟𝑃𝑟 + 𝜇𝜈�̇�𝑅 
(6.8) 

where 𝜇𝜈 is the viscous damping coefficient due to seal friction. 

 

Figure 6.6: Flow volume-regulated frame steering system [146] 

6.2.5 Hydro-pneumatic suspension system 

Since hydro-pneumatic suspensions (HPS) are increasingly implemented in commercial road and 

off-road vehicles due to their compact design, ease of ride height control and enhanced attenuation 

of ride vibrations under large payload variations. The HPS model is formulated considering a 

simple and low-cost design, schematically illustrated in Fig. 6.7. The HPS strut comprises two 

chambers connected via bleed orifices and check valves. The piston-side chamber is shared by 
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both the gas and the hydraulic oil, while the annular rod-side contains only the hydraulic oil (Fig. 

6.7(a)). During operation, the entrapment of gas within the oil would result in the gas-oil emulsion, 

as seen in Figs. 6.7(b) and 6.7(c) during compression and rebound, respectively. The emulsion can 

flow from the piston-side chamber to the rod-side chamber via the check valves and bleed orifices 

installed on the strut rod during compression, apart from the leakage flow through the piston seal. 

The check valves, however, remain closed during the extension stroke, which contributes to 

relatively higher damping force in extension. The rates of fluid flows are related to the pressures 

within the two chambers, strut velocity as well as the properties of the gas-oil emulsion. The 

effective mass density and bulk modulus of the gas-oil emulsion would be lower than that of the 

hydraulic oil, depending on the volume fraction of the entrapped gas within the gas-oil emulsion 

[142, 176, 177]. 

 
Figure 6.7: Schematic of the hydro-pneumatic suspension strut [189] 

An analytical model of the HPS strut is formulated considering the entrapped gas within 

the oil, as functions of strut deflection and velocity, which can be imported from the multi-body 

vehicle model. The stiffness of the HPS and its ride height are determined from the strut deflection, 

gas volume and gas pressure, which may be lowered by the gas entrapment within the hydraulic 

oil. The strut damping property, on the other hand, is related to the fluid pressures within the two 

strut chambers and the flow areas, which are related to strut deflection and velocity, and properties 

of the gas-oil emulsion (gas volume fraction, and effective mass density and bulk modulus). As 

illustrated in Fig. 6.7, the total force developed by a HPS strut, 𝐹ℎ, can be obtained from the fluid 

pressures within the piston- and rod-side chambers, and the friction due to the seals between the 

strut cylinder and strut rod, as: 
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 𝐹ℎ = 𝑃ℎ𝑐𝐴ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟(𝐴ℎ𝑐 − 𝐴ℎ𝑟) + 𝐹𝑓 (6.9) 

where 𝑃ℎ𝑐 and 𝑃ℎ𝑟 are pressures of fluid within the piston- and rod-side chambers, respectively; 

𝐴ℎ𝑐 and 𝐴ℎ𝑟 are effective areas of the piston and the rod, respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.7(a); and 

𝐹𝑓 is the friction force.  

The instantaneous pressures of the gas and emulsion within the piston-side chamber are 

assumed to be identical neglecting the effect of fluid inertia. Assuming polytropic process of the 

gas, 𝑃ℎ𝑐 can be obtained from the initial gas pressure 𝑃ℎ0 and volume 𝑉𝑔0, and the instantaneous 

gas volume 𝑉𝑔, such that: 

 𝑃ℎ𝑐 = 𝑃ℎ0(𝑉𝑔0 𝑉𝑔⁄ )
𝑛

 (6.10) 

where 𝑛 is the polytropic exponent. The instantaneous gas volume 𝑉𝑔 in the piston-side chamber 

is obtained from the continuity equation considering compressibility of the gas-oil emulsion, which 

can be expressed as: 

 𝐴ℎ𝑐�̇�𝑠 + �̇�𝑔 = 𝑞𝑏 + 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑙 +
𝑉𝑐
𝛽𝑐
�̇�ℎ𝑐 (6.11) 

where �̇�𝑠 is relative velocity across the strut; 𝑞𝑏, 𝑞𝑐, and 𝑞𝑙 are rates of fluid flows through the 

bleed orifices, the check valves and the clearance between the strut piston and the cylinder, 

respectively; 𝑉𝑐  and 𝛽𝑐  are instantaneous volume and effective bulk modulus of the emulsion 

within the piston-side chamber, respectively.  

The pressure of fluid in the rod-side chamber, 𝑃ℎ𝑟, is obtained from the volume continuity 

equation within the rod-side chamber. Since the mass density of the emulsion within each chamber 

may be different, the flow continuity equation for the rod-side chamber is formulated considering 

mass density variation of the fluid flows between the two chambers, such that: 

 (𝐴ℎ𝑐 − 𝐴ℎ𝑟)�̇�𝑠 = 
𝜌𝑐
𝜌𝑟
(𝑞𝑏 + 𝑞𝑐 + 𝑞𝑙) −

𝑉𝑟
𝛽𝑟
�̇�ℎ𝑟 (6.12) 

where 𝜌𝑐 and 𝜌𝑟 are instantaneous mass densities of the emulsion within the piston- and rod-side 

chambers, respectively; 𝑉𝑟  and 𝛽𝑟  are the volume and effective bulk modulus of the emulsion 

within the rod-side chamber, respectively. The volumes of emulsion in the two chambers of the 

strut can be obtained from: 

 
𝑉𝑐 = 𝑉𝑐0 + 𝑉𝑔0 − 𝐴ℎ𝑐𝑧𝑠 − 𝑉𝑔 

𝑉𝑟 = 𝑉𝑟0 + (𝐴ℎ𝑐 − 𝐴ℎ𝑟)𝑧𝑠 
(6.13) 
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where 𝑧𝑠 is the strut deflection, and 𝑉𝑖0 (𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) is the initial volume of the emulsion within the 

piston- (𝑐) or rod-side (𝑟) chambers. 

The mass density and bulk modulus of the gas-oil emulsions in the two chambers of the HPS 

strut depend on the volume fraction of the entrapped gas within the hydraulic oil as well as the 

fluid pressure [142]. The gas volume fraction of the emulsion, defined as the ratio of the entrapped 

gas volume to the hydraulic oil volume (𝛾𝑖 = 𝑉𝑔𝑖 𝑉ℎ𝑖⁄ ; 𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) also varies with the fluid pressure 

due to compressibility of both the entrapped gas and the hydraulic oil. The instantaneous volumes 

of entrapped gas 𝑉𝑔𝑖 and hydraulic oil 𝑉ℎ𝑖 of the emulsion in chamber i can be expressed as: 

 

𝑉𝑔𝑖 = (
𝑃ℎ0
𝑃ℎ𝑖
)

1
𝑛
𝑉𝑔𝑖0;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 

𝑉ℎ𝑖 = (1 −
𝑃ℎ𝑖 − 𝑃ℎ0

𝛽ℎ
)𝑉ℎ𝑖0;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 

(6.14) 

where 𝑉𝑔𝑖0 and 𝑉ℎ𝑖0 are initial volumes of the entrapped gas and hydraulic oil within the emulsion, 

respectively; and 𝛽ℎ is bulk modulus of pure hydraulic oil. The instantaneous gas volume fractions 

of the emulsions in the piston- and rod-side chambers can thus be obtained from: 

 𝛾𝑖 =
(
𝑃ℎ0
𝑃ℎ𝑖
)

1
𝑛
𝑉𝑔𝑖0

(1 −
𝑃ℎ𝑖 − 𝑃ℎ0

𝛽ℎ
)𝑉ℎ𝑖0

=
(
𝑃ℎ0
𝑃ℎ𝑖
)

1
𝑛

1 −
𝑃ℎ𝑖 − 𝑃ℎ0

𝛽ℎ

𝛾0;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 (6.15) 

where 𝛾0 (𝑉𝑔𝑖0 𝑉ℎ𝑖0⁄ ; 𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) is the initial gas fraction of the emulsion in chamber i. 

Assuming negligible mass of the entrapped gas, the mass density of the emulsion in each 

chamber (𝜌𝑖;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) can be obtained from [142]: 

 
𝜌𝑖 =

𝜌ℎ𝑉ℎ𝑖0
𝑉ℎ𝑖 + 𝑉𝑔𝑖

=
𝜌ℎ

(1 −
𝑃ℎ𝑖 − 𝑃ℎ0

𝛽ℎ
) (1 + 𝛾𝑖)

;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 
(6.16) 

where 𝜌ℎ is mass density of the hydraulic oil. 

Similarly, the effective bulk modulus of the emulsion within each chamber (𝛽𝑖;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) can 

be derived as a function of the instantaneous pressure considering the compressibility of both the 

entrapped gas (−
𝑉𝑔𝑖𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑖

𝑑𝑉𝑔𝑖
= 𝑛𝑃ℎ𝑖;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟) and the hydraulic oil (−

𝑉ℎ𝑖𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑖

𝑑𝑉ℎ𝑖
= 𝛽ℎ;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟), such 

that: 
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𝛽𝑖 = −

𝑉𝑔𝑖 + 𝑉ℎ𝑖
𝑑
𝑑𝑃ℎ𝑖

(𝑉𝑔𝑖 + 𝑉ℎ𝑖)
=
𝑛(1 + 𝛾𝑖)𝑃ℎ𝑖𝛽ℎ
𝑛𝑃ℎ𝑖 + 𝛾𝑖𝛽ℎ

;  𝑖 = 𝑐, 𝑟 
(6.17) 

Assuming turbulent flows through the bleed orifices (𝑞𝑏) and check valves (𝑞𝑐), and laminar 

leakage flow (𝑞𝑙), the relations between the fluid flows and pressures can be expressed as: 

 

𝑞𝑏 = 𝐶𝑏(𝑛𝑏𝐴𝑏)√
2|𝑃ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟|

�̅�𝑖
∙ 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑃ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟) 

𝑞𝑐 = {
𝐶𝑣(𝑛𝑣𝐴𝑣)√

2(𝑃ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟)

�̅�𝑖
; 𝑃ℎ𝑐 > 𝑃ℎ𝑟  

0 ; 𝑃ℎ𝑐 ≤ 𝑃ℎ𝑟

 

𝑞𝑙 = 𝑘𝑙(𝑃ℎ𝑐 − 𝑃ℎ𝑟) 

(6.18) 

where (𝐶𝑏, 𝐴𝑏, 𝑛𝑏) and (𝐶𝑣, 𝐴𝑣, 𝑛𝑣) are discharge coefficient, opening area and number of bleed 

orifices and check valves, respectively; �̅�𝑖  = (𝜌𝑐 + 𝜌𝑟)/2 is the average mass density of the 

emulsions within the two chambers; and 𝑘𝑙 is the leakage flow coefficient. It should be noted that 

the check valves remain closed when 𝑃ℎ𝑟 is greater than 𝑃ℎ𝑐. 

The nominal parameters selected for the front-axle HPS of the considered AFSV, as listed in 

Table 6.3, are partly obtained from the vehicle configuration, and partly and the flow areas a scaled 

HPS strut, as reported in [189]. The cross-section areas of the piston and the rod are selected 

according to the weight and dimensional layout of the vehicle frame and the wheels. The initial 

volume and pressure of the gas are determined to achieve desired HPS static stiffness and the load 

capacity considering the cross-section areas of the piston and the rod. Due to the increased strut 

size compared to the scaled strut, more bleed orifices are introduced. The flow coefficients of the 

bleed orifices and check valves, are taken as 0.7 and 0.6, respectively, which are identified as mean 

value for the scaled strut. Although the initial gas fraction within the gas-oil emulsion in Eq. (6.16) 

has been observed to vary with the strut velocity [189], it is assumed as a constant of 2% for the 

front-axle HPS strut in this study. The polytropic exponent of gas, leakage flow coefficient and 

hydraulic oil properties remain the same as those of the scaled strut model, as listed in Table 6.3. 
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Table 6.3: Nominal parameters of the front-axle HPS 

Parameter Value 

Piston area (m2) 0.038  

Rod area (m2) 0.0254  

Check valve area (mm2) 8  

Check valve flow coefficient 0.6 

Check valve number 2 

Bleed orifice area (mm2) 11  

Bleed orifice flow coefficient 0.7 

Bleed orifice number 4 

Strut travel (mm) ±120  

Total oil volume (L) 11.4  

Hydraulic oil bulk modulus (Mpa) 1700 

Hydraulic oil mass density (kg/m3) 850 

Initial gas volume (L) 4.5  

Initial gas pressure (MPa) 5.8  

Initial gas fraction 2% 

Polytropic exponent of gas 1.4 

Leakage flow coefficient 5×10-12 

6.3 Validation of the unsuspended vehicle model 

The validity of the vehicle model is examined using the field-measured data acquired for the AFSV 

prototype. The model validation, however, is limited to the unsuspended prototype vehicle, which 

is demonstrated in terms of the multi-axes ride vibration and path-change directional responses. 

The AFSV prototype was instrumented to measure the vehicle speed, steering wheel angle, 

articulation angle, left steering strut displacement and the steering struts’ fluid pressures under a 

path-change maneuver, as shown in Figure 6.8(a). The path-change course with a 4.5 m lateral 

offset and an 18 m gate was realized by placements of cones. The ride vibration responses of the 

vehicle units were measured in terms of accelerations along the three-translational directions, and 

velocities along the three rotational directions. The vehicle ride vibration responses were measured 

during a straight-line vehicle motion, as shown in Fig. 6.8(b). The field experiment design has 

been described in details in [146]. 

The measurements were conducted on a paved test field for both the loaded and the 

unloaded vehicles at nearly-constant forward speeds. The roughness profiles of the test terrain 

tracks were synthesized using the class C spectrum and the method described in Fig. 6.5. The 

straight-line maneuvers of the unloaded vehicle were performed at three different average speeds: 

8, 12 and 18 km/h, while those for the loaded vehicle were conducted at an average speed of 16 

km/h. The path-change tests were performed at average speeds of 19.2 and 22.8 km/h for the 

unloaded vehicle and at 15.3 km/h for the loaded vehicle. Each measurement was repeated 3 times. 
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Figure 6.8: Test courses used in field measurements: (a) path-change maneuver; (b) straight-line 

maneuver 
 

The measured rotational velocities during straight travels were differentiated to obtain the 

rotational ride accelerations. The time-histories of translational and rotational accelerations were 

transformed to the frequency domain using the Welch’s power spectral density (PSD) estimation 

method. The repeatability of ride and directional responses measurements during different trials 

was also examined, which revealed relatively small differences due to slight variations in the path 

and speed of the AFSV. The mean of the acceleration spectra obtained from the repeated trials 

were also used to identify the dominant vibration modes frequencies. 

The directional and ride dynamic responses of the unsuspended vehicle model 

incorporating kineto-dynamic model of the AFS system were obtained under excitations from the 

synthesized elevation histories of the two tracks and time-history of the measured steering wheel 

angle at the corresponding mean measured speed. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 illustrate comparisons of 

computed ride-vibration responses of the front unit of the vehicle with and without the payload 

with the mean measured responses at forward speeds of 16 and 18 km/h, respectively. The ride 

responses are presented in terms of PSD of accelerations along the translational and rotational axes. 

The comparisons show reasonable agreements between the computed and measured responses 

along all the directions, irrespective of the load condition, especially near the dominant ride 

frequencies. The results show relatively higher magnitude vibrations in the vertical direction of 

the loaded as well as unloaded vehicle, as shown in Figs. 6.9(a) and 6.10(a). The magnitude of the 

measured longitudinal acceleration of the unloaded vehicle, shown in Fig. 6.10(e), are also 

comparable with that of the vertical vibration. The longitudinal acceleration response of the vehicle 

model, for both the load conditions, however, are considerably lower than the measured responses, 

especially at frequencies above 2 Hz. This, in-part, is likely caused by the frequent acceleration 

and deceleration by the driver to maintain the desired speed. This is further evident from relatively 
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higher magnitude of measured pitch accelerations at frequencies above 3 Hz (Figs. 6.9(b) and 

6.10(b)). The results show strong coupling among the vertical and pitch modes, as seen in Figs. 

6.9(a), 6.9(b), 6.10(a) and 6.10(b). The dominant vertical and pitch vibrations are observed near 

1.7 Hz and 1.4 Hz, respectively, for the loaded vehicle, and near 2.2 Hz and 1.6 Hz, respectively, 

for the unloaded vehicle. 

The measured as well as model responses also show strong coupling of the lateral and roll 

vibration modes. While notable discrepancies are evident between the lateral acceleration PSD 

obtained from the model and the measured data. This is likely due to lack of consideration of the 

tire’s lateral compliance in the Fiala tire model. The magnitudes of yaw acceleration PSD 

responses obtained from the model and the measured data are relatively small for both the load 

conditions, as seen in Figs. 6.9(f) and 6.10(f). 
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Figure 6.9: Comparisons of PSD of acceleration responses of the loaded vehicle model with the measured 

data (speed = 16 km/h) 

 

 

 
Figure 6.10: Comparisons of PSD of acceleration responses of the unloaded vehicle model with the 

measured data (speed = 18 km/h) 
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Figures 6.11(a) and 6.11(b) illustrate the measured steering wheel inputs corresponding to the 

path-change maneuvers for the vehicle with and without load at nearly-constant forward speeds of 

15.3 and 19.2 km/h, respectively. The directional responses of the loaded and unloaded vehicle 

models are evaluated under these steering inputs. The responses in terms of the articulation angle, 

left strut displacement, and yaw rate and lateral acceleration of the front unit are compared with 

the measured responses in Fig. 6.12. The articulation angle and strut displacement response of the 

loaded vehicle model reveal good agreements with the corresponding measured data, although 

slight discrepancies are observed near the end of the path change maneuver, as seen in Figs. 6.12(a) 

and 6.12(c). The strut displacement response of the unloaded vehicle model also agrees well with 

the measured data, while notable deviations are evident in the corresponding articulation angle 

response (Figure 6.12(b)). Further analysis of the measured data revealed measurement errors 

caused by loosening of the link rods used to attach the articulation potentiometer, during 

measurements in the unloaded case. The comparisons also show reasonably good agreements in 

the yaw rate and lateral acceleration responses, whereas the peak responses of the model are 

slightly lower than those obtained from the measured data, which may be due to the simplified tire 

lateral dynamics considered in the model, as described in section 6.2.2. Despite the observed 

discrepancies, the comparisons in Figures 6.9, 6.10 and 6.12 suggest that the integrated vehicle 

model can yield reasonably good predictions of the ride vibration and the steering responses for 

both the loaded and unloaded conditions. 

 
Figure 6.11: Measured steering wheel angle for the loaded (a) and unloaded (b) vehicle 
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Figure 6.12: Comparisons of model responses to the path-change maneuver with measured responses: 

(a,c,e,g) loaded (15.3 km/h) and (b,d,f,h) unloaded (19.2 km/h) 

6.4 Methodologies for coupled analyses of ride and directional performances of the AFSV 

The HPS design with compromise between multi-axes ride and directional performances of the 
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AFSV can be investigated using the integrated three-dimensional vehicle model, considering the 

contributions of AFS’s kineto-dynamics and off-road terrain roughness. The AFS’s kineto-

dynamics contribute to the nonlinear yaw stiffness and damping of the AFSV, which have been 

reported to strongly affect the yaw oscillations [10, 132, 146]. The characteristics of vehicle yaw 

oscillations relate to yaw-plane stability performance as well as the lateral and yaw vibrations of 

the vehicle. The ride vibration responses of the AFSV primarily depend on the magnitude and 

spectral components of the left and right tracks’ elevations, apart from the vehicle dimensions and 

inertia, and suspension and tire properties. The terrain roughness may also deteriorate the yaw- 

and roll-plane stability of the AFSV [20, 168]. The roll stability performance of off-road vehicles, 

however, is generally analyzed using the measures defined for road vehicles assuming negligible 

contributions due to tire’s interactions with the rough terrain. Moreover, the directional stability 

limits may also be reduced to some extent by implementing the axle suspensions, while the axle 

suspension systems are significant in limiting the multi-axes ride vibrations [48, 132]. 

The field-measured ride vibrations of the AFSV prototype suggest dominance in the 

vertical direction (Figs. 6.9 and 6.10), although the reported ride vibrations during actual 

operations of AFSVs may experience comparable longitudinal and lateral vibrations [4, 15]. 

Concerning the human operator’s health caution [1], the ride performance of the AFSV is 

evaluated on the basis of the dominant vertical acceleration of the front unit, which supports the 

driver cabin, using its frequency-weighted root-mean-square (RMS) acceleration value awz. The 

frequency weighting function Wk, defined in ISO 2631-1 [1], is applied for this purpose. The awz 

for the unsuspended AFSV were obtained as 1.26 m/s2 and 1.15 m/s2 for the unloaded and loaded 

conditions, respectively, which exceed the 8-hour limit value in accordance with HCGZ defined 

in [1]. This suggests the need for control of ride vibration via the seat and axle suspensions. The 

ride performance of the AFSV model with the HPS and the AFS subsystem models is evaluated 

under excitations arising from the synthesized 100 m long terrain tracks, as in [187, 188], at an 

average forward speed of 20 km/h.  

The roll stability performance of the AFSV operating on the off-road terrain is evaluated 

only in the loaded case considering higher cg position of the loaded vehicle. The integrated vehicle 

model is simulated under a continuous steering maneuver idealized by a ramp steering wheel input 

at rate of 5 degree/s, as in [40, 168], in order to establish its dynamic roll stability threshold (DRT). 

The vehicle forward speed is selected as the maximum speed of the AFSV, 50 km/h. Owing to the 
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relative roll DOF between the front and rear units (Fig. 6.2), the rear unit experiences relatively 

greater roll motions due to its higher cg position and rearward amplification tendency, which is 

widely observed in articulated vehicle combinations [40].  

Figure 6.13 illustrates steering responses of the rear unit in terms of lateral acceleration and 

lateral load transfer ratio (LTR). The mean value of these responses gradually increase with the 

increasing steering input. The simulation is terminated when the AFSV’s rear unit approaches the 

absolute rollover condition as the cg of rear unit aligns vertically with the line joining the rear tire-

terrain contact center and the articulation joint, which is indicated as point C in Fig. 6.13, and it 

corresponds to LTR = 1. The steering responses, however, exhibit considerable oscillations due to 

the off-road terrain excitation, which make it difficult to identify the onset of a roll stability and 

the corresponding lateral acceleration and LTR using the criterion defined for smooth roadways. 

Furthermore, a sustained value of LTR near unity is observed between point A and point B, prior 

to the absolute rollover. The vehicle is considered to approach the critical roll stability margin 

during this sustained period (SP), while the corresponding lateral acceleration varies from 2 m/s2 

to 5.9 m/s2. The dynamic roll stability threshold of the considered AFSV is thus measured by the 

RMS value of rear unit’s lateral acceleration during the sustained period of LTR = 1 [168], which 

is termed as SP-DRT in this study. SP-DRT is obtained as 3.78 m/s2 for the unsuspended AFSV 

operation on the off-road terrain. 

 
Figure 6.13: Lateral load transfer ratio (a) and lateral acceleration (b) of the rear unit of the AFSV 

The yaw stability performance of the AFSV is evaluated in the loaded case as well on the basis 

of the articulation angle oscillation following a lateral perturbation idealized by a pulse steering 

wheel input, as in [132, 146]. The vehicle forward speed is also selected as the maximum speed of 

50 km/h. The articulation angle response following the pulse steering is illustrated in Fig. 6.14. 

Slight oscillations in the articulation angle are observed prior to the steering input, applied at t=1 
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second, which is attributed to tire interactions with the rough terrain. The articulation oscillation 

after the 0.2-seconds pulse steering input is fitted to a single-DOF system response, in order to 

obtain the yaw-mode oscillation frequency and damping ratio of the AFSV [146]. The yaw-mode 

oscillation frequency ωz, which has been reported to positively correlate with the yaw-plane 

stability of the AFSV, is selected to measure the yaw-plane stability limit. For the unsuspended 

vehicle, ωz was obtained as 2.81 Hz. 

 
Figure 6.14: Articulation angle oscillation following a lateral perturbation 

6.5 Sensitivity analyses and design optimization of front-axle hydro-pneumatic suspension 

The nonlinearity and hysteresis in the stiffness and damping characteristics of the simple HPS 

design would contribute to the multi-performances of the AFSV in a highly complex manner. 

Parametric sensitivity analyses are thus performed for the integrated AFSV model to study the 

effects of HPS on the coupled ride and directional response characteristics of the vehicle. The 

results are used to formulate an optimization problem in an attempt to seek a more favorable design 

of the HPS system considering the ride as well as directional performances of the AFSV. 

Variations in main parameters of the HPS are considered for this purpose, which include: piston 

area Ahc of the HPS strut, which determines the gas volume and the effective suspension stiffness; 

and flow areas of check valves Av and bleed orifices Ab, which affect the suspension damping 

property. Variations in Ahc influence not only the effective suspension stiffness but also the load 

carrying capacity. The gas charge pressure and the rod area Ahr are not altered in order to maintain 

identical load carrying capacity of the struts. While Ab relates to damping property in extension, 

both Av and Ab determine the damping characteristics during compression, as seen in Eq. (6.18). 

Since the HPS is introduced for the front unit alone, its effects on the yaw and roll performances 

are not expected to be significant. 
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6.5.1 Sensitivity analyses 

For the sensitivity analyses, the selected areas Ahc, Av and Ab are varied one parameter at a time by 

±15% and ±30% about their respective nominal values, listed in Table 6.3. Table 6.4 summarizes 

the ride vibration exposure, roll and yaw stability performance measures computed from the 

responses to terrain excitation and steering input, using the methodology presented in section 6.4, 

in terms of awz, SP-DRT and ωz, respectively. Compared with the unsuspended AFSV prototype 

operating on the off-road terrain, implementing the nominal front-axle HPS is shown to reduce the 

awz by 30% and 25% for the unloaded and loaded cases, respectively, while the SP-DRT and ωz 

are only slightly reduced. The observed effect of suspension on roll and yaw plane stability 

measures is significantly lower than those reported in [48, 132]. The reductions in the roll and yaw 

stability limits compared to the unloaded vehicle are relatively small (3.2% and 3.6%, respectively), 

since HPS is introduced in the front unit axle alone, while the roll and yaw motions are mostly 

affected by the rear unit with the load. Increasing Ahc reduces the vertical stiffness of the front unit 

suspension, which tends to deteriorate the roll stability. The variations in Av and Ab and the 

resulting suspension damping, however, demonstrate nearly no effects on the directional stability 

of the AFSV, especially in the yaw plane. 

The ride performances of both the loaded and unloaded vehicles, however, are quite sensitive 

to the HPS properties, as expected. The unloaded vehicle generally exhibit greater vibrations than 

the loaded case, as seen in Table 6.4. Since the payload alters the front-axle load of the AFSV only 

minimally, the vertical acceleration response spectra obtained for the loaded and unloaded cases 

exhibit dominance near 1 Hz and coupled with the pitch mode vibration around 1.5 Hz (Fig. 6.15). 

The variation in Ahc alters the suspension stiffness and thereby the dominant vibration frequencies. 

The 30% reduction in Ahc significantly increases the vibration magnitudes near 1 Hz, which results 

in 26% and 17% increase in awz for the unloaded and loaded vehicles, respectively. The 30% 

increase in Ahc, on the other hand, reduces vertical vibration response near 1 Hz, while the pitch 

motion of the AFSV increase considerably (near 1.5 Hz) due to the reduced front-axle HPS 

stiffness, as seen in Figs. 6.15(a) and 6.15(b). This leads to nearly 50% increase in awz for both the 

unloaded and loaded vehicles (Table 6.4).  

The variations in Av only slightly affect the ride performance in the unloaded case, as seen in 

Table 4, which is due to only partial contribution of Av to the effective damping coefficient during 

suspension compression. The variations in Ab, however, strongly affect the effective suspension 
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damping property, and thus the ride vibration response, as illustrated in Figs. 6.15(c) and 6.15(d) 

for the loaded and unloaded vehicle models, respectively. Increasing Ab yields lower effective 

damping and subsequently higher vibration in the vicinity of the vertical mode resonance 

frequency (< 1.2 Hz) but better vibration isolation at in the critical ride frequencies. The frequency-

weighted ride vibration values thus decrease with increasing Ab, due to relatively lower weighting 

near the dominant frequency of 1 Hz.  

Table 6.4: Results obtained from sensitivity analyses of the front-axle HPS system 

Load 

condition 

Ride (awz, m/s2) Roll (SP-DRT, m/s2) Yaw (ωz, Hz) 

unloaded loaded loaded loaded 

Parameter Ahc Av Ab Ahc Av Ab Ahc Av Ab Ahc Av Ab 

-30% 1.12 0.90 0.96 1.01 0.86 0.90 3.67 3.66 3.66 2.81 2.80 2.80 

-15% 0.93 0.89 0.92 0.85 0.86 0.87 3.66 3.66 3.66 2.80 2.80 2.80 

Nominal 0.89 0.89 0.89 0.86 0.86 0.86 3.66 3.66 3.66 2.80 2.80 2.80 

15% 1.23 0.89 0.87 1.15 0.86 0.85 3.64 3.66 3.66 2.80 2.80 2.80 

30% 1.34 0.89 0.86 1.26 0.86 0.84 3.63 3.65 3.65 2.80 2.80 2.80 

 

 
Figure 6.15: Effects of variations in Ahc and Ab on the PSD of vertical acceleration response of the front 

unit: (a,c) loaded and (b,d) unloaded 

6.5.2 Design optimization 

An optimal solution for the front-axle HPS is further attempted to seek improved ride performance, 

while preserving the roll and yaw directional performances. The results obtained from the 

sensitivity analyses suggest that the directional stability limits of the AFSV exhibit only slight 
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sensitivity to the HPS’s main parameters, when applied to front-axle alone. The HPS system may 

thus be optimized considering the ride vibration performance alone. The total suspension travel, 

ds, however, must be limited so as to limit the maximum bounce and pitch motions of the vehicle. 

The optimization problem is thus formulated to minimize a composite objective function, as: 

 
𝐹(𝜒) = Minimize [

𝑎𝑤𝑧
𝑎𝑤𝑧𝑛

+
𝑑𝑠
𝑑𝑠𝑛

] (6.19) 

where 𝜒 = [Ahc Av Ab] is the selected design parameters vector; awzn and dsn are the respective values 

of the vertical ride and peak-to-peak suspension travel obtained for the nominal HPS design. 

Moreover, it would be beneficial to limit the ride vibration level well within the HCGZ limit with 

respect to 8-hours daily exposure. The upper limit of 0.85 m/s2 is thus selected. Furthermore, the 

strut piston area and the orifice sizes may be limited to feasible values. The strut piston should be 

wider enough than the strut rod, and the orifice diameters should be large enough to maintain the 

assumptions of short holes and turbulent flows through the check valves and bleed orifices. 

Inequality constraints are thus imposed on the weighted ride vibration acceleration as well as the 

design parameters, as: 

 𝑎𝑤𝑧 ≤ 0.85 m/𝑠
2 

𝜒 ≥  [0.026 4 × 10−6 7 × 10−6] 𝑚2 
(6.20) 

The constrained nonlinear optimization problem is solved using Genetic algorithm in the 

Matlab/Simulink Design Optimization toolbox [161]. The solutions are obtained for unloaded 

AFSV model considering relatively higher vibration levels in the unloaded condition. The resulting 

optimal design parameters are summarized in Table 6.5 together with the nominal parameters. It 

can be seen that optimal areas of the check valves Av and bleed orifices Ab are substantially lower 

and higher, respectively, than the nominal values. The optimal piston area Ahc is increased by 11% 

compared to the nominal design, which increases the gas volume within the HPS strut and thereby 

decreases the effective suspension stiffness. While the suspension travel ds is slightly decreased to 

0.078 m although the suspension is softened compared to the nominal design, and the minimization 

function value is converged to 1.93. The weighted ride vibration awz (0.848 m/s2) is converged to 

the vicinity of the upper limit imposed in Eq. (6.20), which is nearly 5% lower than that obtained 

for the nominal suspension and 33% lower compared to the unsuspended vehicle. The optimal 

HPS design thus reduces the vertical motion as well as the vibration exposure level of the AFSV. 

On the other hand, the vehicle directional stability performance measures (SP-DRT and ωz) 
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obtained with the optimal HPS design, also presented in Table 6.5, are affected only slightly. This 

is consistent with the sensitivity analyses results in the previous subsection. 

Table 6.5: Nominal and optimal HPS design parameters and vehicle ride response 

Parameter 
Nominal 

design 

Optimal 

design 
Objective 

Nominal 

value 

Optimal 

value 

Ahc (m2) 0.038 0.0474 awz (m/s2) 0.89 0.848 

Av (mm2) 8 4.28 SP-DRT (m/s2) 3.66 3.63 

Ab (mm2) 11 27.3 ωz, (Hz) 2.80 2.80 

   ds (m) 0.08 0.078 

   𝐹(𝜒) 2 1.93 

Furthermore, the effects of variations in load condition and forward speed (10 to 30 km/h) 

of the AFSV with optimal HPS design on the ride vibration and suspension travel are evaluated 

and presented in Fig. 6.16. The ride vibration response is evaluated in terms of the unweighted and 

weighted RMS values of the front unit’s vertical acceleration. Since the HPS is optimized for the 

unloaded case, the unweighted and weighted RMS accelerations of the unloaded vehicle are 

generally comparable to those of the loaded vehicle in the speed range considered, although the 

loaded vehicle is usually reported to experience lower vibration [167]. This implies that the 

vibration magnitudes within the more critical frequency range are comparable both load conditions 

in the selected range of speeds. Increasing the forward speed, however, is shown to increase the 

unweighted and weighted accelerations as well as the suspension travel, irrespective of the load 

condition. This is attributed to increased terrain excitations near the critical ride frequencies with 

increasing vehicle speed. The suspension travel of the loaded vehicle is generally greater than that 

of the unloaded vehicle, as seen in Fig. 6.16(b), due to the increased axle load. The ride vibration 

of the AFSV exceeds the 8-hours HCGZ limit as the forward speed approaches 25 km/h or higher, 

as seen in Fig. 6.16(a). This suggests the need for secondary suspensions of the cabin and the seat. 

 

Figure 6.16: Effects of variations in load and speed on responses of the vehicle with optimal front-axle 

HPS: (a) frequency-weighted and unweighted RMS vertical acceleration; and (b) suspension travel 
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6.6 Conclusions 

The ride vibration, and roll- and yaw-plane directional stability performances of an AFSV are 

investigated considering the contributions of the kineto-dynamics of the frame steering system, 

off-road terrain roughness and a hydro-pneumatic front-axle suspension. These performances of 

the off-road AFSV can be measured in terms of frequency-weighted vertical vibration of the front 

unit, RMS value of the lateral acceleration during the sustained lateral load transfer ratio period 

prior to absolute rollover of the rear unit, and yaw-mode oscillation frequency following a lateral 

perturbation, respectively. Implementing the front-axle hydro-pneumatic suspension was shown 

to preserve the directional stability limits, while reducing the ride vibration exposure of the human 

operators by nearly 30%, compared to the unsuspended AFSV prototype. Owing to suspension 

implementation to the front-axle alone, the results showed only minimal sensitivity of the roll and 

yaw stability measures to variations in suspension stiffness and damping characteristics. A ±30% 

variation in the strut piston area about the nominal value, however, showed significant effect on 

the frequency-weighted vertical acceleration, ranging from 20% to 50%, with only minimal effects 

on the directional stability performance limits (<4%). The optimal HPS design further attenuated 

the ride vibrations, irrespective of the payload variation of the AFSV. Increasing the forward speed, 

while operating on the off-road terrain, however, resulted in vibration exposure exceeding the 

defined HCGZ. This suggests the need for secondary suspension at the cabin and the seat, and 

consideration of suspension of both the axles. The directional stability performance limits of the 

AFSV were also shown to be only slightly affected by the optimal HPS design. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

7.1 Major contributions and highlights of the dissertation research 

This dissertation research presents systematic analytical and experimental studies for off-road 

vehicles to achieve enhanced ride performance while preserving the roll- and yaw-plane 

performances, especially for an articulated frame-steered vehicle (AFSV). An alternative roll 

stability performance measure is proposed considering the significant contributions of terrain 

tracks’ elevations and spectral components. The hydro-mechanical articulated frame steering 

system (AFS) is investigated and the critical design features affecting the steering performances 

and the snaking stability in the yaw plane are identified. A simple and low-cost hydro-pneumatic 

suspension (HPS) strut is also studied considering the effects of gas-oil emulsion, so as to 

characterize its nonlinear stiffness and damping properties. The coupled ride and directional 

performance analyses of the AFSV, as well as the front-axle HPS suspension design optimization 

are subsequently conducted on the basis of an integrated three-dimensional vehicle model. The 

major highlights of the dissertation research are summarized below: 

 A multi-body dynamic model of a mining vehicle is formulated and its roll dynamic 

behavior is investigated, while operating on off-road terrains. 

 An alternative performance measure for assessing roll stability of off-road vehicles is 

proposed and the robustness of the proposed dynamic rollover threshold is illustrated. 

 The parametric analyses of the off-road terrain properties on the proposed dynamic rollover 

threshold are conducted. 

 A yaw-plane model of an articulated frame-steered mining vehicle is developed 

incorporating kineto-dynamics of the steering system and its validation is demonstrated 

using the field-measured data acquired from a 35 tons mining AFSV. 

 The free yaw-oscillation and transient steering responses are characterized and the effects 

of steering strut parameters are investigated, and a design guidance for the articulated frame 

steering system is proposed. 

 The objective measures of primary AFSV steering performances are identified considering 

the yaw oscillation/stability, steering power efficiency, and maneuverability, and a 
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methodology to determine the weights of different objective measures is presented using a 

three-level Analytic Hierarchy Process model 

 An optimal design of the AFS is proposed to achieve improved yaw stability limit, steering 

power efficiency, and maneuverability. 

 A simulation model of a simple and low-cost design of a hydro-pneumatic suspension (HPS) 

is formulated and its parameters are identified from the laboratory-measured data acquired 

for a prototype strut. 

 The nonlinear stiffness and damping characteristics of HPS strut with gas-oil emulsion are 

obtained, and the effects of gas volume fraction within the emulsion on the resulting spring 

and damping forces of the HPS strut are investigated. 

 A three-dimensional multi-body dynamic model of the articulated frame-steered mining 

vehicle is formulated integrating the hydro-mechanical AFS and hydro-pneumatic front-

axle suspension subsystems to investigate multiple and coupled performance measures. 

 The validity of the vehicle model is demonstrated using the field-measured data acquired 

on a prototype vehicle in terms of the multi-axes ride vibration and path-change directional 

responses. 

 The coupled ride and directional performances of the AFSV are analyzed, and the front-

axle HPS system is subsequently optimized. 

7.2 Major conclusions 

The major conclusions drawn from the analytical and experimental studies are summarized below: 

 The dynamic rollover threshold of vehicle operating on rough terrains can be reliably 

estimated as the RMS lateral acceleration over the sustained period when the LTR remains 

near unity, prior to the absolute rollover. 

 The vertical and roll excitations generated from the off-road terrains adversely affected the 

vehicle dynamic roll stability, especially the lower spatial frequency components of the 

terrain elevation. 

 The free yaw-oscillations and transient steering characteristics of an AFSV were strongly 

affected by kineto-dynamic properties of the AFS system, although some of the design 

parameters suggested contradictory effects. 
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 Using fluids with higher fluid bulk modulus and increasing the steering arm length resulted 

in relatively higher the yaw stiffness of the AFS system, steering gain and rate of 

articulation with significantly lower articulation overshoot. 

 The leakage flows and viscous seal friction within the steering struts resulted in rapid 

attenuation of yaw-oscillations without affecting the yaw stiffness. These also contributed 

to higher power dissipation and thereby lower steering gain and rate of articulation. 

 The steering gain and rate of articulation were shown to be dominated by the strut 

kinematics. 

 The solutions of the three-level Analytic Hierarchy Process model revealed greatest weight 

for the equivalent yaw stiffness or oscillation frequency compared to the other objective 

measures of the AFSV, namely, the strut length, damping ratio, steering gain, and response 

overshoot and articulation rate. 

 The optimal AFS design revealed 24% gain in the yaw oscillation frequency, 7% gain in 

the yaw damping ratio and a more compact AFS system design with over 20% reduction 

in the strut length. 

 The laboratory experiments revealed that the gas entrapment in the oil occurs rapidly under 

higher frequency operations and the mean gas volume fraction tended to saturate. 

 The entrapped gas contributed to notable hysteresis in both the stiffness and damping 

properties, especially under higher operating pressures, while the effective stiffness and 

damping increased and decreased, respectively, with increasing gas volume fraction. 

 The ride vibration, roll- and yaw-plane directional stability performance measures of the 

AFSV were shown to be coupled considering the contributions of the AFS’s kineto-

dynamics, off-road terrain roughness and the axle suspension. 

 The coupled ride and directional performances of the off-road AFSV could be measured 

by the frequency-weighted vertical vibration of the front unit, RMS value of the lateral 

acceleration during the sustained lateral load transfer ratio period before absolute rollover 

of the rear unit, and yaw-mode oscillation frequency following a lateral perturbation. 

 The sensitivity analyses results of the front-axle HPS suggested that variations in the 

suspension stiffness and damping characteristics mainly affected the vehicle ride vibrations, 

with minimal effect on the roll- and yaw-stability limits. 
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 The proposed optimal front-axle HPS could yield nearly 30% reduction in the WBV 

exposure compared to the conventional unsuspended vehicle with only slight reduction in 

the roll and yaw stability measures (below 4%). 

7.3 Recommendations for future studies 

The proposed three-dimensional model of the AFSV integrating the AFS and HPS subsystems can 

serve as an effective tool for predicting coupled ride and directional dynamics responses, and 

thereby facilitate axle suspension and steering system designs. The considered hydro-pneumatic 

suspension at the front axle offers an acceptable compromise between the ride vibration and 

directional stability performances of the AFSV. The front-axle suspended vehicle, however, 

showed excessive ride vibration exposure when operating at relatively higher speeds, although the 

directional stability performances are only slightly affected by the suspension system. The 

vibration exposure at speeds above 25 km/h exceeded the health-caution guidance limits for 8 

hours daily exposure, which suggests the need for more effective primary and secondary 

suspensions. Additional efforts on novel suspension and steering system designs so as to achieve 

enhanced performances under broader ranges of payload and forward speed of the AFSV are thus 

highly desirable. Moreover, the considered HPS with gas-oil emulsion involves further challenges 

considering the instantaneous variations in temperature, gas volume fraction and hydraulic oil 

properties, especially during relatively higher velocity operations. Particular topics of future work 

may include the following: 

 Due to highly nonlinear variations in stiffness and damping properties with the gas volume 

fraction for the HPS design considered in this study, further efforts are needed to identify 

more reliable relations among the gas volume fraction, properties of the emulsion and the 

fluid pressures. 

 The variations in the free gas volume, fluid compressibility and temperature of the HPS 

would also affect the ride height. Design of a ride height control mechanism is thus 

desirable for such suspension systems. 

 The effects of HPS strut temperature on the properties of gas and fluid and the resulting 

stiffness and damping characteristics need to be investigated. 

 The integrated three-dimensional AFSV model presented in Chapter 6 can be extended 

with suspensions applied to both the axles, and secondary suspension at the cabin and the 
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seat, which would permit identifications of optimal primary and secondary suspension 

designs. 

 The suspension struts within and cross-axle interconnections should be investigated to 

achieve further reductions in the vertical spring rates, while preserving high roll and pitch 

stiffness of the suspension. 

 Owing to large size and load capacity of tires used in such vehicles, it is very difficult to 

obtain reliable tire parameters and thereby the tire model. Further efforts are strongly 

recommended to identify tire properties in terms of cornering, self-aligning, and lateral and 

longitudinal compliances so as develop a reliable tire model. 

 Considering that the steering performance is directly affected by flow characteristics of the 

steering valve, it is recommended to undertake further studies with valves with relatively 

higher flow rates so as to achieve rapid steering rate.  
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